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AGENDA

Page Nos.
PART I

1

APOLOGIES
To receive apologies for absence, if any.

2

CABINET EXECUTIVE DECISIONS

5 - 10

To authorise the Chairman to sign, as a correct record, the Executive Decisions
made by Cabinet on 24 April 2019.

3

DELEGATED EXECUTIVE DECISIONS
To receive the Delegated Executive Decisions made by Portfolio Holders or
Officers on 11 April 2019.

4

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
To receive declarations by Members of interests in respect of items on this
Agenda.
Members are reminded that, in accordance with the revised Code of Conduct,
they are required to declare any disclosable pecuniary interests or other
registrable interests which have not already been declared in the Council’s
Register of Interests. (It is a criminal offence not to declare a disclosable
pecuniary interest either in the Register or at the meeting.)
Members may, however, also decide, in the interests of clarity and
transparency, to declare at this point in the meeting, any such disclosable
pecuniary interests which they have already declared in the Register, as well as
any other registrable or other interests.
If a Member requires advice on any item involving a possible declaration of
interest which could affect his/her ability to speak and/or vote, he/she is advised
to contact the Monitoring Officer at least 24 hours in advance of the meeting.

5

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 1972 - EXCLUDED ITEMS
To consider whether the items, if any, in Part II of the Agenda should be
considered in the presence of the press and public.

6

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
Any member of the public who wishes to ask a question, make representations
or present a deputation or petition at this meeting should apply to do so by no
later than 0:01am (one minute past midnight) two working days before the
meeting. Information on how to make the application can be obtained by
viewing the Council’s Website www.southlakeland.gov.uk or by contacting the
Committee Services Team on 01539 733333.
(1)

Questions and Representations
To receive any questions or representations which have been received
from members of the public.

(2)

Deputations and Petitions
To receive any deputations or petitions which have been received from
members of the public.

11 - 12

7

FORWARD PLAN
To note the contents of the latest Forward Plan due to be published on 28 May
2019 (to follow).

8

CABINET PORTFOLIOS AND SCHEME OF DELEGATION

13 - 24

To note the allocation of Portfolios to Cabinet Members, together with the
Scheme of Delegation for the discharge of the Executive functions of the
Council, and to sign Cabinet Job Descriptions (documentation will be circulated
at the meeting).

9

COUNCIL PLAN PERFORMANCE MONITORING QUARTER 4 2018/19

25 - 68

To monitor progress against the measures of success as detailed within the
Council Plan 2014-2019.

10

DRAFT SOUTH LAKELAND
STRATEGY 2019 - 2024

DISTRICT

COUNCIL

HOMELESSNESS

69 - 126

To consider the draft South Lakeland District Council Homelessness Strategy
2019-2024.

11

SOUTH CUMBRIA COMMUNITY SAFETY PARTNERSHIP PLAN 2019 - 20

127 - 144

To consider the South Cumbria Community Safety Partnership Plan (2019/20)
for recommendation to Council.

12

CABINET APPOINTMENTS/REPRESENTATIONS ON OUTSIDE BODIES
2019/20
To consider appointments to/representation on outside bodies for 2019/20.

PART II
Private Section (exempt reasons under Schedule 12A of the Local Government
Act 1972, as amended by the Local Government (Access to Information)
(Variation) Order 2006, specified by way of paragraph number)
There are no items in this Part of the Agenda.

145 - 150
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Item No.2
123
24.04.2019

Cabinet Executive Decisions
EXECUTIVE DECISION NOTICE

CABINET
A record of the decisions made at the meeting of the Cabinet held on
Wednesday, 24 April 2019, at 10.00 a.m.
Present
Councillors
Giles Archibald (Leader and Promoting South Lakeland Portfolio Holder) (Chairman)
Robin Ashcroft
Jonathan Brook
Philip Dixon
Andrew Jarvis
Dyan Jones

Culture and Leisure Portfolio Holder
Deputy Leader and Housing, People and Innovation Portfolio
Holder
Health and Wellbeing Portfolio Holder
Finance Portfolio Holder
Environment Portfolio Holder

Also in attendance at the meeting was Councillor Mark Wilson (Leader of the Labour Group).
Apologies for absence were received from Shadow Executive Members Ben Berry (Shadow
Cabinet Leader (Promoting South Lakeland Portfolio)), John Holmes (Shadow Cabinet
(Finance Portfolio)) and Janette Jenkinson (Shadow Cabinet (Health and Wellbeing
Portfolio)).

Officers
Inge Booth
David Bradley
Lawrence Conway
Anthea Lowe
Claire Read
Fraser Robertson
Simon Rowley
Helen Smith
David Sykes

CEX/105

Senior Committee Services Officer
Principal Housing Standards Officer
Chief Executive
Solicitor to the Council
Financial Services Officer
Senior Communications Officer
Director of Customer and Commercial Services
Finance Lead Specialist (Section 151 Officer)
Director of Strategy, Innovation and Resources

CHAIRMAN'S ANNOUNCEMENT
The Leader and Promoting South Lakeland Portfolio Holder referred to Councillor
Graham Vincent’s recent resignation from the Cabinet and wished to place on record
thanks for his service to the Cabinet over many years.

CEX/106

CABINET EXECUTIVE DECISIONS
RESOLVED – That the Chairman be authorised to sign, as a correct record, the
Executive Decisions made by Cabinet on 6 February 2019.
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Cabinet Executive Decisions

DELEGATED EXECUTIVE DECISIONS
RESOLVED – That the Delegated Executive Decisions made by Portfolio Holders
or Officers on 14 March 2019 be received.

CEX/108

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
RESOLVED – That it be noted that no declarations of interest were raised.

CEX/109

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 1972 - EXCLUDED ITEMS
RESOLVED – That it be noted that there are no excluded items on the agenda.

CEX/110

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
RESOLVED – That it be noted that no questions, representations, deputations or
petitions have been received in respect of this meeting.

CEX/111

FORWARD PLAN
RESOLVED – That the contents of the Forward Plan published on 26 March 2019
be noted.

CEX/112

2018/19 FINAL ACCOUNTS REPORT - CARRY FORWARDS AND RE-PROFILING
REQUESTS
Summary
The Finance Portfolio Holder presented a report detailing revenue carry forward
requests totalling £0.5m into 2019/20. These were made up of a number of requests
as detailed in Appendix 1 to the report and, as all of them were below £100,000, they
could be approved by Cabinet. The largest areas related to:



£72,300 on the Grange Lido project;
£55,000 due to implementation delays on Economic Development projects; and
£65,700 on schemes supported by Homelessness Grant, partly due to the late
receipt of grant in the year.

The Budget report for 2019/20, approved on 26 February 2019, had approved the
carry-forward of £59,000 on the Tour of Britain Cycle Race and flood risk assessments.
These carry-forwards were required to fund expenditure already included in the
2019/20 budgets and were included in the figures set out in Appendix 1 to the report.
The approval of the carry forwards would enable the work that had been planned in
2018/19 to be delivered in 2019/20. Carry forward amounts had been reviewed against
the draft service expenditure to ensure that at corporate, directorate and service levels
there was sufficient budget to support the requests. This position could change as the
Statement of Accounts and year end position were finalised. Any corrections required
would be reported back to Cabinet and Council within the out-turn report in July 2019.
Although the carry forward of budgets was an important flexibility within the financial
procedure rules, the services identified needed to be delivered as part of meeting the
Council Plan. To support this, spend of the carry forward amounts would be reported
on as part of the quarterly budget monitoring, throughout 2019/20.
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Cabinet Executive Decisions

The underlying reasons for carrying budget forward would be reviewed with managers.
Where improvements could be made to the method of profiling budgets, these would
be fed in to the 2019/20 budget process.
The Finance Portfolio Holder turned to re-profiling of the Capital Programme, advising
that variations on spending on the Capital Programme usually reflected changes in the
progress of individual schemes. As these schemes spanned a number of years, any
variation needed to be reflected in an update to the profiled spending in the Capital
Programme.
Appendix 2 to the report showed those Capital Schemes in the 2018/19 Capital
Programme where expenditure varied to the approved Capital Programme. To enable
these schemes to continue and be completed, it was necessary to vary the Capital
Programme in 2019/20 to reflect the variations in phasing of expenditure. The total for
re-profiling was £3.144m. The Cabinet had delegated powers to approve these
changes in accordance with Para 8.2 of the Financial Procedure Rules.
Although some of the underspend related to factors outside of the Council’s control, the
Finance Portfolio Holder pointed out that, with high levels of capital expenditure
expected over the next few years, processes would continue to be reviewed to
minimise any future yearly underspends.
The Finance Portfolio Holder, in closing, thanked officers in the Finance Team for their
work.
Reference was made to the previous year when it had been agreed that not all
community funding would be put back into reserves and instead used for worthwhile
community projects. Attention was drawn to and appreciation expressed with regard to
an amount of £5,000 which had been given to Ulverston MIND for mindfulness projects
that had proved to be very successful. In addition, £1,000 had been put towards a
Year of Youth Opportunity (YOYO) event and it was pointed out how a little seed
funding could lead to great things. The Finance Lead Specialist (Section 151 Officer)
undertook to provide Members with details on how the remainder of the community
funding had been allocated.
The importance of following through on the work carried out by the Leader and
Promoting South Lakeland Portfolio Holder and the Environment Portfolio Holder with
regard to Climate Change was raised.
Discussion took place on a number of specific revenue carry forward requests.
With regard to the underspend on Local Plans, it was suggested that details regarding
the funding available for neighbourhood planning should be publicised which could be
of assistance in unlocking additional CIL funding. There was opportunity to move
forward to achieve improved levels of infrastructure. The upgrades to town centres and
improvements to Wi-Fi in Ulverston were commended. In response, the Deputy Leader
and Housing, People and Innovation Portfolio Holder suggested that this area of
funding should be highlighted to the Cumbria Association of Local Councils. In
response to a further suggestion that the process of producing Neighbourhood Plans
needed to be simplified, he pointed out that although there may be opportunities for
simplification, this was a statutory process, governed by legislation. The Director of
Strategy, Innovation and Resources explained that the process was prescribed by
legislation, as Neighbourhood Plans formed part of the Local Plan. However, he
undertook to look into the matter.
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With regard to Community Leisure, it was raised that following engagement with the
community on Grange Lido and the Ulverston Leisure Centre, new demands were
coming forward. Reference was made to a recent running event in Ulverston which
had upset local residents due to the resulting additional amount of cars and litter in the
area. Although the importance of encouraging people regarding their health and
wellbeing was acknowledged, it was pointed out that the need for sensible bounds
should be drawn to the attention of community groups. New demands led to new
needs, for example dropped kerbs, new paving, etc., and it was suggested that a
facility be made available to make it clear that the Council listened.
It was suggested that a little more could always be spent on parks and street cleansing,
with more attention being paid to town centre hotspots. Concern was expressed in
relation to the underspend in this area, particularly when people had been carrying out
big litter picks and with regard to the potential to help Britain in Bloom.
The Culture and Leisure Portfolio Holder expressed appreciation for the comments
raised and took on board the idea for a forum for suggestions.
The Finance Portfolio Holder, also expressing thanks for the comments, pointed out
that the underspend on Street Cleansing was due to a grant having been received only
in March, resulting in the need for a carry forward. He explained that the Cabinet was
aware of the need for appropriate rigour for processes whilst maintaining sufficient
flexibility for the genuinely unexpected. The Finance Lead Specialist (Section 151
Officer) reiterated the fact that the grant for Street Cleansing had been announce in the
last week of March, adding that the rest of that budget had been spent in-year.
The Health and Wellbeing Portfolio Holder undertook to discuss appropriate
arrangements for running events with the Council’s partners, as this was something
that should be encouraged and facilitated.
The Leader and Promoting South Lakeland Portfolio Holder informed Members that the
new arrangements for locality working would facilitate collaboration with all councillors
to identify areas where work was required. He referred to the point raised earlier,
stressing the fact that small amounts of grants could leverage additional funding,
informing Members that details of work carried out relative to the Gateway which had
led to unlocking of additional funding would be explained in the new Council year. He
referred to the comment regarding Climate Change, emphasising that this was a very
serious issue which was being addressed by the Council.
Decision
RESOLVED – That the following be approved:(1)

the revenue carry forwards as set out at Appendix 1 to the report; and

(2)
the re-profiling of expenditure and associated budgets for the capital
schemes from 2018/19 into 2019/20 as set out at Appendix 2 to the report.
Reasons for Decision
Approval of the carry forwards and re-profiling will allow the services identified within
the appendices to the report to be delivered.
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Alternative Options Considered and Rejected
There are no alternative options presented. Members could decide to not approve
some or all of the proposed carry forwards or re-profiling. This would result in the
specific scheme not being delivered but would, on the other hand, increase unallocated
reserve balances that could be used for other purposes.

CEX/113

CUMBRIA WIDE FRAMEWORK AGREEMENT FOR DISABLED ADAPTATIONS
Summary
The Deputy Leader and Housing, People and Innovation Portfolio Holder reported that
the Council had a statutory duty to provide Disabled Facilities Grants (DFGs). These
consisted of adaptations to the homes of disabled and vulnerable people to enable
them to live independently. The Council had approved a DFG Policy which also
included discretionary grants.
The Council had participated in a Framework Agreement for the past two years with
Carlisle, Allerdale and Eden councils, which had provided value for money, high quality
adaptations. The Framework allowed speedier adaptations due to the fact that the
schedule of work and price had been agreed in advance, and there was no need to
obtain two quotes. The client did, however, continue to have the choice to select their
preferred contractor or contractors to provide comparable quotes, but this seldom
occurred.
The Framework Agreement consisted of five lots for Disabled Adaptations (level
access showers, door widening, modular ramps, shower toilet and heating). On behalf
of the Cumbria councils, Carlisle City Council would undertake a procurement exercise
to select up to six contractors for each lot. The Framework would enable DFG
applications to be processed quicker using approved contractors. The existing
Framework was due to end in April 2019, hence the need for a new procurement
exercise to be undertaken for a further two year period, with the option to extend for a
further two years.
It was proposed that, pending completion of the new Framework Agreement, the
Authority entered into a short extension of up to six months to the current Agreement in
order to enable the delivery of DFG adaptations.
In 2017/18 the Council had undertaken 79 adaptations under the Framework. At least
80 per year were expected over the next two years, although it was pointed out that
this figure could be substantially higher, depending on demand.
In closing, the Deputy Leader and Housing, People and Innovation Portfolio Holder
thanked the Principal Housing Standards Officer for his ongoing work and for the
preparation of the report.
Clarification was sought with regard to the partnership arrangement between the
Council and South Lakes Housing and also with regard to the process of applying for
Disabled Facilities Grants, some residents having suggested that it was not easy. The
Deputy Leader and Housing, People and Innovation Portfolio Holder explained that the
practicalities of particular locations meant that it was not always possible to deliver
what people hoped for. The Principal Housing Standards Officer explained in detail
how the process worked. He also informed Members that he had recently attended
meetings with the local Occupational Therapist and South Lakes Housing in order to
establish the way forward and so provide clarity for the future.
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The Leader and Promoting South Lakeland Portfolio Holder commended this important
scheme and thanked those involved. He drew attention to developments which had
been made by the Council with regard to the provision of Changing Places Toilets and
stressed that the Authority wanted to do all it could to help people who were disabled,
adding that any suggestions on how support could be enhanced would be welcomed.
Decision
RESOLVED – That
(1)
approval be given for the Council’s participation in the Cumbria Wide
Agreement for the delivery of specific Disabled Facilities Adaptations; and
(2)
the Director of Customer and Commercial Services be delegated
authority, in consultation with the Deputy/Monitoring Officer, to negotiate the
terms of, and enter into, an extension to the existing framework agreement.
Reasons for Decision
To participate in a new Framework Agreement for two years from 1 May 2019, to be
used to enable the delivery of specific Disabled Facilities adaptations across the
District (a minimum of 80 per year).
The decision will assist in the Council’s Corporate Priority of “Homes to meet needs.”
Alternative Options Considered and Rejected
The Council could choose to revert to the old system of obtaining a minimum of two
quotes for each adaptation. This is not recommended, as applications would take
longer to process, may not provide value for money and the service would not meet
internal audit standards.

The meeting ended at 10.35 a.m.
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Delegated Executive Decisions
EXECUTIVE DECISION NOTICE

DELEGATED EXECUTIVE DECISIONS
A record of delegated decisions made by individual Portfolio holders or officers on
Thursday, 11 April 2019.
The reports (unless exempt under Section 100(B)(2) of the Local Government Act
1972, on the grounds that they involve the likely disclosure of exempt information as
defined in Part 1 of Schedule 12 A of the Act as amended by the Local Government
(Access to Information) (Variation) Order 2006 by virtue of the Paragraphs indicated
and, in all the circumstances of the case, it is considered that the public interest in
maintaining the exemption outweighs the public interest in disclosing it) are available
for inspection from the Solicitor to the Council, South Lakeland House, Kendal.

DEX/7

NOMINATION TO LIST ASSET OF COMMUNITY VALUE
(Director of Customer and Commercial Services)
Summary
An application had been received from Ulverston Community Enterprises Ltd to list the
Art Deco building, situated in the Centre of Ulverston and home to the Roxy Cinema
and Laurel & Hardy Museum, as an asset of community value.
Section 88 of the Localism Act 2011 set out those uses of land which may result in a
property being considered an asset of community value. They were uses that furthered
either the social wellbeing or social interests of the local community. It went on to say
that such use could not be an “ancillary use”.
The applicant had stated that the Roxy was the only cinema within the town and along
with the museum, the asset was seen as an essential hub of community life in the town
of Ulverston and beyond. Substantial evidence was submitted by the applicant to show
that the asset furthered the social well-being and social interest of the community in
various ways. In particular the museum which provided space for local community
groups to host events and raise funds for vulnerable and disadvantaged members of
the community. There was strong feeling from the local community and local
businesses that the asset should be secured for the good of the town. However,
concerns had been raised by local District Councillors regarding the ability to raise
funds for purchase and the general poor state of repair of the building.
The applicant had submitted convincing evidence that the asset could realistically
continue to be used for its current purposes, were they to take it on. The applicant also
had a proven record in running the Coronation Hall and Ulverston Markets.
The Roxy Cinema and Laurel & Hardy Museum met the criteria to be accepted as
assets of community value and the nomination was in the spirit of the legislation that
gave communities a right to nominate assets.
Decision
That the Roxy Cinema and Laurel & Hardy Museum, Ulverston be entered onto
South Lakeland District Council’s list of successful nominations of Assets of
Community Value.
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Reason for Decision
The ambitions of the Council Plan 2019 are as follows: ‘We will create opportunities for
young people by using culture and built heritage to support our unique offer’; and
‘improve quality of life by working with communities to reduce isolation and loneliness’.
Alternative Options Considered and Rejected
As the nominated assets meet the requirement for listing as an Assets of Community
Value, to decline the nomination would be in contravention of the legislation.
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Item No.8
APPOINTMENT OF DEPUTY LEADER AND MEMBERS OF THE CABINET

Leader:

Portfolio:

Councillor Giles Archibald

Promoting South Lakeland

Deputy Leader:

Portfolio:

Councillor Jonathan Brook

Housing and Innovation

The Portfolios and other Cabinet Members are as follows:Cabinet Member:

Portfolio:

Councillor Robin Ashcroft

Economy, Culture and Leisure

Councillor Dyan Jones

Climate Emergency and Localism

Councillor Andrew Jarvis

Finance and Resources

Councillor Eric Morrell

Customer and Commercial Services and People

Councillor Suzie Pye

Health, Wellbeing and Financial Resilience
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4.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR CABINET FUNCTIONS

The Cabinet will be responsible for all the functions and duties of the District Council which are
specified in legislation, and which are not specifically reserved to the Council or any Committee
elsewhere in this constitution.
The individual members of the Cabinet will have the following personal portfolios, as allocated by the
Leader, and will exercise the powers and duties of the Cabinet within those areas, subject to the
detailed rules on Access to Information Procedures (Part 4(2)) of this Constitution.
Any changes to the personal portfolios will be determined by the Leader. These will take effect from
the date that the Proper Officer receives notification of such changes in writing. The Leader will also
report any changes to the next appropriate meeting of Full Council.
A

DELEGATION TO INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS OF THE CABINET

The functions of the Cabinet detailed below shall be the responsibility of the individual members of the
Cabinet who hold the portfolios listed below. The individual members shall give guidance to officers
regarding decisions to be made under section 5 of the delegation scheme.
Each of the Portfolios indicated will take primary responsibility in their individual areas and work with
other Cabinet members, officers and partners to ensure that cross cutting themes are being
communicated effectively in all policies and projects and across all services. In doing this, Cabinet
Members may set up appropriate groups, but should ensure that Committee Services are aware that
the group has been set up and the composition of its membership.
Leader – Promoting South Lakeland
Working with partners and stakeholders in the public, private and voluntary sector, at national,
regional and sub-regional level. To act as an ambassador and advocate for the Communities of South
Lakeland.
To represent the Council on local and other strategic partnerships including nominated representative
on the Cumbria Local Enterprise Partnership as appropriate.
Delivery of the Council Plan objectives in collaboration with Portfolio Holders
Policies, Plans and Strategies
•
•
•
•

Communications Strategy
Emergency Plan
Equality, Diversity and Inclusion Strategy
Performance Management

Key Areas
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community strategy/area planning/development of recovery group
Emergency Planning
Local and Cumbria Wide Strategic Partnerships
Media and Communications
Performance Management
Relationships with Government Departments, and other relevant authorities at a sub-regional,
regional and national level

Deputy Leader – Housing and Innovation Portfolio
The development and implementation of the Council Plan.
The Council Plan objectives in relation to improved customer engagement and communication
Implementing of the Local Plan housing objectives.
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Working in partnership to improve the standard, availability and affordability of housing in the District
to meet local needs, championing these issues at national, regional and sub-regional level.
Looking at innovative ways of working.
To support the Leader of the Council and to deputise in his/her absence.
Policies, Plans and Strategies
• Council Plan
• Local Plan (including Development Management Policies)
• Housing Strategy and Policy (including Choice Based Lettings Allocation Policy)
• IT/Information/E Government Strategy
Key Areas
•
•
•
•
•
•

Council Planning
Customer Connect Programme (Strategy)
Development Management and Building Control
Housing Options and Homelessness Prevention
IT Services
Strategic Housing and delivery (including Housing Enabling and Housing Grants)

Finance and Resources Portfolio
The development of strategic policy to ensure that the Council has put in place proper arrangements
to secure economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources, i.e. Value for Money.
To ensure that the Council has proper arrangements in place for securing financial resilience and the
management of the Council’s resources.
Policies, Plans and Strategies
• Medium Term Financial Strategy
• Budget Framework
• Procurement Strategy
• Discretionary Benefit and Rate Relief Policies
• Council Tax Reduction Scheme
• Asset Management Strategy
• Commercial Strategy
Key Areas
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strategic Finance
Budget monitoring
Treasury Management
Capital Programme
Value for money
Procurement
Savings programme
Payments and Sundry Debtors
Insurance and risk management
Benefits Administration
Council Tax Collection
Resource Management
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Economy, Culture and Leisure Portfolio
The Council Plan objectives as they relate to the Portfolio area of work, and cross-cutting work
developed through the Local Plan and Economic Development Strategy, promoting Culture leisure
activities and the arts and developing strategy for cultural assets.
Working in partnership to ensure a thriving and prosperous District within the context of the wider subregion, through effective economic development, regeneration and transport strategies.
Working in partnership to ensure thriving and prosperous town centres throughout the District.
Providing public realm infrastructure to promote the local economy.
Promoting small businesses in both towns and rural areas
The Council plan objectives in relation to promoting culture, leisure activities and the arts.
To work with our cultural organisations to attract investment and to promote South Lakeland as a
premier area for Arts and Events.
Policies, Plans and Strategies
•
•
•
•

Economic Development Strategy
Arts and Events
Grants Strategy
Licensing and Statement of Gambling Policies

Key Areas
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Economic Inward Investment
Business Support and Sector Development
Visitor Economy
Town Centre Planning, Car Parks and Transportation Strategies
Markets
Arts and Culture
Grants
Public Halls
Use of community assets for the promotion of arts and culture
Heritage and Events
Heritage Listed Buildings and built environment
Voluntary Sector Engagement in relation to Culture and Leisure

•
•
•

Leisure and Recreation
Licensing and Gambling
Cross Authority Economic initiatives

Climate Emergency and Localism Portfolio
To lead on the Council’s policies around Climate change and sustainable growth, to develop a
policy on bio-diversity, raising community awareness and working collaboratively on policy
objectives.
To take the lead on Strategic Waste Management/Recycling and relevant Council Plan measures
under the environment objectives.
To drive our Localism agenda
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Policies, Plans and Strategies
•
•
•

Waste Management Strategy (environmental impacts)
Air Quality Strategy and action plan
Active Travel Strategy and action plan

•

Council Policy on Climate Change

Key Areas
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Waste Management and Recycling Strategy
Community micro-energy schemes
Carbon/Greenhouse gas Reduction
Green agenda – Low carbon reduction
Active Travel
Localism
Devolution
Water Quality
Bio-Diversity

Health, Wellbeing and Financial Resilience Portfolio
To work with other tiers of government, community groups and other relevant partners to enhance the
health and wellbeing of residents.
Alleviate the harmful effects of poverty in the District, looking at issues to address those who are
disadvantaged.
Working with key partners with regards to welfare reforms.
Nominated representative on the Health and Wellbeing board as appropriate.
The relationship of the Council with its citizens; civic participation and the Council plan objectives
around leisure, health and wellbeing and working with communities.
Working with key partners with regards to public health and community safety.
Polices, plans and strategies
• Community Strategy
• Health and Wellbeing Strategy
• Cumbria Joint Public Health Strategy
• Community Safety Plan
Key Areas
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public Health
Community Development
Crime and Disorder Reduction Strategy
Voluntary Sector in relation to Public Health and Wellbeing Sector
Health and Safety
Poverty alleviation
Young People/ projects
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Customer and Commercial Services and People Portfolio
To work with all Members, the community and organisations in developing and implementing locality
working, case management, specialist services as part of the Council’s Customer connect
programme.
Delivery of the Council Plan objectives in relation to quality of service and high performance culture.
The organisation of the Authority relating to the Council’s central services, including Employee
relations.
Providing and maintaining parks infrastructure.

Polices, plans and strategies


Parks and Open Spaces Strategy



Customer Charter and Contact Strategy



Member Development and Training Plan



Workforce Plan (to be reviewed under customer connect programme)

Key Areas
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

B

Customer services (operational)
Car Parking (operations)
Waste Management (operations and service optimisation)
Streetscene
Member Services
Member Training and Development
Legal and Committee Services and HR Services
Leisure, Public Realm, (Parks and Open Spaces (Including cemeteries, trees, woodland and
playground improvement)
Corporate Health and Safety

DELEGATION TO THE DISCRETIONARY RATE RELIEF SUB-COMMITTEE

In accordance with CEX/128 (2016/17), in exceptional circumstances officers have the authority to
refer a decision to a panel consisting of three Cabinet members or as a final point of appeal if
considered appropriate.
C

DELEGATION TO THE HERITAGE ASSET APPEALS SUB-COMMITTEE

In accordance with CEX/159 (2014/15), a Panel of three Cabinet Members be established to
determine appeals made by the owners of buildings or structures against their inclusion on the list of
locally important heritage assets for South Lakeland.

5.

DELEGATION TO OFFICERS FROM THE LEADER/CABINET

The delegation of executive powers to Officers is determined by the Leader/Cabinet and any changes
will only take effect from the day the Proper Officer receives notification of any changes in writing.
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A

TO THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE AND ALL DIRECTORS

1.1
There is delegated to the Chief Executive and to the Directors (“the Officers”) all the powers
and duties of the Council necessary for the discharge of the Council’s Cabinet functions carried out
within the Officer’s Directorate or area of responsibility.
1.2

To the Legal, Governance and Democracy Lead Specialist

(a)
The conduct of all legal and quasi-legal proceedings entered into by the Council in respect of
executive functions, including the appointment of Counsel and professional witnesses as appropriate.
(b)
In consultation with the relevant Director to prosecute in respect of any breach of legislation
for which the Council, or an officer of the Council is the responsible enforcement authority and it is in
the interest of the Council and in the public interest to do so.
(c)
In consultation with the relevant Director, to issue civil proceedings in any appropriate Court
or Tribunal for the recovery of a financial payment, possession or repossession of property, or to seek
any other appropriate remedy.
(d)
To respond to all proceedings of a legal or quasi-legal nature issued against the Council with
power, in consultation with the s.151 Officer, to settle claims up to a maximum of £10,000 where there
is a legal liability on the Council.
(e)
The preparation and completion of all documents required to give effect to decisions of the
Cabinet, its committees or officers acting under delegated authority.
(f)
To serve any notices pursuant to statute or required under contract not otherwise delegated
to the Chief Executive or a Director and to take appropriate enforcement action in the event of default
by persons served with such notice.
(g)
To approve applications for anti-social behaviour orders either by the Police or by the Council.
(This delegation is also with the Chief Executive).
(h)
In consultation with the Finance Portfolio Holder, to undertake internal reviews of listing
decisions and compensation decisions in relation to the Council’s List of Assets of Community Value.
1.3

To the Director of Customer and Commercial Services

(a)

In consultation with the Health and Wellbeing Portfolio Holder, to decide whether to reject a
nomination or to recommend the approval of a nomination to the Council’s List of Assets of
Community Value.

(b)

In accordance with CEX/127 (2012/13), in respect of proposals for “Locally Important
Projects” and “Affordable Housing”, the Director of Customer and Commercial Services be
authorised to determine bids up to £50,000 by Delegated Executive Decision.

(c)

In accordance with CEX/90 (2013/14), to exercise the powers and functions under the Scrap
Metal Dealers Act 2013 (excluding the setting of fees).

.
(d)

In accordance with CEX/126 (2014/15):(i)

to negotiate Primary Authority Partnership agreements with eligible businesses;
and

(ii)

set the rate for the Council’s charges, based upon cost recovery, for such
agreements.

(e)

Duties in connection with Community Infrastructure Levy Liability under Regulations 31 to 34
and 36 to 39 of the Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010.

(f)

Power to issue Apportionment of Liability Information Notices under Regulation 35 2010.

(g)

Power to calculate the chargeable amount under Regulation 40 of the Community
Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010.
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(h)

Duties in connection with relief from the Community Infrastructure Levy under Regulations 41
to 45, 47, 49 to 53, 54A to 54 D, 55 and 57 of the Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations
2010.

(i)

Power to publish Discretionary Charitable Relief Information under Regulation 46 of the
Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010.

(j)

Power to withdraw charitable relief under Regulation 48 of the Community Infrastructure Levy
Regulations 2010.

(k)

Power to serve Social Housing Information Notices under Regulation 54 of the Community
Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010.

(l)

Power to Publish Exceptional Circumstances Relief Information under Regulation 56 of the
Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010.

(m)

Duties in connection with the application of the Community Infrastructure Levy under
Regulations 59 to 62 and 62A of the Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010.

(n)

Duties and powers in connection with charging and collecting of the Community Infrastructure
Levy under Regulations 64 to 79 of the Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010.

(o)

Duties and powers in connection with Surcharges and late payment interest under
Regulations 80 to 88 of the Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010.

(p)

Duties and powers in connection with CIL stop notices and related enforcement under
Regulations 89 to 94 of the Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010.

(q)

Duties and Powers in connection with enforcing the collection of money under Regulations 95
to 111 of the Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010.

(r)

To authorise council officers whose duties require the exercise of powers of entry under
Regulation 109 of the Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010.

(s)

Duties and powers in respect of reviews, appeals, stop notices and costs under Regulations
112 to 121 of the Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010.

(t)

In accordance with CEX/23 (2015/16) and Part 4 of the Anti-Social Behaviour, Crime and
Policing Act 2014 to:(i)

serve Community Protection Notices;

(ii)

make Public Spaces Protection Orders;

(iii)

authorise Police Community Support Officers to serve Community Protection
Notices and Fixed Penalty Notices in the event of a breach; and

(iv)

authorise appropriate Register Social Landlords operating within South Lakeland
to serve Community Protection Notices.

(u)

Power to designate persons pursuant to Section 53(c) of the Anti-social Behaviour, Crime and
Policing Act 2014.

(v)

In accordance with CEX/45 (2017/18), to approve Empty Homes Grant applications in line
with the Empty Homes Grant Management Scheme Policy.

(w)

In accordance with CEX/121 (2017/18), to consider and approve the offer of grant aid to
property owners and the funding of public realm work identified within the Burton-in-Kendal
Partnership Schemes in Conservation Areas.

1.4

To the Director of Strategy, Innovation and Resources

(a)
In accordance with CEX/124 (2014/15), to approve applications for the designation of
Neighbourhood Areas in respect of parishes that are wholly or partly outside the Lake District National
Park and the Yorkshire Dales National Park only where:
(i)

the applications relate to the designation of single whole parishes, excluding areas of any
other parishes; and

(ii)

no substantive objections are received
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1.5

To the Finance Lead Specialist

(a)
To administer, bill, collect and enforce levies arising under a Business Improvement District
scheme.
(b)
To determine appeals in accordance with the Council’s Discretionary Rate Relief Policy (in
accordance with the Policy, the determination of applications are delegated to the Revenues Manager
or other authorised officer).
(c)
The identification and determination of qualifying properties and ratepayers subject to the
arrangements for appeal as set out in the guidelines for determining rate relief under the Localism Act
2011.
(d)
To determine applications for Discretionary Council Tax Reductions under Section 13A of the
Local Government Finance Act 1992, as inserted by Section 76 of the Local Government Act 2003
subject to the arrangements for appeals as set out in the guidelines for rate relief under the Localism
Act 2011.
(e)
In accordance with CEX/141 (2014/15), the identification and determination of qualifying
properties and rate payers in respect of the Discretionary Rate Relief Scheme (Extension to
Transitional Relief), subject to the arrangements for appeal as set out in the guidelines for determining
applications for discretionary rate relief under the Localism Act 2011 agreed by Cabinet on 29
January 2014 (Minute CEX/123).
2.

There is not delegated to the Officers:
•

Any matter reserved by law or by the Constitution to the Council or to a Committee or
SubCommittee of the Council; or

•

Any matter which in law may not be delegated to an Officer
The Officers may only exercise delegated powers in accordance with:

•
•
•

the Policy Framework approved by the Council;
the Budget approved by the Council;
the various Procedure Rules set out in Part 4 of the Constitution;

•

any statutory restrictions, statutory guidance or statutory Code of Practice; and
any
professional standards or operational policies of the Council.
In exercising delegated powers, the Officers shall act only within the revenue and capital
budgets as approved by the Council, subject to any variation thereof that is permitted by the
Financial Procedure Rules.

3.

4.

5.

There is delegated to each Lead Specialist or Operational Lead authority to exercise any
power delegated to his/her Director under this Part that relates to his/her area of
responsibility. In addition each of the Officers may further delegate any function, which is
delegated to that Officer under this Part, to other Officers. Every such sub-delegation shall be
in writing, setting out the terms and conditions upon which that function is to be performed,
and accountability for the performance of that sub-delegated function. The Officer making
such sub-delegation shall copy the sub-delegation to the Monitoring Officer.

6.

There are two types of decisions which may be taken by the Officers:•

Executive Decisions; and

•

Administrative Decisions

7.

Executive Decisions

Consultation
7.1

Before taking an Executive Decision, the Officer shall prepare a report setting out:•
•

The identity of the Officer proposing to take the decision under delegated authority.
The issue to be decided.
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•

Any restriction upon the publication of the report as if the decision was a decision falling to be
made by a Committee or Sub-Committee of the Council in accordance with Sections 100 and
100A to 100K of the Local Government Act 1972.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Any facts upon which any decision must be based.
Any legislative requirements.
Any relevant Council policy.
Any relevant national or regional guidance.
The alternative options available to the Officer.
Any staffing and financial implications resulting from the options.
Any legal implications.
Any consultations undertaken and the views of the consultees.
Any implications for any other area of the Councils activities.
The portfolio area within which the issue falls; and
The Officers proposed decision and the reasons supporting that proposal.
The Officer shall send a copy of the report to:-

•

The relevant Cabinet Member whose Portfolio includes the issue to be decided, or, if that
person is unavailable through illness, holiday or some other reason, or has a prejudicial
interest in the issue, to the Leader of the Council, or such other Cabinet Member as he/she
may nominate; and

7.2

• The Chief Executive and all other Directors.
Objection
7.3
The Cabinet Member or any of the other consultees may object to the report within five
working days of receiving the same, by notifying the Officer of the objection and requesting the matter
be referred to the Cabinet for determination.
Determination
7.4
Where no objection has been received, the Officer may proceed to make his/her final decision
as outlined in the report.
7.5
Where an objector has requested that the report be referred to the Cabinet, the Officer shall
no longer have the power to take the final decision thereon. The report shall be included on the
agenda for the next convenient meeting of the Cabinet and the Officer’s proposed decision shall form
the recommendation to the Cabinet.
7.6
In the absence of the Officer designated as the Decision Maker, the Chief Executive, Director
Customer and Commercial Services or Director of Strategy, Innovation and Resources, is authorised
to make the final decision on their behalf.
Urgent Decisions
7.7
Where an Officer is of the opinion that an Executive Decision for which he/she is responsible
should be made urgently in order to prevent or reduce the risk of damage to persons or property, or to
the interests of the Council, and that the urgency of the decision is such that it is not practicable to
complete the Executive Decision-making process set out above, the Officer shall use his/her best
endeavours, as far as the urgency of the matter permits, to carry out the consultation exercise set out
in paragraph 7.2, but have the full power to take that Executive Decision notwithstanding that the full
procedure has not been followed.
7.8
As soon as practicable after taking a decision under paragraph 7.6, the Officer shall complete
a report complying with Paragraph 7.1 and include the reasons for the urgency and the final decision
that has been taken, and that report shall be circulated to the Cabinet Member and other consultees
and shall be included on the agenda for the next convenient meeting of the Cabinet.
Recording of Executive Decisions
7.9
Upon making an Executive Decision, the Officer shall provide the Monitoring Officer with a
written statement of the decision on the day that it is made.
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7.10
Each Executive Decision shall be published, as far as practicable, on the next working day
after it is made. The report on which the decision was made, subject to any requirement for
confidentiality, shall also be published and made available for public inspection during normal office
hours. The public shall have the right to copy, or be provided with a copy, of any part of that report
upon payment of a reasonable copying and administrative charge in accordance with the Council’s
currently policy on such matters. Call-In Mechanism
7.11
Any Executive Decision made by an Officer under this Part 3, Section 7 may be called-in in
accordance with the provisions of Paragraph 15 of the Overview and Scrutiny Procedure Rules.
Accountability
7.12
Officers are accountable to the Council for any Executive Decision that they make and may
be required, together with the relevant Cabinet Member, to report to, and attend and answer
questions from, an Overview and Scrutiny Committee in respect of any such decision.
8.

Administrative Decisions

8.1
Administrative Decisions are those decisions taken by Officers as part of the day-to-day
management of their Directorate and the functions for which their Directorate is responsible.
8.2
Officers do not have to prepare or publish a formal written report in respect of an
Administrative Decision, but are responsible for ensuring that consultation, where appropriate, is
undertaken with relevant officers, and where the decision involves staffing, with the HR Lead
Specialist.
8.3
There is no requirement to maintain a record of Administrative Decisions for the purpose of
the Council or public access, or to report Administrative Decisions to a Committee or Sub-Committee,
but Officers are responsible for retaining a record of Administrative Decisions which they take and the
reasons for such decisions sufficient for audit and evidential purposes (for Judicial Review,
Employment Tribunal, Ombudsman, District Audit, or other proceedings or investigation) and for
ensuring that all those who need to know are promptly informed of the decision.
8.4
Officers are accountable to the Council for any Administrative Decision that they make and
may be required to report to, and attend and answer questions from, an Overview and Scrutiny
Committee in respect of any such decision.
B

TO THE DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC HEALTH

To take action in accordance with the powers contained in:(a)

Section 1, National Assistance (Amendment) Act 1951; and

(b)

Section 47 National Assistance Act 1948 (removal to suitable premises of persons in need of
care and attention) as he/she considers appropriate and to appoint suitable qualified medical
practitioners to act on his/her behalf.

C

REGULATION OF INVESTIGATORY POWERS ACT 2000

The following Officers are empowered to authorise the use of covert surveillance in accordance with
the provisions of the Act and the Council’s Surveillance Policy:
•
•
•
•

Chief Executive;
Director of Customer and Commercial Services;
Legal, Governance and Democracy Lead Specialist; and
Finance Lead Specialist (s.151 Officer)

D
TO THE FINANCE LEAD SPECIALIST, REVENUES MANAGER AND LOCAL TAXATION
TEAM LEADER
To issue complaints and represent the Council in Council Tax and Non-Domestic Rates Recovery
proceedings in the Magistrates Court.
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Item No.9
South Lakeland District Council
Cabinet
Wednesday, 5th June 2019

Council Plan Performance Monitoring Quarter 4
2018/19
Portfolio:

Councillor Giles Archibald - Leader of the Council

Report from:

Claire Gould – Performance, Innovation and Commissioning Lead
Specialist

Report Author:

John Davies - Performance and Risk Officer

Wards:

(All Wards);

Forward Plan:

Not applicable

1.0

Expected Outcome

1.1

Monitoring the success of the Council Plan through measures of success informs
improvements and ensures Council services address the needs of residents in an
open and transparent way. Influenced by the three key values as set out in the
Council Plan 2014-2019, this report summarises the performance information and the
measures of success as detailed within the Council Plan 2014-2019.

2.0

Recommendation

2.1

It is recommended that the Cabinet approves:(1)

the Summary of Performance as detailed in the report; and

(2)

the detailed risks information contained within Appendix 1

3.0

Background and Proposals

3.1

The Council is committed to delivering high quality, cost effective services that meet
the needs of residents and improves quality of life. To help achieve our goals, we
measure performance frequently. The performance management process helps us
to demonstrate how well we are doing.

3.2

This report provides information and data detailing progress against the measures of
success as detailed within the Council Plan 2014-2019. Detailed performance
information can be viewed via the link in ‘Background Documents’ below.

3.3

For Quarters 2, 3 & 4 reporting is on an exceptions basis with the focus on only
significantly good or poor performance. This information is presented every three
months to the Overview and Scrutiny Committee and then to Cabinet and published
on the Council’s website.

3.4

This report was presented to the Overview and Scrutiny Committee on 26th April
2019. Any recommendations made by Overview and Scrutiny Committee will be
provided to Cabinet for 5th June 2019.

3.5

Summary of Performance
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The measures listed within this report are showing very good performance - and
demonstrate that South Lakeland is a very desirable place to live, work and explore.
South Lakeland District Councils vision and strategy is to improve prosperity ensuring
a positive benefit for our community.
Detailed information for each measure is listed in section 3.6-3.9 below.
3.6

Economy - Measures of success
Measure: By 2025, we will achieve investment enabling the creation of 1,000 new
jobs in the area.


Estimates show that the Council is on target to achieve 1000 new jobs in the
area by 2025. Since 01/01/14 an estimated 548 new jobs have been created
in South Lakeland. It is estimated that 27 new jobs were created in Quarter
Four 2018/19 (Source: Estimate by Partnerships and Organisational
Development.)

Measure: Between 2015 and 2025, we will have enabled, with the private sector, the
rise of higher paid jobs and a year-on-year increase in the current median household
income of £31,189 for people who live in South Lakeland.


For 2017 the median income varied across the districts, from the lowest in
Barrow-in-Furness (£24,381) to the highest in South Lakeland (£32,506). The
median household income in Cumbria was £27,633 and Great Britain was
£30,921. Data is not yet available for 2018. (Source: Cumbria Intelligence
Observatory.)

Measure: Between 2015 and 2025, in partnership with the district’s towns and
villages, the council will ensure they maintain their distinctive character and thrive
commercially by supporting and improving the business start-up rate of 90 per 10,000
working population year-on-year.




3.7

From Dec 2017 to Dec 2018 South Lakeland had the highest number of
business start-ups in Cumbria at 72.5 per 10,000 working age residents. This
compares to 56.4 for Cumbria and 99.2 for England. (Source: Cumbria
Intelligence Observatory.)
The total number of business units in South Lakeland has increased from
6850 in 2013 to 7410 in 2018. (Source: National Office for Statistics)

Housing - Measures of success
The Council’s Housing Strategy 2016-2025 describes the housing issues within
South Lakeland.
Measure: By 2025, we will have enabled, with the private sector, the development of
1,000 new affordable homes to rent.


During Quarter Four a total of 4 new affordable homes for rent have been
completed. This gives a cumulative total of 464 since 01/01/14 - and a total of
949 since 2006. The Council is on target to deliver the 1,000 new affordable
homes for rent by 2025. (Source: Strategic Housing and Building Control.)
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Measure: By 2025, we will have enabled, with the private sector and housing
associations, an average of 60 completed permanent dwellings each quarter.


Since 2015 the Council has enabled the completion of 940 permanent
dwellings. This includes 40 during Quarter 3 2018 and is an average of
greater than 62.6 new permanent dwellings over 15 quarters. (Source:
MHCLG Live tables on house building: table 253a)

Measure: By 2025, the number of long-term empty homes will have reduced by 20%
from 967 homes.


The number of long term empty homes fluctuates, however there has been an
overall reduction from 1079 (2011) to 987 (2018.) The total number of long
term empty homes fluctuate as homes are brought back into use - and as
properties become empty. Homes become empty for a number of reasons all of which are relevant to South Lakeland: for example people needing care,
properties becoming inhabitable due to widespread flooding and properties
being inherited. Second homes also increase results until they are identified.
(Source: MHCLG Live tables on dwelling stock including vacants: table 615)

Measure: Between 2015 and 2019, the council through targeted interventions will,
year on year, bring a minimum of 70 empty homes back into use.


Since 2015 the Council has brought 315 empty homes back into use. Data for
Quarter One 2018/19 shows 13 more homes, Quarter Two 14 homes, Quarter
Three 26 homes and Quarter Four 22 homes successfully brought back into
use. (Source: Housing Strategy Team)

Measure: During 2018/19 the number of homeless households living in temporary
accommodation will be no more than 20 at any one time.


3.8

The maximum number of households in temporary accommodation at any
one time in 2018/19 was 20 in Quarter One, 21 in Quarter Two, 20 in Quarter
Three and 19 in Quarter Four 2018/19. The main reasons for homelessness
are the reduced benefits for people of age under 35 years; high rents and loss
of private sector tenancy; lack of affordable housing; family relationship
breakdowns with young adults leaving home - sometimes leaving home due
to abuse. The implementation of the Homelessness Reduction Act in April this
year has also influenced results and this is reflected both regionally and
nationally. (Source: Housing Options Team)

Environment - Measures of success
Measure: By 2019, the amount of household waste sent for reuse, recycling and
composting will increase from 43% to 50%. During the same period the range of
recyclables will be widened.


For 2018/19 provisionally 44.3% of waste has been recycled which is similar
to 44.4% for 2017/18. Green waste influences this result significantly. This is
because green waste is produced in large quantities and contributes to
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significant tonnages compared to lighter plastic and cardboard - during the
summer drought 2017/18 green waste was greatly reduced. If the Council
was able to collect food waste this would make the target of 50% much more
achievable. However food processing plants are currently too distant from
South Lakeland to make this viable. Plastic and cardboard kerbside collection
covers 100% of households. (Source: Street Scene)
Measure: By 2019, the amount of residual household waste not sent for reuse,
recycling and composting will have reduced from the current baseline of 511kg per
household


South Lakeland’s residual household waste is sent for reuse rather than to
landfill. The residual waste is processed to provide refuse derived fuel for
large industrial processes. In line with other councils residual waste includes
grey bin waste, waste from litter bins, street sweepings and other sources.
The tonnage of street sweepings varies significantly each year and therefore
impacts on residual waste totals. The level of residual waste is measured in
kilos of waste per household per year: 2013/14 480kg, 2014/15 470kg,
2015/16 495kg, 2016/17 511kg, 2017/18 468kg and with a similar forecast for
2018/19. Grey bin waste on its own has fluctuated from 444kg in 2007/8 to
479kg in 2009/10 to a reduced 399kg in 2017/18 and a similar result forecast
for 2018/19. (Source: Street Scene)

Measure: Between 2015 and 2019 the council will, year on year, have reduced its
operational carbon footprint by 100 tonnes of carbon, from a baseline of 3162 tonnes.


3.9

For 2017/18 the total for carbon emitted was 2992 tonnes – a reduction of 170
tonnes from 3162 tonnes at 31/03/15. Data for 2018/19 will be available
towards the end of June 2019. As well as reducing emissions the Council
prevents 5500 tonnes of emissions by reusing, recycling and composting
nearly all of the waste collected across the District. (Source: Partnerships and
Organisational Development)

Culture and wellbeing - Measures of success
Measure: By 2019, through collaborative and preventative action the level of selfreported general health of South Lakeland’s residents will demonstrate an
improvement above the baseline of 70% as reported in the Quality of Life Survey.


The Quality of Life Survey 2017 shows that 72% of residents reported good or
very good health. (Source: Partnerships and Organisational Development)

Measure: By 2025, the health inequality gap for residents in South Lakeland’s 18
most deprived communities will be narrowed resulting in the improved healthy life
expectancy above the national average of 81 years.


Life expectancy from birth for women is 85.0 years (England 83.1 years) and
for men is 82.2 years (England 79.6 years) - all data 2015-17. Life expectancy
has improved consistently for many years (Data source: Public Health
England)
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Health related quality of life for older people has fluctuated from a score of
0.772 in 2012/13 to a slightly improved score of 0.788 in 2016/17. Annual
results for the previous six years are better than the North West and England.
Results for 2015 show that in South Lakeland there are 4 Lower Super Output
Areas (LSOA’s) in the 30% most health deprived LSOAs in England. Within
Cumbria only Eden is better with only 1 area in the 30% most deprived.
LSOAs are a set of geographies designed specifically for statistical purposes.
LSOAs have an average population of 1,600 people. (Source: Cumbria
Observatory)

Measure: By 2019, the overall level of reported crime will not exceed the 2014/15
level of 3,425.


3.91

During Quarter One 2017/18 there were 981 crimes, Q2 964, Q3 1,000 and
Q4 1,090 – a total of 4,035 crimes for 2017/18. In Q1 2018/19 there were
1,359 crimes reported, Q2 1,248 and Q3 1,277 – a total of 3,884 crimes to
date for 2018/19. Data for Q4 will be reported verbally at committee. This
increase is explained by Police training on the recording of crimes. (Source:
Cumbria Constabulary)

Strategic Risk Register – Appendix 1
All strategic risks in their current stage of development are visible within appendix 1.
There are 6 strategic risks above the Council’s tolerance for risk and these are being
managed effectively. The Strategic Risks have been reviewed in line with risk
management arrangements.
Risks summary this quarter
Total number of
risks:

15 risks

New risks:

0 risks:

Archived Risks:

2 risks
Risk 2: ‘Contracts do not deliver the standards of
performance required within the contract fee agreed’
Risk 12: ‘H&S management of contracts – records for onsite
checks’

Risks above
tolerance:

6 risks

Risks below
tolerance:

9 risks

(risks above tolerance are reviewed every quarter)

60% of risks are below tolerance.
(risks below tolerance are reviewed annually at Quarter 4)
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4.0

Consultation

4.1

This report concerns measures of success against each of the priorities within the
Council Plan. These have been consulted on extensively prior to the Plan being
adopted by Full Council.

5.0

Alternative Options

5.1

None – the purpose of the report is to receive a performance update. Council must
note successes, monitor progress and take action where appropriate.

6.0

Links to Council Priorities

6.1

Reporting measures of success on the Council Plan for the period 2014-2019.

6.2

The report is directly linked to the following Council Plan commitment to ensure that
the Council is equipped to provide the best, most cost effective services.

6.3

Details regarding performance monitoring are published in line with the Council’s
latest Performance Management Framework.

7.0

Implications

Financial, Resources and Procurement
7.1.1

There are no financial implications associated with this report. However, strategic
risks can relate to financial issues and are considered as part of the Council’s
Medium Term Financial Plan, budget preparation and monitoring process.

Human Resources
7.2.1

There are no human resources implications associated with this report.

Legal
7.3.1

There are no legal implications associated with this report.

Health, Social, Economic and Environmental
7.4

Have you completed a Health, Social, Economic and Environmental Impact
Assessment? No

7.5

If you have not completed an Impact Assessment, please explain your reasons:
Reporting performance has a positive impact on health, social, economic and
environmental needs.

7.6

Summary of health, social, economic and environmental impacts: None

Equality and Diversity
7.7

Have you completed an Equality Impact Analysis? No

7.8

If you have not completed an Impact Assessment, please explain your reasons:
Reporting performance has a positive impact on equality and diversity needs.

7.9

Summary of equality and diversity impacts: None

Risk
Risk

Consequence

Controls required

For indicators and performance
measures not to be monitored,
corrective action is not identified
early.

Ambitions as set out in the
Council Plan are not
achieved.

Recommendations for
corrective action are
implemented.

Good performance is not
acknowledged.

Poor morale and
performance culture.

Successes are recognised
and celebrated.
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Contact Officers
John Davies, Performance and Risk Officer, 01539 733333, rj.davies@southlakeland.gov.uk
Appendices Attached to this Report
(delete if no appendices attached)
Appendix No.

Name of Appendix

1

Strategic Risk Register

Background Documents Available
Name of Background document

Where it is available

Detailed Performance information
– South Lakeland

South Lakeland Website

Council Plan – South Lakeland

South Lakeland Website

Performance Management
Framework – South Lakeland

South Lakeland Website

Risk Management Arrangements
– South Lakeland

South Lakeland Website

Economy data - Office for
National Statistics Official Labour
Market Statistics

Office for National Statistics Website

Health data - Public Health
England Public Health Outcomes
Framework

Public Health England Website

Tracking Information
Signed off by
Legal Services
Section 151 Officer
Monitoring Officer
SMT

Date sent
14/03/19
14/03/19
14/03/19
11/04/19

Circulated to
Assistant Director
Human Resources Manager

Date sent
14/03/19
14/03/19

Communications Team

14/03/19

Leader
Committee Chairman
Portfolio Holder
Ward Councillor(s)
Committee
Executive (Cabinet)
Council

11/04/19
N/A
11/04/19
N/A
26/04/19
05/06/19
N/A
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Appendix 1

Strategic Risks Register - Quarter 4, 2018/19
Introduction
Risk Management is an essential element of corporate governance arrangements. The process of risk management allows the Council to identify,
prioritise and mitigate risks which may have a negative effect on services. This is an important and underpinning process which ensures good value for
money and also continuity of services.
Risks are recognised as essential management information and so contribute towards decision making. This document lists all those risks which are
considered as strategic in nature – in other words those risks that could have a wide impact or require senior management control.
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This Strategic Risks Register is reviewed and updated every quarter by Senior Management Team. Risks above the line of tolerance are a priority and
so are reviewed every quarter – whilst those below tolerance are reviewed once a year.
Strategic risks are by their very nature problematic and so can remain on the register for significant periods of time.
Page 2 and 3 of this report explain the risk matrix and layouts used for the risks.
Page 4 provides a Risk ‘Heat Map’ which provides an ‘at a glance’ view of the priority risks – those currently in the blue zone and so above the line of
risk appetite/tolerance.

1
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How to understand the Risk Matrix:
This register contains the full and complete list of the Council’s Strategic Risks. Each risk is plotted on a risk matrix to show degree of likelihood and
impact. The greater the likelihood and impact the higher the priority for management. Those risks which lay above the line of ‘risk appetite’ can be
seen in the blue zone of the matrix. These risks are a priority for management and are reviewed every quarter. Risks below the risk appetite, in the
green zone, are a lower priority and so are reviewed on an annual basis.

Risks positioned in the blue zone of the risk matrix are above ‘risk
appetite’ (high priority) and require quarterly mitigation and
management. Mitigation updates are listed for these risks.

High

x
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Likelihood

Medium

x

Low

Risks positioned in the green zone of the risk matrix are below
‘risk appetite’ (lower priority) and require an annual review in
Quarter Four.

Very Low

Negligible

Marginal

Serious

Critical

Impact

The next page shows how the information for each risk is presented.

2
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How to understand the layout of each risk in this report

Risk No. & Name
The risk name is a concise and clear title for the risk

Current Position of Risk
This risk matrix shows the current
position of the risk.

This risk matrix shows the future
position of the risk following the
completion of mitigations.
Likelihood

Likelihood

Description
A description of the circumstances which help to generate risk

Target Position of Risk

X
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Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly
Review Date:
The date when this risk will be
considered and reviewed

X
Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly
Target Date:
The date that the risk must reach the
target position – through the completion
of mitigations.

Mitigation

Mitigation Progress

Mitigation Action Owner

Mitigation Due Date

A mitigation is an action which is designed
to reduce or eliminate the risk. The
mitigation can improve the likelihood or
impact of the risk.

A short update on progress made
with the mitigation

The person responsible for
progressing the mitigation

Mitigations should be implemented
by their due dates for the risk to be
improved effectively.

History
of Risk
Improvement

For each risk a history of risk review and improvement is shown:
RISK POSITION IMPROVED ↓ = a risk review indicates that there is now less risk
RISK POSITION INCREASED ↑ = a risk review indicates that there is now more risk
RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ = a risk review indicates that there is the same level of risk
RISK IDENTIFIED ● = a newly identified risk is entered onto this register

Risk Owner

The person with sufficient authority to control this risk

Portfolio

the Portfolio that this risk is relevant to

3
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Risk ‘Heat Map’ - showing the current position of all risks in this report
This matrix provides an ‘at a glance’ view of the priority risks which are positioned in the blue zone and so are above the line of risk
appetite/tolerance. Click on a risk to navigate to the right page.

High

Risk 5

Likelihood
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Medium

Risk 13
Risk 18
Low

Risk 6
Risk 9
Risk 14
Risk 15
Risk 20
Risk 21
Risk 4
Risk 7
Risk 19
Risk 8

Very
Low

Negligible

Marginal

Serious

60% of risks are positioned
in the green zone - below
the line of ‘risk appetite’

Risk 16
Risk 17

Critical

Impact

4
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Strategic Risks Register
Risk 1 was archived during quarter 1 2016/17
Current Position of Risk

Target Position of Risk

Contracts do not deliver the standards of performance required
within the contract fee agreed.

Likelihood

ARCHIVED

Likelihood

Risk 2

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly

Review Date
ARCHIVED

Target Date
ARCHIVED

Back to ‘Heat Map’
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Mitigation

Mitigation Progress

Mitigation Action Owner

Mitigation Due Date

Robust performance management
arrangements

Arrangements are in place

Contract Managers

Complete and ongoing

History
This risk is within risk tolerance and requires an annual review during Quarter Four.
of Risk
Q4 2016/17: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - SMT review indicates no change as the Council has three new major contracts.
Improvement Q1 2017/18: RISK POSITION - This risk is within risk tolerance and requires an annual review during Quarter Four.
Q4 2017/18: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Review indicates that the current risk remains the same in terms of likelihood and impact.
Q4 2018/19: RISK ARCHIVED - Review indicates that this risk is now archived due to good performance and robust performance management.
Risk Owner

Director of Customer and Commercial Services

Portfolio

Finance Portfolio

5
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Risk 3 was archived during quarter 1 2018/19
Current Position of Risk

Target Position of Risk

Likelihood

Affordable housing targets are not met.
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X
Description
There is a risk that the Council may not achieve the Council Plan target: ‘By 2025 we
Impact
will have enabled with the private sector the development of 1,000 new affordable
Green zone: review annually
homes for rent’. The Council will need to enable delivery of new affordable and open
Blue zone: manage quarterly
market housing particularly through private sector led development across the
district. Performance is influenced by New Homes Bonus and Local Government
Review Date
Financing.
Annual – end of March

Likelihood

Risk 4

X
Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly
Target Date
31/03/20

Back to ‘Heat Map’
Mitigation

Mitigation Progress

Mitigation Action Owner

Mitigation Due Date

Mitigations are not applicable as risk is below
tolerance

n/a

n/a

n/a

History
This risk is within risk tolerance and requires an annual review during Quarter Four.
of Risk
Q4 2016/17: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - SMT review indicates no change.
Improvement Q1 2017/18: RISK POSITION - This risk is within risk tolerance and requires an annual review during Quarter Four.
Q4 2017/18: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - This risk will be retained on the register to allow regular monitoring.
Q4 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Review indicates that housing performance is on track.
Risk Owner

Director of Strategy, Innovation and Resources

Portfolio

Housing and Innovation Portfolio

6
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Current Position of Risk

Target Position of Risk

Description
The Council maintains this risk to mitigate as far as possible against the impacts of
welfare reform. Welfare reform is a major element of recent government spending cuts
resulting in significant changes to taxes and benefits - impacting on low-income tenants
and social landlords. With the transfer to Universal Credit there have been widely
reported issues and impacts on claimants across England. Central Government monitor
the impacts of welfare reform and makes mitigating adjustments. Also South Lakeland
District Council has put in place a series of mitigations which seek to reduce impacts –
these mitigations can be seen below.

X

Likelihood

Impact of the Welfare Reform on communities

Likelihood

Risk 5
X

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly

Review Date
Annual – end of March

Target Date
31/03/20
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The current risk position is proportionate in terms of the likelihood and impact across
the whole of South Lakeland. The Council has put in place many mitigations to reduce
poverty and to alleviate against universal credit impacts - the main mitigations are
listed below.
Back to ‘Heat Map’
Mitigation

Mitigation Progress

Mitigation Action Owner

Mitigation Due Date

Revenues and Benefits has regular ‘Keep in
Touch’ meetings with Department for Work
and Pensions (DWP) and also Citizens Advice
(CAB)

These regular meetings share
intelligence and situational awareness
on any adverse impacts.

Operational Lead Support Services

Regular meetings are in place

Revenues and Benefits ‘Discretionary Housing This payment eases financial pressures
Payment’
for eligible claimants

Operational Lead Support Services

Mitigating payments are in place
for eligible claimants

Council Tax Reduction Scheme

Operational Lead Support Services

Mitigating payments are in place
for eligible claimants

This payment helps to reduce the
financial pressures for eligible

7
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claimants
Building Financial Resilience Group was set up This group meets on a regular basis
by South Lakeland District Council – it is a
and delivers on a poverty reduction
multi agency collaboration to reduce poverty. (financial resilience) action plan.

Operational Lead Support Services

Regular meetings are in place

History
This risk is within risk tolerance and requires an annual review during Quarter Four.
of Risk
Q4 2016/17: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - SMT review indicates no change.
Improvement Q1 2017/18: RISK POSITION - This risk is within risk tolerance and requires an annual review during Quarter Four.
Q4 2017/18: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - The risk will be retained on the risk register whilst there is a potential for impacts.
Q4 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - This risk received a special review at the request of Audit Committee. It was felt that the current risk
position was proportionate in terms of the likelihood and impact across the whole of South Lakeland. The Council has put in place many mitigations
to reduce poverty and alleviate against universal credit impacts and these are now listed.
Risk Owner

Director of Strategy, Innovation and Resources

Portfolio

Culture, Wellbeing and Leisure Portfolio
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Current Position of Risk

Target Position of Risk

Description
Current and future years proposed budget reductions (expenditure and income) are
not achieved. Future year’s budget reductions (expenditure or income) are not
identified. Significant existing income sources are not protected or effectively
managed. Income from Central Government is reduced above the current
assumptions. NDR income assumptions are not achieved. Other key factors are the
Spending Review 2019-2022, Business Rates Retention, the Second Homes agreement
with Cumbria County Council and the Fair Funding Review.

X

Likelihood

Medium Term Financial Planning – delivery of a balanced budget

Likelihood

Risk 6
X

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly

Review Date
Quarterly

Target Date
Annual – end of March
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Back to ‘Heat Map’
Mitigation

Mitigation Progress

Mitigation Action Owner

Mitigation Due Date

MTFP assumptions are reviewed, updated and Mitigation is in place and on track
reported on a quarterly basis

Finance Lead Specialist

Each quarter

Options to resolve any issues are provided to
the Cabinet each quarter

Finance Lead Specialist

Each quarter

Mitigation is in place and on track

History
For previous updates please see earlier versions of this risk register.
of Risk
02/08/18: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - SMT review indicates that no change is required to the position of this risk on the risk matrices.
Improvement Q2 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - SMT review indicates no change to risk position.
Q3 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - SMT review indicates that the risk position remains unchanged.
Q4 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Review indicates that the level of risk remains the same.
Risk Owner

Director of Strategy, Innovation and Resources

Portfolio

Finance Portfolio

9
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Current Position of Risk

Target Position of Risk

X
Description
The Council is required to have effective information governance procedures. It will
Impact
be necessary to manage corporate information by implementing processes, roles and
Green zone: review annually
controls - including GDPR and the Data Protection and Information Security Policies.
Blue zone: manage quarterly
Back to ‘Heat Map’

Review Date
Annual

Likelihood

Information Management is not effective

Likelihood

Risk 7
X

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly
Target Date
31/12/19
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Mitigation

Mitigation Progress

Mitigation Action Owner

Mitigation Due Date

Continue to reinforce key standards and
policies via regular communication. Ensure
Managers are appropriately trained and
requirements are clearly set out in Job
Descriptions and reinforced via appraisals.
Ensure Internal Audit findings are acted on in
a timely manner.

Update 27/03/19: Training schedule
designed and on target to be
delivered in line with Audit for end
of Dec 2019.

Performance, Innovation and
Commissioning Lead Specialist

31/12/19

Clear and ongoing communications to staff to
reinforce policies and protocols. Regular
review and monitoring of arrangements
across services by Operational Managers
supported by Information Security/
Governance Teams in Policy & Partnerships
and ICT.

Update 27/03/19: Training schedule
designed and on target to be
delivered in line with Audit for end
of Dec 2019.

Performance, Innovation and
Commissioning Lead Specialist

31/12/19

The Information Governance (IG) Framework
was approved by Cabinet on 16 September
2015 and provides the structure to govern

This mitigation updated 27/03/19.

Performance, Innovation and
Commissioning Lead Specialist

31/12/19

In order to implement the
10
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how the Council captures, creates, accesses,
secures, manages and shares its information
both internally and externally. In line with
Customer Connect Programme, the Council
had to its approach to information
governance.

Information Governance Framework
it is proposed that a learning
package deliverable is created.
It is proposed that the learning
package deliverable will be 100% elearning. Scope will be provided to
design and develop workbooks for
those members of staff without
access to ICT equipment.
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History
For previous updates please see earlier versions of this risk register.
of Risk
Q4 2016/17: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - SMT review indicates no change.
Improvement Q1 2017/18: RISK POSITION - This risk is within risk tolerance and requires an annual review during Quarter Four.
Q3 2017/18: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Mitigation due dates updated in line with Information Governance Board Highlights Report
14/12/17. This risk is remains within risk tolerance.
Q4 2017/18: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - review indicates no change at this time, relevant mitigations are in place.
Q4 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Review indicates no change.
Risk Owner

Director of Strategy, Innovation and Resources

Portfolio

Housing and Innovation Portfolio

11
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Current Position of Risk

Target Position of Risk

Description
Infrastructure is required to support businesses and housing development objectives.
The Council will need to implement the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) to
provide funding stream for infrastructure delivery. There will need to be protocols for
CIL Governance and an up to date Infrastructure Delivery Plan.
Due to the impacts of Storm Desmond there may be implications associated with
future flood resilience measures and infrastructure repairs.

Likelihood

The infrastructure required to deliver the Council Plan priorities is
not provided.

Likelihood

Risk 8

X
Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly

X
Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly

Review Date
Annual – end of March

Target Date
31/03/20
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Back to ‘Heat Map’
Mitigation

Mitigation Progress

Annual update of Infrastructure Delivery Plan. Review largely complete to be
reported to Cabinet.
Update 21/12/16: approach to
meeting education needs in Kendal
being worked up by Cumbria County
Council. Infrastructure Delivery Plan
will be reported to Cabinet in March
2017.
Update 04/04/17: extra time
required for education aspect due
date extended to 31/05/17

Mitigation Action Owner

Mitigation Due Date

Strategy Lead Specalist

01/12/16
Amended to 31/05/17
Completed 13/09/17

Completed. Updated Infrastructure
Delivery Plan reported to Cabinet on
12
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September 13th. Significant progress
on infrastructure delivery including:
• Kendal highways and transport
improvements (£3.4m)
• Ulverston junction improvements
(£4.5m) including access to Lightburn
Road employment site through Blue
Light Hub.
• Swarthmoor roundabout funding is
close to being finailsed to enable
housing development at Swarthmoor
and Croftlands.
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Development of protocols for CIL Governance. To be reported to Cabinet
Update 21/12/16: CIL Governance
Protocols will be reported with
Infrastructure Delivery Plan to
Cabinet in March 2017.
Update 04/04/17: extra time
required for education aspect due
date extended to 31/05/17

Strategy Lead Specalist

01/12/16
Amended to 31/05/17
Completed 13/09/17

Completed. CIL Governance
arrangements approved by Cabinet
on September 13th.
CIL Review proposed as part of Development
Management Policies process.

To be undertaken when draft
Strategy Lead Specalist
Development Management policies
are consulted upon in Autumn 2016.
Update 21/12/16: Viability study
scheduled for mid 2017 – will update
viability position in relation to
affordable housing, CIL and impact of
Development Management policies.

01/03/18
Completed

13
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Update 04/04/17: Viability study
Commisioned.
Update 13/03/18: Viability study
completed.
History
For previous updates please see earlier versions of this risk register.
of Risk
Q4 2016/17: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - SMT review indicates no change. There has been positive progress and further collaboration with
Improvement partners on infrastructure needs is required.
Q1 2017/18: RISK POSITION - This risk is within risk tolerance and requires an annual review during Quarter Four.
Q4 2017/18: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Updated evidence, in support of the new development management policies, on viability has
concluded that development can support current levels of CIL. The results of examination will inform the future position of this risk.
Q4 2018/19: RISK POSITION IMPROVED ↓ - Review indicates that this risk has reduced in terms of likelihood due to greater certainty and
confidence in meeting infrastructure requirements.
Risk Owner

Director of Strategy, Innovation and Resources

Portfolio

Housing and Innovation Portfolio
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Current Position of Risk

Target Position of Risk

Page 47

Description
Where necessary robust agreements will be needed. Also opportunities and resource
implications should be identified. Partnerships will need to work supportively to
achieve Council Plan objectives.
The introduction of NHS STP’s and the movement of South Cumbria CCG’s into
Lancashire/Morecambe Bay in April 2017 required new strategic partnerships to be
formed with these groups to ensure SLDC and its communities gain maximum benefit
from any changes. This risk applies to all our strategic partnerships, such as the Local
Enterprise Partnership (LEP), CCC, LDNPA and Morecambe Bay Economic Partnership
as examples. The risk is not specific to any one initiative or approach from partner
organisations, rather the strategic direction and policies that they take and make, and
their correlation to SLDC achieving its aims and objectives through its Council Plan.

X

Likelihood

Essential strategic partnerships required to deliver the Council Plan
do not operate effectively.

Likelihood

Risk 9
X

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly

Review Date
Annual – end of March

Target Date
31/03/20

Back to ‘Heat Map’
Mitigation

Mitigation Progress

Monitor resource, cost and reputational
No cost implications to the council in
impact with established strategic partnerships maintaining partnerships

Mitigation Action Owner

Mitigation Due Date

Chief Executive

31/03/19 annual review

History
For previous updates please see earlier versions of this risk register.
of Risk
Q2 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED - ↔ - SMT review indicates no change to position of risk. Officer representation on the Morecambe Bay
Improvement CCG has now been offered and accepted. Meeting held with Northern Powerhouse Minister 27/09/18 - Morecambe Bay Prospectus discussed and
future meetings agreed with Government departments.
Q3 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED - ↔ - SMT review indicates that the position of risk remains unchanged. Further discussions ongoing
across Morecambe Bay on economic initiative and health. Await outcome of County Council unitary debate in December 2018 to see if more
collaborative partnership is envisiaged going forward.
15
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Q4 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Review indicates that the position of this risk remains the same. Morecambe Bay discussions are
ongoing although Health partners less so. Improved discussions with CCC over the last few months.
Risk Owner

Chief Executive

Portfolio

Leader and Finance Portfolio
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Risk 10 and Risk 11 were archived during quarter 1 2016/17
Current Position of Risk

Target Position of Risk

Health and Safety management of contracts – records for on site
checks

Page 49

Description of risk
Health and safety management arrangements require a review for officer led
contracts. Officers that are managing contractors are required to make safety checks
and keep records. Safety checks should be proportional to risk.

Likelihood

ARCHIVED

Likelihood

Risk 12

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly

Next Review Date
ARCHIVED

Target Date
ARCHIVED

Back to ‘Heat Map’
Mitigation

Mitigation Progress

Mitigation Action Owner

Mitigation Due Date

Contracts Management Health and Safety
training is provided

Completed

Operational Lead Delivery and
Commercial Services

09/04/15
Completed

Officer leads carry out onsite H&S monitoring
which is proportionate to the risk

ongoing

All staff managing contracts

Ongoing requirement

Officer led contracts are subject to spot
checks for onsite monitoring records.

Q4 2015/16: Initial assessment
indicates that evidence exists for
H&S checks
Q3 2016/17: A second assessment
identifies training needs

All managers with contracts.

Completed.

17
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Promote training on active monitoring

Building/property and all external
contractors to be involved in the
training.
Further training ‘Control of
Contractors’ completed on
24/10/17.

All Managers with contracts

13/04/17, further training sessions
to be completed by end of Qtr 1
2017/18.
Completed 24/10/17.

Further spot checks to be made for records of
onsite contractor safety

Mitigation added following SMT
review on 06/07/17.
Completed

Performance and Risk Officer

01/10/17
Completed

A further review will be completed by
Assistant Directors in October 2017

Mitigation added 12/10/17.
Update 05/04/18: Completed

Directors

01/11/2017
Completed
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History
For previous updates please see earlier versions of this risk register.
of Risk
Q1 2017/18: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ – impact reduced to reflect completion of training however likelihood increased to maintain the risk
Improvement position as above tolerance ensuring regular quarterly reviews - and the focus on spot checks for evidence of on site safety monitoring. Risk name
updated for the focus on records of onsite checks – likelihood medium and impact serious.
Q2 2017/18: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - SMT review indicates no change. Additional mitigation added.
Q3 2017/18: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - SMT review indicates no change. Review is near completion and indicating positive results - will
inform quarter four update.
Q4 2017/18: RISK POSITION IMPROVED ↓ = Review indicates that this risk has now reduced in terms of likelihood to target position. Risk is
reduced due to health and safety performance, training provided and availability of resources. This risk is now below tolerance and will be
reviewed annually during quarter four.
Q4 2018/19: RISK POSITION ARCHIVED - Review indicates that risk is reduced sufficiently to archive status.
Risk Owner

Chief Executive

Portfolio

Finance Portfolio

18
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Current Position of Risk

Target Position of Risk

Likelihood

Impact of new projects and initiatives on existing Council Plan
priorities

Likelihood

Risk 13
x

x

Description of risk
There is a risk that new projects and initiatives take the resources required by other
projects and initiatives currently in the programme.

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly

Back to ‘Heat Map’

Next Review Date
Annual – end of March

Target Date
31/03/20
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Mitigation

Mitigation Progress

Mitigation Action Owner

Mitigation Due Date

Ensure that potential new projects and
initiatives are subject to a pre-assessment
which measures their priority

Completed and ongoing
requirement.
Update 10/11/16: Reinforce the
assessment and prioritisation of new
projects – review in six months.
Update 18/01/18: the assessment
and prioritaisation of projects is an
ongoing requirement.

Director of Strategy, Innovation and
Resources

Ongoing requirement

History
For previous updates please see earlier versions of this risk register.
of Risk
Q4 2016/17: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - SMT review indicates no change.
Improvement Q1 2017/18: RISK POSITION - This risk is within risk tolerance and requires an annual review during Quarter Four.
Q2 2017/18: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED - ↔ - SMT review indicates no change however to be reviewed at quarter three subject to prioritisation
of resources.
Q4 2017/18: RISK POSITION IMPROVED ↓ - Review indicates that likelihood is low with existing controls. Controls will continue to be applied
including prioritisation against Strategic Projects Log.
Q4 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Review indicates that this risk remains the same.
Risk Owner

Director of Strategy, Innovation and Resources

Portfolio

Housing and Innovation Portfolio
19
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Current Position of Risk

Target Position of Risk

Description of risk
New efficiencies and changes brought about by one service or another organisation
can have unintended negative impacts on the efficiency and running of another
service – especially if proposals are not consulted on until to late in the process. These
impacts can increase the cost of running other services. Focus required on the expiry
of the Second Homes agreement between Cumbria County Council and South
Lakeland District Council. This position of this risk is also influenced by Risk 15
Customer Connect Programme.

x

Likelihood

Unintended impacts of efficiencies and service changes

Likelihood

Risk 14
x

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly

Next Review Date
Quarterly

Target Date
31/03/20
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Back to ‘Heat Map’
Mitigation

Mitigation Progress

Mitigation Action Owner

Mitigation Due Date

This risk is managed via the Service Planning
and Budgeting processes.

Completed

Director of Strategy, Innovation and
Resources
Lead Specialists

Mitigations in place within
existing Service Planning and
Budgeting processes.

Promote early discussions on potential change New mitigation on 10/11/16
with external parties
06/07/17: Mitigations underway and
ongoing

Director of Strategy, Innovation and
Resources

In place and ongoing requirement

Customer Connect mitigations

Director of Strategy, Innovation and
Resources

Please refer to Risk 15 Customer
Connect Programme for key due
dates.

The programme is being managed
via the Programme Board to deliver
year 1 and 2 of the programme.
Please refer to Risk 15 Customer
Connect Programme for progress.

History
For previous updates please see earlier versions of this risk register.
of Risk
Q1 2017/18: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - SMT review indicates no change. Mitigations are in progress.
Improvement Q2 2017/18: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - SMT review indicates no change – this risk is linked to ‘Risk 15: Customer Connect’.
20
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Q3 2017/18: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - SMT review indicates no change
Q4 2017/18: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Review indicates no change due to period of organisational change and ongoing partnership
discussions.
Q1 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Review indicates no change for the reasons listed previously at Q4 2017/18. Target date reviewed
and set to 31/03/2019.
Q2 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Review indicates no change to position of risk.
Q3 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - The position of this risk remains unchanged during organisational change.
Q4 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Review indicates that risk remains unchanged during organisational change.
Risk Owner

Director of Strategy, Innovation and Resources

Portfolio

Housing and Innovation Portfolio
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Risk 15
Customer Connect Programme

Likelihood

Description
The programme fails to deliver what’s set out in the programme definition and
X
customer contact strategy.
Customer Connect is a challenging programme that requires significant change
to ways of working for staff across the Council. The Programme Board manages
Impact
the Customer Connect Risk Log on a regular basis. Mitigations are in place for
Green zone: review annually
the risks and the main challenges to the programme are: Scope and Ambition,
Blue zone: manage quarterly
Staff resources and capacity, Skills and Workforce Planning, Buy in from
Review Date:
Customers and Training and development for staff and Councillors.
Each quarter

Target Position of Risk

This risk matrix shows the desired
position of the risk following the
completion of mitigations.
Likelihood

Current Position of Risk
This risk matrix shows the current
position of the risk.

X

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly
Target Date:
31/03/20
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Back to ‘Heat Map’
Mitigation

Mitigation Progress

Mitigation Action Owner

Mitigation Due Date

The programme is being managed via the
Programme Board with resources
identified to deliver year 1 and 2 of the
programme.

Financial resources are set aside
for the programme, but there is a
requirement to identify all the
staff needed over the next two
years to support the projects

Performance, Innovation and
Commissioning Lead Specialist

01/07/2017
Completed

Update 07/06/17: In May 2017
membership of the Programme
Boards was revised and updated
to reflect the additional roles
required to deliver the various
projects within the programme.
Update 05/06/18: An external
22
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partner is providing assurance to
the programme using experience
gained from similar
transformation programmes.
Update: 05/07/18: Revised
business case to be considered by
Cabinet on 18/07/18 and Council
on 24/07/18. This sets out a
number of risks which will be
managed as part of the
programme.
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Update: 26/09/18: Business Case
approved and implementation
underway. Significant progress in
all workstream areas. Staff
appointed to programme roles.
Programme Board meets weekly.
Audit Committee reciving regular
reports. Management Structure
agreed at Council on 10/10/18.
There is a risk log for the programme. This
is shared with the Audit Committee on a
quarterly basis.

SMT have ownership of all the
risks and identified mitigations completed.

Performance, Innovation and
Commissioning Lead Specialist

15/04/2018
Completed

All risks on the Customer Connect risk log
were updated during April 2018. The risks
are reviewed at each Board meeting and
are managed accordingly.

All risks above the line are being
managed and have mitigations in
place to reduce the likelihood.
The Senior Responsible Owner
has taken direct responsibility for
managing the partnership
arrangements with Eden.

Performance, Innovation and
Commissioning Lead Specialist

Reviewed weekly by the Programme
Board
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History
For previous updates please see earlier versions of this risk register.
of Risk Improvement Q1 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED - ↔ - SMT review indicates no change. Mitigations updated.
Q2 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED - ↔ - SMT review indicates no change. Mitigations updated on 26/09/18.
Q3 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED - ↔ - SMT review indicates no change.
Q4 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Review indicates that this risk remains unchanged.
Risk Owner

Director of Strategy, Innovation and Resources

Portfolio

Housing & Innovation and Council Organisation and
People
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Description
Management of waste collection vehicle manoeuvres on recycling and waste
collection rounds.
There are many practical and advanced technological safety precautions in
place including the following:
Waste collection rounds have risk assessments and safe systems of work in
place.
All drivers and crews have been trained.
All rounds are monitored to ensure that safe systems are adhered to.
Vehicles have advanced technologies fitted e.g. reversing CCTV and
sophisticated radar to assist the driver and crews manoeuvre safely

x

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly
Review Date:
Annual – end of March

Target Position of Risk

This risk matrix shows the desired
position of the risk following the
completion of mitigations.
Likelihood

Waste Collection – Reversing Manoeuvres

Likelihood

Risk 16

Current Position of Risk
This risk matrix shows the current
position of the risk.

X

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly
Target Date:
Target met

Back to ‘Heat Map’
Mitigation

Mitigation Progress

Mitigation Action Owner

Mitigation Due Date

Maintain and keep up to date the Safe
System of Work, inspections and the
utilisation of risk reducing technologies.

In progress and reviewed by the
Street Scene Health and Safety
Working Group on a quarterly
basis

Operational Lead Delivery and
Commercial Services

Ongoing requirement

Commission specialist support to assist in
the completion of a further review of
vehicle movements including reversing on
private drives, private roadways and
narrow access highways

Update 17/11/16: Support
commissioned and interim report
received. Considering key actions
for the service within operational
health and safety plans.
Completed.

Operational Lead Delivery and
Commercial Services

31/12/16
Completed.
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Specific Action plan has been
developed to implement the
findings of the review. High
Priority Areas have been
identified and the
implementation of necessary
changes commenced and planned
for completion by amended due
date of 31/12/17.
Completed.

Operational Lead Delivery and
Commercial Services

31/12/17
Completed.

Implement the lower priority findings of
the above review

Planned for completion by
31/12/17.
Update 15/01/18: lower priority
findings will now be completed by
31/03/18.
Update 13/03/18: Now complete.
There will be an ongoing review
of all manoeuvres as part of
business as usual arrangements.

Operational Lead Delivery and
Commercial Services

13/03/18
Completed
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Implement the priority findings of the
above review

History
of Risk
Improvement

For previous updates please see earlier versions of this risk register.

Risk Owner

Director of Customer and Commercial Services

Q2 2017/18: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED - ↔ - SMT review indicates no change – work is in progress.
Q3 2017/18: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED - ↔ - All Ulverston rounds have been assessed and mitigating measures introduced. Results have
been provided to the Health and Safety Committee 15th January 2018. Some lower priority areas remain pending with completion expected
before end March 2018. Risk position remains the same until all reversing manoeuvres are assessed and mitigating measures have been
implemented as required.
Q4 2017/18: RISK POSITION IMPROVED - ↓ - Review indicates that risk has been reduced to the target position due to completed mitigations.
Decision made not to archive risk in order to maintain awareness.
Q4 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Review indicates that this risk remains the same in terms of likelihood and impact.
Portfolio

Environment Portfolio
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Cyber Security incident
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Description
There have been many high profile examples of cyber security breaches across
the World and in the UK recently. The Council has effective security in place to
protect data and deliver services - however threats are becoming ever more
sophisticated and organisations need to be one step ahead. Cyber-attacks can
cross international boundaries and may be initiated by organised criminal
groups, lone individuals or be state sponsored. Cyber criminals are broadening
their efforts towards UK citizens, organisations and institutions. Terrorists are
conducting low-level attacks and aspire to carry out more significant acts.
Examples of threats are Botnets, Distributed denial-of-service, Hacking,
Malware, Pharming, Phishing, Ransomware and Spam.

x

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly
Review Date:
Annual – end of March

Target Position of Risk
This risk matrix shows the desired
position of the risk following the
completion of mitigations.

Likelihood

Risk 17

Likelihood

Current Position of Risk
This risk matrix shows the current
position of the risk.

x
Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly
Target Date:
31/03/20

Back to ‘Heat Map’
Mitigation

Mitigation Progress

Mitigation Action Owner

Mitigation Due Date

Cyber security actions within the ICT Risk
Register

Cyber security actions are on
track

Digital Lead Specialist

In line with cyber security due dates

Review of Insurance

Mitigation added 12/10/17
Update 15/01/18: Predicted
complete by 31/01/18 for
insurance renewal deadline.

Finance Lead Specialist

31/12/17
Completed

History
For previous updates please see earlier versions of this risk register.
of Risk
RISK IDENTIFIED ● = Audit Committee of 26/07/17 suggested that the Information management risks should be split to create this separate risk
Improvement for Cyber Security. Agreed on 08/08/17 by the Monitoring Officer.
Q2 2017/18: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED - ↔ - SMT review indicates likelihood very low and impact critical. Additional insurance mitigation
added. ICT maintains up to date software patches. Staff have guidance on how to keep IT Networks Secure and what to do if a virus or malware is
27
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suspected.
Q4 2017/18: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED - ↔ - The risk remains very low. ICT continue to maintain security related Microsoft updates, virus
software updates and follow industry best practice. Business Continuity arrangements are strengthened.
Q4 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Review indicates that this risk remains at very low likelihood
Risk Owner

Director of Strategy, Innovation and Resources

Portfolio

Housing and Innovation Portfolio
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Description
China has made a decision to receive only very low contaminated recycled
waste. As a consequence there will be very large quantities of waste across
the UK and other international countries that will not be eligible for sending
to China. Without an alternative outlet for large quantities of contaminated
recyclable waste the market value of this waste will fall significantly. South
Lakeland District Council’s waste collection approach is to separate
recyclables in a way that mitigates against contamination and maintains a
high quality product so may be less affected by new policy from China. The
advantageous position that South Lakeland has is confirmed in a recent
APSE report. However the income provided from waste recycling is
significant and would have a large impact on services should it be reduced
drastically.

Target Position of Risk
This risk matrix shows the desired
position of the risk following the
completion of mitigations.

Likelihood

Potential reduction in income from the disposal of
recyclable materials as a consequence of market changes

Likelihood

Risk 18

Current Position of Risk
This risk matrix shows the current
position of the risk.

x

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly
Review Date:
Annual – end of March

X
Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly
Target Date:
31/03/20

Back to ‘Heat Map’
Mitigation

Mitigation Progress

Mitigation Action Owner

Mitigation Due Date

The Council already has legally
compliant, waste recycling processes in
place that minimise contamination.

Complete and in place

Director of Customer and Commercial
Services

Complete and in place

The Council continues to maintain a high
profile message to residents to avoid
contamination of recyclable materials
placed out for collection.

Ongoing

Operational Lead Delivery and
Commercial Services

Ongoing
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History
of Risk
Improvement

13/03/18: RISK IDENTIFIED ● = This risk identified by Assistant Director Neighbourhood Services and Community and Leisure Manager. Risk
prepared for escalation from operational level to Senior Management Team and approved for inclusion on the Strategic Risks Register.
Q4 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Review indicates that this risk remains the same due to the lowered market value of waste.

Risk Owner

Director of Customer and Commercial Services

Portfolio

Environment Portfolio
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Description
Flu Pandemic is listed with the top three risks and rated ‘Very High’ in the
Cumbria Community Risk Register. This is because the new virus would be
an unknown quantity - therefore people will have no immunity and
effective antivirals may not be available for six months. In addition to this all
services will be affected by staff absences at a time when demand will
increase on services.

x

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly
Review Date:
Annual – end of March

Target Position of Risk
This risk matrix shows the desired
position of the risk following the
completion of mitigations.

Likelihood

Business Continuity: Flu Pandemic - Loss of people, skills
and supply chain disruption

Likelihood

Risk 19

Current Position of Risk
This risk matrix shows the current
position of the risk.

x

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly
Target Date:
31/03/20
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Planning assumptions for the reasonable worst case scenario:
 Clinical attack rates of up to 50% of the population in total, spread
over one or more waves each of around 12 – 15 weeks. Peak clinical
attack rate Locally, 10% - 12% of population per week
 Small teams within larger organisations should plan for 30-35%
absenteeism in addition to usual absenteeism levels on any given
day.
Staff will be absent from work if:
 They are ill with flu.
 They need to care for dependants who are ill with flu
 They need to care for children due to school closures
 They have non-flu medical problems
 Their employers have advised them to stay away from work
 This may be unevenly distributed throughout organisations
 They will require time for dealing with personal bereavements with
an increase in compassionate leave and stress
 They fear becoming ill
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Impact:
Absenteeism levels in small teams within Large Organisations at 30-35%.
Flu Pandemic would place an unprecedented demand on local authorities,
Police, Coroner and undertakers. It is likely that schools would be closed
causing further absences from work. It is highly likely that mutual aid would
be difficult. All the above issues and many more were highlighted during the
multi-agency Cumbria Flu Pandemic Exercise on 03/07/2018. Business
Continuity was highlighted as key for meeting statutory obligations. A
number of effective Business Continuity mitigations are in place.
Back to ‘Heat Map’
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Mitigation

Mitigation Progress

Mitigation Action Owner

Mitigation Due Date

Capture and implement the
recommendations and mitigations
identified within the Cumbria Flu
Pandemic Exercise report.

Awaiting Cumbria Flu Pandemic
Exercise report.
Report now available with
recommedations.

Strategy Lead Specialist

Implement by 31/03/20

Benchmark with Cabinet Office ‘Flu
pandemic Checklist for businesses’ and
include actions within Business
Continuity Plans where necessary.

Benchmarking with checklist
completed.

Strategy Lead Specialist

Necessary actions included in Business
Continuity Plans – completed. Internal
Audit result of ‘Substantial Assurance’
for Business Continuity.

History
of Risk
Improvement

13/03/18: RISK IDENTIFIED ● = This risk identified following Cumbria Flu Pandemic Exercise 3rd July 2018. Escalation agreed to the Strategic
Risk Register. Risk reviewed on 16/08/18 as below risk appetite with Likelihood Low and Impact Serious.
27/09/18: Mitigations improved and updated. October 2018: Internal Audit result of ‘Substantial Assurance’ for Business Continuity.
Q4 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Review indicates that this risk remains at Likelihood Low and Impact Serious.

Risk Owner

Director of Strategy, Innovation and Resources

Portfolio

Leader of the Council
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x
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Description
There is a business continuity risk that vacancies are not adequately filled for
Impact
roles that are critical – ie those roles which are essential for the running of Green zone: review annually
the organisation and for meeting the health and welfare needs of the public. Blue zone: manage quarterly
Also there will be an impact on the business while staff are moving through
transition from the current ways of working to learn new processes,
behaviours etc.
Review Date:
Quarterly
Impact
A loss of staff and skills has the potential to impact on the organisation and
the public – especially the public who may be vulnerable due to their
dependence on vital services.

Target Position of Risk
This risk matrix shows the desired
position of the risk following the
completion of mitigations.

Likelihood

Capacity for Business as Usual during the transition to the
new organisational model.

Likelihood

Risk 20

Current Position of Risk
This risk matrix shows the current
position of the risk.

X

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly
Target Date:
31/03/20

Back to ‘Heat Map’
Mitigation

Mitigation Progress

Mitigation Action Owner

Mitigation Due Date

Transition Planning to mitigate against
the impact of BAU failing or reducing
performance while staff are moving to
new ways of working.

Change management plan,
BCM business critical plan

Director of Strategy, Innovation and
Resources.
Performance, Innovation and
Commissioning Lead Specialist.

February 2019

Culture Change and learning & Skill
development planning to mitigate the
loss of skills and knowledge.

Learning & Development Plan
Skills analysis
Change management Plan

Director of Strategy, Innovation and
Resources.
Performance, Innovation and
Commissioning Lead Specialist.

February 2019

History
of Risk

02/11/2018: RISK IDENTIFIED ● = This risk identified by Partnerships and Organisational Development. Risk prepared for Senior
Management Team for consideration for inclusion on the Strategic Risks Register for Q3 reporting.
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Improvement

Q3 2018/19: Risk approved by Senior Management Team for inclusion on Strategic Risk Register.
Q4 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Review indicates that this risk remains at the same level.

Risk Owner

Director of Strategy, Innovation and Resources

Portfolio

Housing & Innovation and Council Organisation and People
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Likelihood

Accountable Body for large value schemes

x

Description
SLDC is acting as ‘Accountable Body’ for large value grant aided schemes. In
simple terms the Council acts as “the bank” for grant monies - making
Impact
payments to scheme deliverers. Robust governance, project appraisal,
Green zone: review annually
decision making - and clarity over responsibilities and accountabilities will
Blue zone: manage quarterly
manage and mitigate risks.
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Impact
Review Date:
Lack of adequate governance arrangements for the accountable body role
Quarterly
could lead to a reduction, suspension or withholding of grant; or require the
repayment of the whole or part of the grant. The current capital programme
contains approximately £5M of such schemes with a possible £2.5M of
further schemes proposed.

Target Position of Risk
This risk matrix shows the desired
position of the risk following the
completion of mitigations.

Likelihood

Risk 21

Current Position of Risk
This risk matrix shows the current
position of the risk.

x

Impact
Green zone: review annually
Blue zone: manage quarterly
Target Date:
Prior to project spend

Back to ‘Heat Map’
Mitigation

Mitigation Progress

Mitigation Action Owner

Mitigation Due Date

Robust arrangements for governance,
decision making and clarity on
responsibilities and accountabilities in
accordance with SLDC Project
Management Toolkit

ERDF: Cabinet has approved
SLDC involvement and Council
has approved the capital
programme.

Operational Lead Specialist Services

Before commencement of project spend

Partnership Agreement between
partners and the Council as Accountable
Body, setting out the respective roles,
duties and responsibilities. It will include
how the costs of fulfilling the role and

ERDF: drafted
Others: tbc

Operational Lead Specialist Services

Before commencement of project spend
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how the Council will be indemnified in
respect of legal claims, losses; reliance
on external advisors.
Ensure a monitoring process to identify
possible weaknesses or risks in the
operation of projects and provide for
corrective action to be taken. Each
material scheme to be included in
Operational Risk Registers and
monitored accordingly.

Operational Lead Specialist Services

During project and until full recovery of
costs from grant body - and external
audit where required.

Use of internal audit to ensure evidence To be included in consideration
in accordance with document retention of risk based audit
requirements and ensure that local grant
recipients retain original evidence.

Finance Lead Specialist

Annually for April Audit Committee
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History
of Risk
Improvement

28/11/2018: RISK IDENTIFIED ● = This risk identified by Finance and prepared for Senior Management Team for consideration for inclusion
on the Strategic Risks Register for Q3 reporting.
Q3 2018/19: Risk approved by Senior Management Team for inclusion on Strategic Risk Register.
Q4 2018/19: RISK POSITION UNCHANGED ↔ - Review indicates that the current risk position remains the same.

Risk Owner

Director of Strategy, Innovation and Resources

Portfolio

Finance Portfolio
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Item No.10
South Lakeland District Council
Cabinet
5 June 2019

Draft South Lakeland District Council Homelessness
Strategy 2019 - 2024
Portfolio:

Cllr Jonathan Brook - Housing and Innovation Portfolio Holder

Report from:

David Sykes – Director of Strategy, Innovation and Resources

Report Author:

Julie Jackson – Principal Housing Strategy Officer

Wards:

(All Wards);

Forward Plan:

Key included in the Forward Plan as published on 8.1.19

1.0

Expected Outcome
The new Council Plan adopted in February 2019 identifies a key theme of reducing
inequalities and within that, a commitment to prevent and reduce homelessness. The
South Lakeland District Council Homelessness Strategy 2019 - 2024 will assist in the
prevention and tackling of homelessness in the District superseding the South
Lakeland District Council and Eden District Council Homelessness Strategy 2013 2018. It is expected that, by implementing the Strategy, people experiencing
homelessness issues will be better supported so that homelessness can be
prevented wherever possible and, if this is not possible, that there is sufficient
housing supply for people to access appropriate accommodation and the support
they need to help maintain a tenancy.

2.0

Recommendation

2.1

It is recommended that Cabinet:(1)
Approves the South Lakeland District Council Homelessness Strategy
2019 – 2024.

3.0

Background and Proposals
The 2002 Homelessness Act requires local authorities to conduct a review of
homelessness and following on from this to develop a homelessness strategy. The
purpose of the strategy is the prevention of homelessness, to secure sufficient
accommodation for people who are or may become homeless and to secure the
provision of support for those who are or may become homeless so they do not
become homeless again.
South Lakeland District Council has been working in partnership with a range of
partners from the voluntary and statutory sectors to develop a Homelessness
Strategy for the period 2019 - 2024. As a first step the Council conducted a Review
of homelessness in 2018, the findings of which were considered by the South
Lakeland Strategic Homelessness Group and are attached as Appendix 2 of the
Strategy. The Strategic Homelessness Group is a multi-agency Group chaired by the
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Portfolio Holder for Housing, People and Innovation. A Workshop was held on 4
December 2018 with relevant stakeholders to discuss the priorities arising from the
Review and agree actions that could be taken forward into the Homelessness
Strategy 2019 - 2024. The key actions have been replicated within the Strategy’s
Action Plan (Appendix 1 of the Strategy) and the feedback from this Workshop is
detailed in Appendix 3 of the draft Strategy. This work has helped to shape the
priorities in the new Strategy which are (in no particular order):
1. Homelessness prevention;
2. Increasing the supply of settled accommodation;
3. Ensuring appropriate support is available
4. Tackling complex needs
The above priorities are framed within the overarching priority of partnership working
as it is recognised that homelessness is not an issue that can be addressed by a single
organisation. However, we can work together with other statutory and third sector
organisations to help achieve these priorities. The Strategic Homelessness Group
provides a mechanism to embed partnership working with other partners, such as
Cumbria County Council who have a duty to assist in the development of the
Homelessness Strategy and are represented on the Group. Developing commitment
to collaboration should be strengthened by the recent adoption of the Cumbria Public
Health Strategy which recognises the contribution that access to housing and
preventing homelessness has in promoting health.
3.1

The draft South Lakeland District Council Homelessness Strategy 2019 – 2024 was
subsequently developed and is attached as Appendix 1 to this report. Following
consideration by Overview and Scrutiny Committee on 26 April 2019 a couple of
minor amendments have been made to the Glossary. Overview and Scrutiny
Committee recommended that Cabinet approve the draft Strategy.

3.2

The Action Plan needs to be updated on an annual basis and will be reported to the
Housing Advisory Group and Strategic Homelessness Group as stipulated in the
Strategy, before being signed off by the Director of Customer and Commercial
Services. Updated Action Plans need to then be sent to the Ministry of Housing,
Communities and Local Government.

4.0

Consultation

4.1

Initial stakeholder consultation was held with key stakeholders with an interest in
homelessness via a survey. As a follow up to this a workshop was held on 4
December 2018 to consider the key actions that would be taken forward in the
Strategy. The draft Strategy is now subject to a further consultation period with key
stakeholders.

4.2

The draft Strategy has been consulted on during March to 1 April 2019 with Ward
Members, Parish Councils and other statutory and voluntary agencies with an
interest in homelessness issues. Consultation has also been undertaken with service
users (Appendix 4 of the draft Strategy) and this was useful to see that the Strategy
priorities and actions reflect the views of the service users. The consultation results
are attached at Appendix 2.

4.3

The draft Strategy was considered by the Housing Advisory Group on 5 March 2019;
no further changes were required to the draft as a result of this meeting.

5.0

Alternative Options
Cabinet could decide not to approve the draft South Lakeland District Council
Homelessness Strategy 2019 – 2024. However, this is not recommended as the
Council has to have a Homelessness Strategy and update this every five years in
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accordance with the Homelessness Act 2002 and would not be complying with this
legislation.
6.0

Links to Council Priorities

6.1

The draft South Lakeland District Council Homelessness Strategy links to the Council
Plan priority for ‘Housing’ ‘Providing homes to meet need’. ‘The council and its
partners will work together to significantly reduce the risk of homelessness’

7.0

Implications
Financial, Resources and Procurement

7.1

In 2018/19 the Council received DCLG Homelessness Reduction new burdens grant
of £8679, Flexible Homelessness Support grant £91228, and Private Sector Data
Collection grant £358. The Council has committed £461,000 for temporary
accommodation for families for 2019/20.
The implementation of the Strategy is likely to be within existing resources. The
Council will also work with partners to source external funding, such as Government
funding, for specific projects identified within the Action Plan.

7.2

The Council administers Discretionary Housing Payments to help in cases of
hardship to prevent tenants from accruing arrears. The budget for 2018 to 2019 is
£113,777 and this has been paid to 205 individual households. The budget has
reduced for 2019 to 2020 to £93,649.
Human Resources

7.3

There are no human resource implications for this report.
Legal

7.4

Local authorities have a statutory duty to conduct a review of homelessness, to
develop a homelessness strategy and to update that strategy every five years under
the Homelessness Act 2002.

7.5

Local authorities have specific duties set out within the Homeless Reduction Act
2017 in relation to how homeless cases are assessed and in relation to the duty to
refer. This is reflected in the draft Strategy.

Health, Social, Economic and Environmental
7.4

Have you completed a Health, Social, Economic and Environmental Impact
Assessment? Yes attached at Appendix 3.

7.5

Summary of health, social, economic and environmental impacts: it is anticipated that
the draft South Lakeland District Council Homelessness Strategy 2019 – 2024 will
have positive impacts on health, social, economic and environmental issues. This is
particularly the case in terms of the built environment and social factors such as
poverty. Increasing the supply of settled housing will have a positive impact in terms
of housing provision to meet needs. The Strategy will have a positive impact on
health and wellbeing by ensuring support is available to people with additional needs
such as drug and alcohol.

Equality and Diversity
7.6

Have you completed an Equality Impact Analysis? Yes attached at Appendix 4.

7.7

Summary of equality and diversity impacts: the Equality Impact Analysis shows that
adopting the draft South Lakeland District Council Homelessness Strategy 2019 –
2024 will have a mainly positive impact on equalities as it will address the needs of
vulnerable people and people protected by the Equality Act 2010. There are some
impacts in relation to rurality, gender, Black and Minority Ethic, and sexuality,
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however the Equality Impact Analysis shows how any negative impacts can be
negated.
Risk
Risk

Consequence

Controls required

There is a risk if the draft South
Lakeland District Council is not
approved that the Council will
not be compliant with legislation.

This could lead to
Government funding being
reduced.

Approve the draft South
Lakeland District Council
Homelessness Strategy
2019 – 2024.

There is a risk that relevant
partners will not engage to
deliver the identified actions.

This could result in some
of the actions not being
carried out which would
then impact on the ability
to meet the identified
priorities.

Continue to engage
partners in the Strategic
Homelessness Group.

Contact Officers
Julie Jackson, Principal Housing Strategy Officer, 01539 793371
j.jackson@southlakeland.gov.uk.
Appendices Attached to this Report
(delete if no appendices attached)
Appendix No.

Name of Appendix

1

Draft South Lakeland District Homelessness Strategy 2019 – 2024
and Action Plan

2

Consultation responses.

3

Health, Social, Economic and Environmental Impact Assessment

4

Equality Impact Assessment

Background Documents Available
Name of Background document

Where it is available

South Lakeland District Council
Homelessness Review 2018

South Lakeland District Council web-site.

Tracking Information
Signed off by
Legal Services
Section 151 Officer
Monitoring Officer
CMT

Date sent
1.4.19
1.4.19
1.4.19
11.4.19

Circulated to
Assistant Director
Human Resources Manager
Communications Team
Leader
Committee Chairman

Date sent
6.3.19
N/A
14.3.19
6.3.19
6.3.19
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Circulated to
Portfolio Holder
Ward Councillor(s)
Committee
Executive (Cabinet)
Council

Date sent
27.2.19
6.3.19
26.4.19
5.6.19
N/A
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Foreword
Executive Summary
Nationally and locally homelessness is increasing. This is reflected in the rising numbers of homeless
presentations here in South Lakeland. The other notable increase is the number of people
presenting with other needs which can be complex in nature such as drug and alcohol issues, and
mental health issues.
The Council’s Homelessness Strategy is a key document that outlines the priorities that will address
homelessness in the District and the actions that the Council will undertake with its partners in order
to do this.
The Council recognises that homelessness is not an issue that can be tackled alone, but in
partnership with statutory and voluntary sector organisations.
This Strategy has been developed in partnership with other organisations through a multi-agency
Steering Group. It builds on the work undertaken in the last Strategy. The vision and priorities reflect
the Group’s priorities. The vision is:
To prevent homelessness wherever possible, to ensure homelessness is quickly relieved, and that
settled accommodation and support is provided to those that need it.

Priorities
The Homelessness Strategy Group has identified four priorities for this Strategy which are in no
particular order:
1

Homelessness Prevention

2

Increasing the supply of settled accommodation

3

Ensuring the right support is available to those that need it

4

Tackling complex needs

A comprehensive review of homelessness was undertaken in 2018 to examine the currents levels of
homelessness, the needs of homeless people and factors that could have an influence on future
levels of homelessness. A summary of the findings is shown in Appendix 2 of this Strategy.
Consultation was held with service users and the results of this is shown in Appendix 4 of this
Strategy. It was useful to have feedback from people who have experienced homelessness and this
has been taken into account in the development of the Strategy and Action Plan.

Achievements from the Previous Strategy
The following key achievements demonstrate successful work that has been undertaken to address
homelessness in the District:


Education work in schools/ college has been undertaken in partnership with Children’s Services
and Impact Housing Association.
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A 16/17 year old Joint Protocol was developed in partnership with a range of agencies including
the County Council; a South Lakeland Local Commitment was signed up to and is working well..
Cumbria County Council commissioned a Night stop service across Cumbria and in South
Lakeland.
An early warning system was set up with key Registered Providers to prevent evictions where
possible.
The Council adopted a housing options approach established to prevent homelessness wherever
possible.
Adoption of ‘no second night out’ across Cumbria.
Work undertaken for the Gold Standard and peer review undertaken and the Council achieved a
bronze standard.
Many partners provide pre-tenancy training.
A Private Sector Accommodation Officer is in post and has been targeting empty homes under 6
months to bring back into use for those in housing need/homeless/ threatened with
homelessness.
302 empty homes have been brought back into use through targeted interventions during the
period 2014/15 to 2017/18. More work will under taken in line with the Council’s Empty Homes
Strategy 2015 – 2020.
We are working with 26 private landlords on the provision of housing for people homeless or
threatened with homelessness.
We are on target to enable the delivery of 1000 affordable homes to rent during the period 2014
– 2025 with 457 completions to 31 December 2018. We have also enabled the delivery of 121
affordable homes for sale in the same period.
South Lakeland District Council was successful in securing £100k funding for a domestic violence
project in partnership with Springfield, Impact Housing and Cumbria and Lancashire Community
Rehabilitation Project for victims of domestic violence and perpetrators.

It is recognised that further work needs to be undertaken now to continue this work and to build
upon these successes.
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Section One
1.0

Introduction and purpose of the Strategy
Local authorities are required under the Homelessness Act 2002 to conduct a review of

A key challenge is that homeless presentations
have increased by 380% since 2012-13 in South
Lakeland.
homelessness and to then develop a homelessness strategy and update this every five years.
The focus of the Strategy needs to be on homelessness prevention, securing an adequate
supply of housing for people who are or may become homeless and that sufficient support is
available to prevent homelessness reoccurring. This Homelessness Strategy builds upon the
work undertaken in the previous 2013 – 2018 Homelessness Strategy but recognises that
amidst a changing environment with changing needs, homelessness has been increasing,
both nationally and locally here in South Lakeland.
We recognise that we cannot achieve successes on our own and this Strategy has been the
result of joint work with other agencies in the statutory and voluntary sector. It is recognised
in the Homelessness Act 2002 and in the revised Homelessness Code of Guidance 2018 that
there needs to be greater co-operation and closer joint planning and closer operational cooperation between social services authorities and housing authorities. Collaboration to
address the wider determinants of health is recognised in the Cumbria Public Health
Strategy. Cumbria County Council is represented on the multi-agency steering group and has
inputted into the development of the Homelessness Strategy. Further work to develop this
relationship will be crucial to ensure that positive outcomes are achieved for people who are
homeless or threatened with homelessness, especially those with complex needs.
The key issues that this Strategy wishes to address are:








The significant increase in homelessness in South Lakeland and understand the causes;
The need for interventions to be at an earlier point to prevent homelessness;
Pathways need to be in place for people who may be in hospital, prison or be vulnerable
due to being a care leaver;
The need to secure more appropriate temporary accommodation to meet the needs of
individuals and families;
There is a need for accommodation with support, especially for people with complex
needs, however, supported accommodation has more than halved in South Lakeland
and we need alternatives;
There is need to increase the supply of settled accommodation.

We now have additional powers and responsibilities under the Homeless Reduction Act
2017 and as such need re-examine what we are doing and what we need to do to intervene
earlier.
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1.2

Overview of Homelessness in South Lakeland
A review of homelessness was undertaken in 2018 and this reveals that the main causes of
homelessness remain the same:




Loss of an assured shorthold tenancy in the private rented sector – this is the largest
cause of homelessness in South Lakeland.
Relationship breakdown – either violent or non-violent, and young people leaving the
family home.
Complex issues that exacerbate the type of issues that may lead to homelessness, i.e.
rent arrears, anti-social behaviour, drug and alcohol addictions and mental health issues
(sometimes, though not always, as a result of substance misuse). Such issues make it
more difficult for people to cope and resolve their housing issues on their own.

Key findings from the Review can be found at Appendix 2 of this document.

1.3

Development of the South Lakeland District Council Homelessness
Strategy
The Strategy has been developed in partnership with agencies in the statutory and voluntary
sector through a Strategic Homelessness Group which was established in 2018. The Group
has met to discuss priorities and an initial survey was sent out to agencies that would have
an interest in the issue of homelessness in South Lakeland. A workshop was held on 4.12.18
to discuss what actions we should be undertaking to help deliver the priorities that have
been identified by the Group. Feedback from the workshop is set out in Appendix 3. Service
user consultation was undertaken by a small number of agencies and the results of this are
shown at Appendix 4.
In order to implement this Strategy an Action Plan has been developed by partners and is
shown at Appendix 1. Consultation on the draft Strategy took place in March to April 2019.
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1.4 The national and local context of homelessness
1.4.1 National Context
Legislation
The Homeless Reduction Act 2017 extends the responsibilities of local authorities including;








A duty to prevent homelessness
Amending the definition of homelessness to households served with a section 21 notice
seeking possession.
Extending the ‘threatened with homelessness’ period from 28 to 56 days
Requiring households to agree a Personal Housing Plan
A new relief duty on councils to work to prevent homelessness and secure
accommodation for all applicants regardless of priority need or intentionally homeless.
A new duty on public bodies to notify councils when they suspect someone may be
homeless or at risk of homelessness.
The Council is required to review the Action Plan on an annual basis.

Welfare Reform Act 2016
Universal Credit merges several benefits into one monthly payment. Payments were made
The Residential Landlords Association (RLA) found that
three in every five landlords (61%) with tenants
claiming Universal Credit have experienced them going
into arrears at some point. In 2016, the proportion of
landlords experiencing arrears from Universal Credit
claimants was 27%.

on a weekly basis prior to Universal Credit and therefore people have had to learn how to
budget on a monthly basis rather than week by week. Housing payments are also made
direct to the tenant rather than the landlord unless there is a vulnerable tenant or the
tenant gets into rent arrears of at least two months’ rent. Then an alternative payment
arrangement can be set up for a landlord to receive the housing element direct. In South
Lakeland this has been rolled out.
In South Lakeland arrears due to these changes could account for the fact that loss of an
assured shorthold tenancy in the private rented sector is the largest cause of homelessness.

1.4.2 Government Policy/Strategy
Rough Sleeping Strategy 2018
This gives a commitment to halve rough sleeping by 2022 and to end rough sleeping by
2027. The approach described within the Strategy is one of prevention, intervention and
recovery. The Strategy requires that Local Housing Authorities review their Homelessness
Strategy Action Plan on an annual basis.
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Extension of the Right to Buy to tenants of Registered Providers which could reduce the
amount of social housing over time. Despite a pledge to replace homes that are lost through
replacement schemes, the reality shows that this has not happened and the Government
has acknowledged this.
Social Housing Green Paper - sets out a commitment to build more social housing, consider
social housing complaints resolution and regulation, remove the stigma associated with
social housing tenants and ensuring homes of a decent and safe standard, particularly in the
light of Grenfell. Consultation responses are being considered.

1.5

Local Context and links to other Strategies
South Lakeland covers a 600 square mile area with large parts of the District falling within
two national parks, the Lake District and Yorkshire Dales National Park. The District is
predominantly rural and the housing market is dominated by issues of affordability. South
Lakeland is a very popular holiday area with some villages dominated with second and
holiday homes. South Lakeland is also a popular retirement destination and the resident
population is aging considerably.
This Strategy sits within the wider context of other relevant Council Plans and Strategies,
namely:






South Lakeland District Council Plan updated 2019 – Housing – providing homes to
meet need.
South Lakeland District Council’s Housing Strategy - Priority A - Developing new
affordable and open market homes to meet need and support economic growth, Priority
B – Providing specialist housing and services to improve the health and well-being of
older, young and vulnerable people, and Priority E – Preventing and reducing
homelessness.
The Tenancy Strategy – priority to assist vulnerable households and reduce the risk of
homelessness. The Strategy is in the process of being reviewed in 2019.
Cumbria Choice Joint Allocations Policy - the Council adopted the Cumbria Choice Joint
Allocations Policy and is a partner on Cumbria Choice, the choice based lettings system
through which most housing association homes are let. The Allocations Policy gives
priority to homeless households in line with statutory requirements.

1.5.1 The Review of Homelessness in South Lakeland
A Review of homelessness was undertaken in 2018 and key findings can be found at

Key Fact: homeless applications have increased by
93% since 2012-13 in South Lakeland.
Appendix 2. The main findings are that homelessness is increasing in South Lakeland due to
a number of factors, not least, welfare reform. The level of complex needs cases is also
increasing. The loss of supported accommodation in South Lakeland has left a void for such
people as they find themselves with increasing difficulty accessing secure accommodation
and are unable to maintain their tenancies leading to a revolving door of homelessness. The
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knock on effect of this is a spiral of decline with interventions from other public sector
services such as health – hospital admissions, mental health teams, drug and alcohol
services, prisons and probation and the voluntary sector. Dealing with the root causes of
homelessness can positively impact on the circumstances that individuals find themselves
dealing with.

Section Two – What we are looking to achieve and how we will do
this
2.0

Vision
Our vision is:
To prevent homelessness wherever possible, to ensure homelessness is quickly relieved, and
that settled accommodation and support is provided to those that need it.

2.1

Priorities
The Homelessness Strategy Group has identified four priorities for this Strategy which are in
no particular order:
1

Homelessness Prevention

2

Increasing the supply of settled accommodation

3

Ensuring the right support is available to those that need it

4

Tackling complex needs

All four priorities are embedded within the theme of partnership working as mentioned in
Section One. The Homelessness Strategy Group has worked on a number of key actions that
will help us achieve the priorities and are detailed below.

2.2

Homelessness Prevention
Homelessness prevention is about tackling issues before they become a crisis that could lead
to a person losing their home.
Under the Homelessness Reduction Act a person is threatened with homelessness if this
could occur within 56 days rather than the original 28 days. This gives more opportunities to
prevent homelessness at an earlier point or source alternative accommodation if necessary.
For example, landlords can identify tenants who are falling into rent arrears or for whom
there are other issues with their tenancies that could lead to a breach of the tenancy
agreement. An early warning system was set up following the last Homelessness Strategy
and works well with South Lakes Housing. There is scope to extend this scheme to other
Registered Providers and also in the private rented sector. Additionally, the Cumbria Choice
Allocations Policy will need to be reviewed in light of the Homelessness Reduction Act to
ensure that it is compliant.
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2.2.1 Key Measures
HS1 - Not to place homelessness families in bed and breakfast accommodation unless
exceptional circumstances and then for no longer than 6 weeks.
HS2 - Not to place young people (under 24) in bed and breakfast accommodation.

2.2.2 Key Actions
1. Organise appropriate training for statutory and voluntary agencies.
2. Conduct a review of the education programme in schools and redesign this to ensure it
remains effective.
3. Develop the early warning scheme for Registered Providers and private landlords.
4. Raise awareness of existing services – so that staff know where to signpost to.
5. Input into the development of the care leavers joint protocol.
6. Develop appropriate referral pathways for hospital discharge, mental health, drug and
alcohol and prison services.
7. Work in partnership to set up a scheme to support people attending Court subject to
available resources.
8. Review and monitor the reasons for loss of assured shorthold tenancies in the private
rented sector.
9. Review the Cumbria Choice Allocation Policy to ensure that this is compliant with the
Homelessness Reduction Act in 2019.
10. Promote positive stories with Communications to help remove the stigma associated
with homelessness and supported housing schemes.
11. Consider and implement options for pre-tenancy training where schemes do not already
exist.
12. To seek assurances from Registered Providers that they will sign up to the Homes for
Cathy commitments.

2.3

Increasing the supply of settled accommodation
The Council’s ambitious targets for housing delivery are set out within the Council Plan and
Housing Strategy. These targets are to maximise the number of affordable homes for rent
and to purchase, and to bring empty homes back into use as homes. The Council is on target
to deliver 1000 homes to rent by 2025 and 700 affordable homes to buy by 2025.

2.3.1 Key Measures
HS3 - by 2025, the number of long-term empty homes, currently 827, will have reduced by
20%.
HS4 - To enable 1000 homes to rent in the period 2016 – 2025 and 700 affordable homes to
buy.
HS5 – Between 2015 and 2019, the Council through targeted interventions will, year on year,
bring a minimum of 70 empty homes back into use.
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2.3.2 Actions










2.4

Work with private rented sector to secure accommodation for people in housing
need/at risk of homelessness.
Work with Registered Providers and developers to ensure that new homes will meet
future evidenced housing needs.
Bring empty homes back into use by implementing the Empty Homes Strategy and
Action Plan.
Consider options for enabling modular housing.
Review the Council’s Local Connection Policy as part of the work on the Supplementary
Planning Guidance in 2019.
Work with public sector bodies and churches to identify any potential sites that could be
used for affordable or supported housing.
Use housing renovation grants to enable potential new schemes suitable for tenants
with specific needs.
Work with providers to enable a shared housing scheme in South Lakeland for young
people.
Work with housing associations to develop new affordable homes with the help of lowcost loans.

Ensuring the right support is available to those who need it
There is now less than half of the number of supported housing units that were available in
2014 reducing from 91 units to 29. A study was undertaken by South Lakeland District
Council to consider the impacts of Cumbria County Council’s Supporting People funding
reductions. The results of this work showed that there was a significant increase in
homelessness shortly following and ongoing increases which could be linked to the loss of
short-term supported accommodation. Recommendations from the study were:
1. South Lakeland District Council to work with Cumbria County Council Supporting People
Officers’ Group to influence the next commissioning round and limit if possible further
cuts being made.
2. South Lakeland District Council to recommend that Cumbria County Council maintains
services currently being provided through the Supporting People pot.
3. South Lakeland District Council to consider funding for the continuation of supported
housing, if this is not to be provided by Cumbria County Council.
4. South Lakeland District Council to consider other options and models for supported
accommodation.
5. South Lakeland District Council to continue to monitor the effects of the loss of
supported housing.
The Council recognises that the needs of these people still exist and to ensure that they are
successful in maintaining a tenancy in the social rented sector, there needs to be
consideration given to alternative methods of delivering support that do not solely rely on
Supporting People funding. The recommendations are therefore reflected in the Key Actions
in this Section.
As Universal Credit has been rolled out in South Lakeland households are faced with a
change to the frequency of payments from weekly to monthly. This is putting increased
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pressure on Housing Options service with people struggling to maintain their rent payments
and falling into arrears.
In other areas there are social prescribing schemes, whereby GPs can prescribe a new boiler
for example in homes they may not be of a decent standard. This was an issue also discussed
at the workshops and a proposed action has been developed below.

2.4.1 Key Actions








2.5

Consider alternative supported housing models that do not rely on SP but can still be
funded.
Feed into the commissioning process for supported short term accommodation services
to represent the needs of South Lakeland.
Consider adopting formal agreements with some of the prescribed bodies who have a
duty to refer under the Homelessness Reduction Act and also with Registered Providers
who do not have this duty.
Ensure support is available for tenants undergoing transition to Universal Credit –
referral to food banks, furniture schemes and budgeting support via Christians Against
Poverty (CAP), referral for potential discretionary housing payments.
Consider options where GPs can prescribe measures to remove hazards in homes that
can affect health, taking into account good practice in this area.

Tackling complex needs
Tackling the need for housing is just one of a number of issues that a person may need to
address and there are often other issues that leads to a spiral of social isolation, poverty,
addictions, criminology and homelessness. Tackling a housing issue is the tip of the iceberg.
The underlying issues can remain and this in turn can lead to a loss of tenancies and repeat
homelessness.
The Council recognises that a multi-agency approach is needed with relevant partners
including health, education, probation, Children’s and Adult Services, Registered Providers,
and the voluntary sector.

2.5.1 Key Actions









To undertake an evaluation of the Housing First pilots to see if an approach like this
would work in South Lakeland.
To undertake a needs assessment to identify the number of people with complex issues
in South Lakeland making use of existing evidence such as the Joint Strategic Needs
Assessment (JSNA), Housing Register.
Consider options to set up a Step Up/Step Down service in South Lakeland with Home
Group and partners from Health.
Consider options for a multi-agency panel or a MEAM approach in South Lakeland.
Undertake an evaluation with people who have experienced homelessness or been at
risk of homelessness with a range of needs to gain a greater understanding of what
support could have been provided to meet their needs.
Provide information and/or advice in places such as GP surgeries, libraries, Sure Start
centres, village halls etc about services and support available.
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Section Three – Implementing the Strategy
3.0

Funding and commissioning
The Strategy will be financed through South Lakeland District Council’s own funding,
Government funding such as homelessness support grant funding, the new burdens grant to
implement the Homelessness Reduction Act, and Discretionary Housing Payments. The
Council will work with partners to secure other external funding including Government
funding on work to improve access to the private rented sector, work around complex needs
and rough sleeping. The Council will also work with voluntary sector partners to secure
funding such as Fulfilling Lives Big Lottery funding. Opportunities for joint commissioning will
be explored to help implement the Strategy priorities and actions.
The former Supporting People contracts for young people, generic and domestic violence
are all being reviewed. Elements of the young people’s supported accommodation services
have been re-commissioned for 1 year from 1st April 2019 – 31st March 2020 to give a
consistent end date to contracts county–wide. The effect of this in South Lakeland has been
no change and the service will be provided for a further year by Impact Housing through the
South Lakeland Foyer.
The Council will work with Registered Providers to enable new affordable homes to rent and
buy. The Council’s new loans scheme provides Registered Providers with resources to
support delivery as well as a return for the Council. Homes England funding for affordable
housing and rough sleeping will be sought to enable the delivery of the Strategy.

3.1

Staff Resources
The right people are crucial in order to implement this Strategy. It is anticipated that internal
Council staff resources will be used in partnership with other partners to deliver the actions
outlined in the Action Plan, thereby achieving our identified priorities.

3.2

Monitoring and Review
The Strategy will be reviewed in 2022 and the Action Plan will be reviewed and monitored
on an annual basis by the Strategic Homelessness Group and the Housing Advisory Group.
The Action will be submitted on an annual basis to the Ministry of Housing, Communities
and Local Government following sign off by the Director of Customer and Commercial
Services.
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Glossary
Affordable housing – social rented, affordable rented and intermediate housing, provided to eligible
households whose needs are not met by the market. Eligibility is determined with regard to local
incomes and local house prices. Affordable housing should include provisions to remain at an
affordable price for future eligible households or for the subsidy to be recycled for alternative
affordable housing provision.
Cumbria Choice – a partnership of housing associations and local authorities operating a joint
Allocation Policy for social and affordable homes to rent.
Eligible homeless – a homeless household who has made an application and found to be eligible for
assistance. Eligible homeless households may not necessarily be found to be homeless or in priority
need and therefore the figure differs to homeless acceptances who are eligible for assistance, in
priority need and not intentionally homeless.
Empty Home - properties that are unoccupied. They may be empty as they wait to come onto the
market, sit empty despite being available for sale or rent, or be held off the market as an asset. Empty
homes are in the majority of cases in private hands, given that social landlords such as housing
associations let homes through Cumbria Choice and there is high demand for the few that become
empty in any one year.
Extra Care Housing - Extra Care Housing is housing designed with the needs of frailer older people in
mind and with varying levels of care and support available on site. People who live in Extra Care
Housing have their own self-contained homes, their own front doors and a legal right to occupy the
property. Extra Care Housing is also known as very sheltered housing, assisted living, or simply as
'housing with care'. It comes in many built forms, including blocks of flats, bungalow estates and
retirement villages.
Homeless presentation – this refers to households who come to the Council as potentially homeless
or actually homeless.
Homeless application – a homeless application is taken by the Council where there is reason to
believe that the household is homeless or at risk of being homeless (within the next 56 days).
Homeless acceptances – a homeless household who has made an application and has been
accepted by the Council as eligible for assistance, homeless, in priority need and not intentionally
homeless (i.e. they have not done something/or omitted to do something that has led to them
becoming homeless).
Homelessness prevention means providing people with the ways and means to address their
housing and other needs to avoid homelessness.
Homelessness relief is where an authority has been unable to prevent homelessness but helps
someone to secure accommodation, even though the authority is under no statutory obligation to
do so.
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Modular housing - a home built indoors in a factory-like setting. The finished products are covered
and transported to their new locations, where they are assembled by a builder. A modular home is
not a mobile home; it is simply a home that is built off-site, as opposed to on-site.
Supported housing – normally refers to housing where additional support is given to a household to
help them to maintain their tenancy. This could include but is not limited to signposting to budgeting
support, ensuring they are receiving the correct benefits and helping to ensure that the household
does not do anything that could jeopardise their tenancy. This support can be provided in a specific
supported housing scheme or support in independent housing in the community.
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Appendix 1 – Action Plan 2019 – 2020
Homelessness Strategy – Action Plan Draft 2019 - 2020
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PRIORITY 1 – Homelessness Prevention
Action
Milestone
Organise appropriate training for  Identify suitable training
statutory and voluntary
courses and costs.
agencies.
 Set up training and invite
statutory and voluntary
agencies to attend.
Conduct a review of the
Using best practice from elsewhere
education programme in schools review the education plan to target
and redesign this to ensure it
young people in schools (Year 9-10)
remains effective.
and further education colleges.
Deliver on a cyclical basis

Develop the early warning
scheme for Registered Providers
and private landlords.

Outcomes
Awareness of
homelessness
prevention measures,
new duties and referral
mechanisms.
Reduced levels of
youth homelessness
Increased awareness of
the reality
of homelessness (ie
that it will not = your
own flat)
Prevent homelessness.

Lead Officer
HOM

Key Partners
Statutory and
voluntary agencies.
Training providers.

By When
December 2020

HOM

Children’s Services –
Youth Homeless and
Housing Team
Education
Inspira
Manna House
Housing Options
Housing Options
Housing Standards
Registered Providers
Private Landlords
(Private Landlords’
Forum)

March 2021

Consider a directory or referral
mechanisms via the Gateway.

Prevent and alleviate
homelessness.

AHO

Ongoing

Work with Children’s Services to
develop the Care Leavers’ Protocol
and Local Commitment in South
Lakeland

Prevent and alleviate
homelessness

HOM

Housing Options
Voluntary and
Statutory Sector
agencies
Children’s Services
Housing Options







Raise awareness of existing
services – so that staff know
where to signpost to through
Gateway referral mechanism.
Input into the development of
the care leavers joint protocol



Review existing early warning
scheme with South Lakes
Housing.
Link with accredited private
sector landlords to introduce
an early warning scheme.
Enable an early warning
scheme with other Registered
Providers.

HOM

March 2021

December 2019
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Develop appropriate referral
pathways for hospital discharge,
mental health, drug and alcohol
and prison services.



Work in partnership to set up a
scheme to support people
attending Court subject to
available resources.



Review and monitor the reasons
for loss of assured shorthold
tenancies in the private rented
sector.
Review the Cumbria Choice
Allocation Policy to ensure that
this is compliant with the
Homelessness Reduction Act in
2019.



Promote positive stories with
Communications to help remove
the stigma associated with
homelessness and supported
housing schemes.











Identify suitable meetings to
raise awareness and identify
relevant partners.
Work on a pathway with
relevant partners and
implement.
Identify relevant courts
covering SLDC.
Set up a scheme subject to
funding to provide advice to
individuals attending
possession proceedings
hearings.
Set up system to record the
reasons for loss of an assured
shorthold tenancy.
Monitor on an annual basis.
Ensure the Policy complies
with legislation.
Review Registered Providers’
approach to housing
prospective tenants with rent
arrears/former rent arrears as
part of the review of the
Cumbria Choice Allocation
Policy.

Prevent and alleviate
homelessness

HOM

Health
Adult Social
Care/Children’s
Services
Probation

Prevent and alleviate
homelessness

HOM

Court service
CAB
Manna House

March 2020

Prevent and alleviate
homelessness

HOM

Private landlords
Housing Standards
Team

March 2020

Prevent and alleviate
homelessness

HOM

Housing Strategy
Registered Providers
Voluntary and
Statutory sector
agencies

2019

Get in touch with
Communications teams to
promote any positive stories,
e.g. scheme openings,
successes etc.

Promote positive
stories and remove
stigma of
homelessness and
supported housing
schemes.

HOM

Housing Strategy
Registered Providers
Supporting Housing
Providers

Ongoing

Monitor the implementation of
the 16/17 year old Protocol and
Local Commitment for South
Lakeland.



As part of the Protocol
Implementation Group,
engage in timely reviews of the
Protocol.
Ensure that no 16-17 year olds
are placed in bed and
breakfast and monitor on
quarterly basis

Evidence of need
provided that will
enable targeted
provision to meet the
identified need and
reduce youth
homelessness

Intensive
Early Help
Manager
(CS)
HOM

Children’s Services
Housing Options
RPs
Private landlords

Ongoing

Evaluate the need for
additional temporary units in
South Lakeland
Continue to monitor bed and
breakfast on an ongoing basis
Source additional private
rented sector properties to use
as temporary accommodation.

Meet Government
targets
Reduce uncertainty for
families securing a
settled housing
solution

HOM

Housing Options
Private landlords
Housing Standards

Ongoing



Review agency information for
guide to ensure this is kept upto-date

Reduce levels of youth
homelessness

AHO

December 2020

Prevent homelessness

HOM



Set up monitoring system with
Revenues and Benefits to
ensure payments are
effectively used.
Consider available options and
work with partners to deliver
pre-tenancy training courses
Contact Registered Providers
operating in South Lakeland to
request their commitment to
sign up.

Housing Options
Inspira
Children’s Services
Colleges
Revenues and Benefits
Manager

Prevent homelessness

HOM

2019 - 2020

Prevent homelessness

HOM

Housing Options
Registered Providers
Private landlords
Registered providers



Ensure that no families are
placed in bed and breakfast
except in an emergency and
then for no longer than 6 weeks
and monitor on a quarterly basis
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Review and update the leaving
home guide

Monitor discretionary housing
payments to prevent
homelessness in light of welfare
reform
Consider and implement options
for pre-tenancy training



To seek assurances from
Registered Providers that they
will sign up to the Homes for
Cathy commitments.



Ongoing

2020
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Monitor sign up of the Homes
for Cathy commitments.
PRIORITY 2 – Increasing the supply of settled accommodation
Action
Milestones
Work with private rented sector Develop the private landlords’
to secure accommodation for
scheme in South Lakeland.
people in housing need/at risk of
homelessness.
Work with Registered Providers
Undertake actions from the
and developers to ensure that
Housing Strategy to increase the
new homes will meet future
supply of homes suitable for a
evidenced housing needs.
range of needs.
Bring empty homes back into
Undertake the actions within the
use by implementing the Empty
Empty Homes Strategy Action Plan.
Homes Strategy and Action Plan.
Consider options for enabling
Review examples available to
modular housing.
determine a suitable model for
South Lakeland.
Arrange visit to other schemes as
necessary.
Work with a Registered Provider to
enable a scheme in South Lakeland.
Review the Council’s Local
Conduct a review of the Council’s
Connection Policy as part of the
Local Connection Policy to feed
work on the Supplementary
into the SPG to ensure greater
Planning Guidance in 2019.
clarity.
Work with public sector bodies
Identify suitable sites owned by
and churches to identify any
public sector bodies and churches
potential sites that could be
that could be suitable for
used for affordable or supported affordable or supported housing.
housing.
Use housing renovation grants
Identify suitable properties that
to enable potential new
may benefit from a housing
schemes suitable for tenants
renovation grant that could be
with specific needs.
used for tenants with specific
needs.

Outcomes
Increase available
supply of
accommodation.

Lead Officer
HOM

Key Partners
Housing Options team
Revenues and Benefits

By When
Ongoing

Increase available
supply of
accommodation

PHStraO

Registered Providers
Developers
Landowners

Ongoing

Increase available
supply of
accommodation
Increase available
supply of
accommodation

PHStraO

Empty Homes Officer
Empty home owners
Registered Providers
Registered Providers
Developers
Modular housing
companies

Ongoing

Increase available
supply of
accommodation

PHStraO

Registered Providers
Developers
Mortgage Lenders

2019

Increase available
supply of
accommodation

PHStraO

Public sector
organisations
Churches

Ongoing

Increase available
supply of
accommodation

HOM

Housing Standards
Developers
Registered Providers

Ongoing

PHStraO

2020
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Consider grant applications from
owners for such properties.
Work with providers to enable a Identify a suitable site for a
shared housing scheme in South scheme.
Lakeland for young people.
Work with a registered provider to
work up a scheme in South
Lakeland suitable for young people.
Work with housing associations
Identify suitable sites in
to develop new affordable
partnership with Registered
homes with the help of low-cost Providers.
loans.
Facilitate the loans application and
approval process.
PRIORITY 3 – Ensuring the right support is available to those that need it
Action
Milestone
Consider alternative supported
 Visit to Calico housing scheme
housing models that do not rely
in Burnley and other schemes
on SP but can still be funded.
to identify a suitable funding
model.
 Review options available to
fund a suitable scheme in
South Lakeland.
Feed into the commissioning
process for supported short term
accommodation services to
represent the needs of South
Lakeland.
Consider adopting formal
agreements with some of the
prescribed bodies who have a
duty to refer under the
Homelessness Reduction Act and
also with Registered Providers
who do not have this duty.



Feed into the SP
commissioning process to
represent the needs of South
Lakeland.

Set up agreements with the
prescribed bodies that have a duty
to refer and also with Registered
Providers.

Increase available
supply of
accommodation to
meet specific needs.

PHStraO

Registered Providers
HOM

2020

Increase available
supply of
accommodation to
meet specific needs.

DSHM

Registered Providers

Ongoing subject to loan
finance availability.

Outcomes
Increasing the
availability of
supported
accommodation.

Lead Officer
PHStraO

Key Partners
Registered providers
Supported housing
providers
Revenues and Benefits
Manager

By When
2019-20

Tackling complex
needs
Ensure support is
available to those that
need it.
Increase support to
those that need it.

PHStraO

Relevant CCC Service
Leads
Registered Providers
Support Providers

2019-20

HOM

Statutory and
voluntary agencies
Registered Providers

2019

Ensure support is available for
tenants undergoing transition to
Universal Credit – referral to
food banks, furniture schemes
and budgeting support via CAP
and referral for potential
discretionary housing payments.
Consider options where GPs can
prescribe measures to remove
hazards in homes that can affect
health, taking into account good
practice in this area.
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Ensure the right
support is available to
those that need it.

HOM

Housing Options
Registered Providers
Manna House
CAP
DWP

2019 - 2020

Consider available options for a
scheme in South Lakeland taking
into account good practice from
elsewhere.
Work with partners to develop a
scheme in South Lakeland.
Set up monitoring system and
report on six-monthly basis to
SLESH Group

Ensure support is
available to those that
need it.

HOM

Health – GPs
Adult Social Care

2020

Through the Tenancy Strategy
monitor the rate of conversion
from social rents to affordable
rents, and the level of newbuild
affordable rented homes
PRIORITY 4 – tackling complex needs

Ensure affordability of
registered provider
tenancies

AHO

Registered Providers

Ongoing

Action
To undertake a needs
assessment to identify the
number of people with complex
issues in South Lakeland making
use of existing evidence such as
the JSNA, Housing Register.

Milestone
 Identify data sources to carry
out this work.
 Work on a methodology for
the work to identify complex
needs individuals.

Outcomes
Address complex
needs

Lead Officer
HOM

By When
On-going

Consider options to set up a Step
Up/Step Down service in South
Lakeland with Home Group and
partners from Health.



Tackling complex
needs

HOM

Key Partners
Relevant CCC Service
Leads
Registered Providers
Private Landlords
Children’s Services
Adult Social Care
Education
Inspira
Health
Home Group
Adult Social Care
Voluntary Sector





Identify those most vulnerable
to homelessness with partners.
Ensure that advice is available
to tenants on services that are
available.

Determine what options are
available to set up a scheme in
South Lakeland/Cumbria.
Work with partners to work up
a scheme and link to discharge
protocols above.

2020

Consider options for a multiagency panel or a MEAM
approach in South Lakeland.
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To undertake an evaluation of
the Housing First pilots to see if
an approach like this would
work in South Lakeland.



Undertake an evaluation with
people who have experienced
homelessness or been at risk of
homelessness with a range of
needs to gain a greater
understanding of what support
could have been provided to
meet their needs.
Provide information and/or
advice in places such as GP
surgeries, libraries, Sure Start
centres, village halls etc about
services and support available.











Work with partners to consider
options for a panel or a MEAM
approach in South Lakeland for
people with complex needs.
Consider Fulfilling Lives Big
Lottery Fund working with
voluntary sector partners.
Consider the learning from the
pilots.
Evaluate options for a scheme
in South Lakeland.
Work with providers to
develop a scheme in South
Lakeland as necessary.
Develop a feedback from to
gather information to improve
services and support available.
Monitor the feedback on an
annual basis.

Tackling complex
needs

HOM

Health
Adult Social Care
Voluntary Sector
Probation
Prison service
Mental Health teams

2020

Prevent and relieve
homelessness.
Increase available
supply of
accommodation.

HOM

Housing Strategy
Registered Providers
Third Sector

2020

Ensure support is
available to those that
need it.

HOM

Registered Providers
Statutory and
voluntary sector
agencies

2019

Provide leaflets and distribute
to various venues across the
District.
Consider housing options
surgeries where appropriate in
rural areas.

Ensure advice and
support is available
and can be widely
accessed.

HOM

Health
Parish Councils
Registered Providers
Voluntary Sector

Ongoing

Abbreviations:
CCC – Cumbria County Council
DSHM – Development Strategy and Housing Manager

PHRO – Principal Housing Standards Officer
HOM – Housing Options Manager
AHO – Affordable Housing Officer
PHStraO – Principal Housing Strategy Officer
SLH – South Lakes Housing
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Appendix 2 – Summary of the Review Findings
Current levels of homelessness Statistics
Table 1 and 2 detail the breakdown of homelessness presentations in South Lakeland, together with
the outcome from initial presentation, i.e. whether they were eligible for assistance, and the reasons
for homeless acceptances. As can be seen the number of homeless applications and presentations
has been increasing significantly since 2012/13.
Table 1 – Homelessness Presentations/Acceptances and Outcome
Homeless
Applications

Homeless
Acceptances

Eligible
Homeless
(not in
priority
need)

82
40
15
42
102
158
439

27
15
4
26
22
47
141

26
7
2
5
30
34
104

2012/2013
2013/2014
2014/2015
2015/2016
2016/2017
2017/2018
Total

Advice &
Assistance
(outcome
recorded)
15
402
340
289
312
425
1783

Advice &
Assistance
(no
outcome
recorded)

Total
presentations

29
51
32
18
15
22
167

126
493
387
349
429
605
2389

Table 2 – Acceptances reasons
By far the biggest reason for acceptances was the loss of rented/tied accommodation followed by
parents/other relations unwilling to accommodate and other relationship breakdowns.

Loss of
rented/tied
accommodation
Parents/other
relations
unwilling
Non-violent
breakdown
Violence DV

2012/2013
11

Acceptances breakdown
2013/2014 2014/2015 2015/2016
5
1
12

2016/2017
11

2017/2018
26

Total
66

8

2

1

4

2

9

26

3

3

1

3

4

2

16

2

4

0

3

1

6

16

Mortgage
Arrears
Left prison

0

0

0

0

1

2

3

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

Harassment

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

Left hospital

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

Other

3

1

1

3

2

0

10

Total

27

15

4

26

22

47

141

.
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Summary of Review Findings
Issues
Current levels of homelessness

Rough Sleeping

Temporary Accommodation

Causes of homelessness

Discharge from hospital, prison,
armed forces and young people
leaving care.

Location of homelessness

Support Needs

Mortgage and Landlord Possession
Claims

Key Findings
The number of people presenting as homeless to the Housing Options
Team (HOT) has risen sharply since 2015 (82 applications in 2015
increasing to 158 in 2017-18 and in 2012-13 there were 126 people
presenting to the Options Service which had increased to 605 in
2017-18) and in tandem with this the number of prevention and relief
cases has equally risen (297 cases in 2015-16 increasing to 430 in
2017-18).
The official number of rough sleepers in the district has remained
fairly static and the last declared figure was 3 in November 2017. We
are aware that there are likely to be more across the district, but due
to the rural nature of the area this is hard to assess.
Town View Fields is the main source of temporary accommodation in
the area backed up by some bed and breakfast accommodation when
TVF is full or is unsuitable for some reason. TVF is a mixed use hostel
for families and singles, and we are currently considering procuring
different accommodation for families as it is really not fit for purpose
as mixed accommodation anymore.
The main causes are relationship breakdown (violent and nonviolent) and ever increasingly the loss of an Assured Shorthold
Tenancy from the private rented sector. The Local Housing Allowance
rates has been frozen for the last four years which affects the supply
of private rented landlords willing to take tenants on benefits.
Knowing this information allows us to target our prevention budget
as intelligently as possible.
The numbers of people discharged from these areas directly to the
Housing Options Team are few, but there is still room for
improvement in working with institutions to give us more notice
before releasing them without trying to find service users possible
housing solutions in advance. There is a need for a protocol for young
people leaving care.
Although the majority of people presenting as either homeless or
potentially homeless are from the urban hubs of Kendal and
Ulverston, there are still some pockets of homelessness from other
more rural areas as well as the Windermere and Bowness areas.
The South Lakeland area has a higher than average population of
older people and also of those with physical and health issues. There
are also a significant number of people who are victims of domestic
abuse and who are supported by either SLDC or by Springfield Refuge
and outreach service. Finally, there are a notable group of people
with drug and alcohol addictions. Support needs include support for
young people, people with mental and physical health issues, alcohol
and drug addictions. There are increasing levels of complex cases. The
number with substance misuse issues is increasing in South Lakeland
and rates of hospital admissions due to substance misuse is above the
national levels.
Of the acceptances, 57% had physical or mental health issues and of
these a significant number will also have substance misuse issues.
Loss of over half the units of supported accommodation in the district
since 2015 has had a knock on effect to SLDC as the statutory body.
As set out above, figures for both landlord and mortgage possession
claims have reduced in recent years, but changes to benefits have
shown that in other areas where for example Universal Credit has
been in place for some time that levels of rent arrears in particular
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Future levels of homelessness

have sharply risen, which will in turn have a knock on effect for
presentations to the Housing Options Team.
Key issues are the ongoing implementation of Universal Credit in
South Lakeland, the supply of affordable homes as South Lakeland is
one of the least affordable places to live in Cumbria (additionally the
lack of availability of social housing with 3200 households on the
Housing Register compared to 276 general needs vacancies arising
last year), the complexities of needs, the impact of the number of
second and holiday homes as well as empty homes, the reducing
resources for supported housingprovision.
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Appendix 3 - Feedback from Workshop Discussions held on
4.12.18
The workshop considered the four identified priorities, the issues that need to be addressed and
actions that could be considered for the Homelessness Strategy Action Plan:

Priority 1 - Prevention
Issue - Rent arrears being a prohibitive factor to rehousing, and the approach of registered providers
towards this
Action - to review approaches taken by such providers to prospective tenants with rent arrears.
Issue - stigma associated with social rented tenants
Action - to work with Communications teams to publicise successful social rented schemes that
could reduce negative stereotypes and in turn could help to increase the supply of accommodation
available in the private sector.
Issue – the roll out of Universal Credit has greatly impacted the need for help with budgeting skills.
Action – refer into schemes that provide budgeting advice such as Christians Against Poverty (CAP).
Action – to request that Registered Providers sign up to the Homes for Cathy commitments to tackle
homelessness:
They are:
1. To contribute to the development and execution of local authority homelessness strategies
2. To operate flexible allocations and eligibility polices which allow individual applicants’ unique sets
of circumstances and housing histories to be considered
3. To offer constructive solutions to applicants who aren’t deemed eligible for an offer of a home
4. To not make homeless any tenant seeking to prevent their homelessness (as defined in the Crisis
plan)
5. To commit to meeting the needs of vulnerable tenant groups
6. To work in partnership to provide a range of affordable housing options which meet the needs of
all homeless people in their local communities
7. To ensure that properties offered to homeless people are ready to move into
8. To contribute to ending migrant homelessness in the areas housing associations operate
9. To lobby, challenge and inspire others to support ending homelessness
Issue - understanding root causes of homelessness and the need to base interventions to address
these root causes such as trauma, drug and alcohol addictions, and family breakdown.
Action - develop appropriate pathways for hospital discharge, mental health, drug and alcohol and
prison services to ensure that homelessness is prevented.
Issue – the need for formal housing pathways for specific needs such as drug/alcohol, discharge
from hospitals and prisons etc
Action – to devise pathways for specific client groups.
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Issue – the need for Registered Providers to give the Council as much notice as possible that they are
intending to evict.
Action – to extend the early warning scheme with South Lakes Housing to other Registered
Providers and the private rented sector.
Issue – the changes in legislation and how this relates to the Allocations Policy.
Action – to review the Cumbria Choice Joint Allocations Policy.

Priority 2 – Increasing the Supply of Settled Accommodation
Issue - new supply needs to match the evidenced need and future need set out in the Strategic
Housing Market Assessment, and any local surveys/housing needs assessments undertaken and the
Housing Register. One Registered Provider is considering building larger one bedroom flats that
could be reconfigured to two bedroom flats in the event of changing needs and policies such as the
‘bedroom tax’.
Action - discussions need to take place with Registered Providers and Developers so that future
needs can be met.
Issue – need for a quicker pace of delivery.
Action – could consider use of modular homes to enable new affordable homes at a quicker pace of
delivery.
Issue - the availability of suitable sites is a barrier
Action - public sector owned land or land owned by churches could be considered where the social
value of developing affordable homes could be promoted. NB South Lakeland District Council has
very little land available as there has been ongoing development of land for affordable housing over
the years. However, other partners may be able to help.
Issue – need to increase supply of affordable homes
Action - the Council currently provides Landlord Renovation Grants that enable non-residential
premises such as former pubs to be developed into homes and let at an affordable rent for a period
of five years. Some schemes may be suitable for tenants with specific needs and this could be
reflected in the criteria for grants. Additionally, grant criteria could stipulate that landlords need to
be accredited through the National Landlord Accreditation Scheme operating in South Lakeland.
Action - the Council has recently agreed to provide a fund of £6m for low-cost loans to housing
associations for development of new affordable homes, particularly in high-cost areas such as the
national park areas. This fund may be increased if the programme proves successful.
Issue - restrictive covenants can be a barrier to people accessing suitable accommodation.
Action - could review the Local Connection Policy as part of the work on the Supplementary
Planning Guidance.
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Issue - young people who may be in education or employment need access to shared
accommodation so that this is affordable to them, particularly due to welfare reform issues that
means that the housing costs would not otherwise be covered.
Action - work could be undertaken with Registered Providers to enable a scheme in South Lakeland
subject to funding.

Priority 3 – ensuring the right support is available to those that need it
Issue – the duty to refer – there needs to be formal agreements with the prescribed bodies in the
legislation but also with Registered Providers.
Action – as per above.
Issue - there needs to be consideration given to alternative methods of delivering support that do
not solely rely on Supporting People funding given the reducing budget available to the County
Council.
Action – consider alternative funding methods for supported housing that do not rely on Supporting
People funding.
Issue – housing conditions can impact on health and wellbeing and the need for support.
Action - In other areas there are social prescribing schemes, whereby GPs can prescribe a new boiler
for example in homes they may not be of a decent standard.
Issue - as Universal Credit has been rolled out in South Lakeland households are faced with a change
to the frequency of payments from weekly to monthly. This is putting increased pressure on Housing
Options service with people struggling to maintain their rent payments and falling into arrears.
Action - need to refer to organisations that can help with budgeting skills such as CAP and Cumbria
County Council’s Young People’s services re their work in schools and also pre-tenancy training
provided by Registered Providers.

Priority 4 – tackling complex needs
Issue – the need for a multi-agency approach and buy in for other partners to tackle complex needs.
It was evident that the small number of households who present with these issues are likely to be
known to several agencies who, if they were to work more closely together, could make a real
impact with individuals experiencing multiple issues. Making Every Adult Matter (MEAM) is a
coalition of the national charities Clinks, Homeless Link and Mind; with Collective Voice as an
associate member. Working together, the MEAM coalition is supporting 21 local areas across
England to develop effective, coordinated approaches to multiple needs that can increase wellbeing,
reduce costs to public services and improve people’s lives. These local areas use a framework called
the MEAM Approach to guide their work.
Action – to consider this type of approach in South Lakeland provided partners commit to this.
Issue – the need for supported housing schemes for people with support/complex needs
Action – to develop schemes for people with complex needs.
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Action – consider whether a Step Up/Step Down service would work in South Lakeland. There is a
scheme operating in Lancashire. Step Up is short-term intensive support to people with complex
needs such as mental health issues that are on a trajectory to being admitted to hospital. Such
intervention helps to prevent hospital admissions in other areas reducing the burden on the health
sector. Step Down is for people who are already in hospital but need to be discharged and the
service can provide the type of support to enable a discharge and prevent readmission.
Action – to consider Housing First models and take the learning from the pilots to help determine
whether this approach could work in South Lakeland. Housing First is an approach to provide secure
housing for people who may have complex needs with intensive support to help them set up and
maintain a tenancy. Ordinarily if a person breaches their tenancy agreement through rent
arrears/anti social behaviour this can lead to them either being ineligible for future rented
accommodation or being placed in a reduced preference band. The onus is very much on the
individual to prove that they have changed their behaviour that led to them losing their tenancy.
Housing First works differently offering a housing solution irrespective of previous behaviour.
Action - Fulfilling Lives provides funding for the voluntary sector to work with people with complex
needs. Work could be undertaken with voluntary sector partners to explore this further.
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Appendix 4 - Homeless Service User Survey Results January 2019
Thank you to those organisations who returned the surveys. We received 30 responses in total from
agencies therefore analysis will be limited and not comprehensive and is not representative of all
households.

Age Spread of 30 Single People
75 +, 0
60-74, 5

16-17

16-17, 3

18-21
18-21, 5

22-24
25-35

40-59, 4

36-39
40-59

36-39, 1

22-24, 3

60-74
75 +

25-35, 7

All respondents were single people without dependent children. They were not asked for gender.
Further feedback from people experiencing homelessness could target other groups in the future.
The main reasons given for losing their homes followed the general theme stated in the
Homelessness Review 2018. Relationship breakdown included family breakdown as well as partners.
However, it doesn’t delve into the more complex issues that may have led to this.

Main Reasons For Homelessness
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Family
breakdown

Eviction

Debt

8

6

1

Employment Care Leaver
1

3
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Prison
Leaver

Rent Arrears
HB

3

1

When asked about the type of tenure lost; private letting at 9 and social rented at 7 were the top
responses. Bail hostel, the Army and leaving care had the fewest responses.
Access to the right service

Where did you first seek help
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

How many agencies did you go to before you got
help

1 Agency

2 Agencies

3 Agencies

Is there any else that could have been done by the Agency to help you?
Most respondents stated no but the following comments were made;






Having needs assessed by individual rather than categorised
More hostel places
Onward housing support
Housing refused to help because assumed he would be a bad tenant
No one offered me temporary accommodation and this was not explained
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If the Council had a duty to rehouse you how long
before you were found accommodation
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
up to 1 week

up to 4 weeks

6 weeks

8-12 weeks

16 weeks

The above graph doesn’t take into account whether this was temporary or permanent housing nor
does it reflect whether the respondent was in housing awaiting more suitable accommodation.

Previous settled home
Milnthorpe
Kendal
Heversham
Hawshead
Grange
outside SLDC area
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

Rough Sleepers
Out of the total 30 respondents 17 had said that they had been sofa surfing. There was a high
number of respondents who said that they had slept rough; 13 said that they had been rough
sleeping and 2 had used the winter shelter. However, as the sample of respondents was so small and
from limited sources it does not give the full picture.
What could you have done differently?



I should have opened up more but I was ashamed.
Go direct to places to live in, explaining an illness worked quicker.

Comments on temporary accommodation



12 respondents were placed into temporary accommodation (10 in TVF); one comment,
‘After prison into hostel I don’t really like time restrictions being ‘locked up’, need better
accommodation for young people’
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Ideas offered for service improvement;





More flats/ supported housing in small towns
More emphasis on night stop
Have wider range of properties. Not just for over 55s as wasn’t given a choice for younger
generation 18-30
More places for people

Overview
It was felt that due to the low number of respondents the survey is not fully representative of all
households, such as families, and the figures should be used with caution. During our recent
Homelessness Strategy Steering Group meeting, it was suggested for future surveys to commission a
University/ PHD student to carry out the work. This will ensure improved questions, consistent
interview style, data collection and ultimately produce more representative results. It was felt that
as an independent person the respondent may feel more inclined to be more open with their
Reponses. However, it was useful to see that the ideas for service improvement seem to be in line
with the draft Homelessness Strategy, e.g. more supported housing and homes in general to meet
the need.
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Appendix 2 - Responses to Draft Homeless Strategy Review 2019
Respondent
Cllr Giles Archibald
Leader of SLDC

Comments
Is this information now in the public domain?

Do we have the housing arrears data in more
detail? Can we get it from SLH, for example

Page 109
How are officers proposing to track the
actions?

Cllr Giles Archibald
Leader of SLDC

Page 1 of 7

It seems a long but important list of actions. Do
we have the resources to do it all?

SLDC Response
Yes – consultation with Ward Members, Parish
Councils, statutory and voluntary agencies with an
interest in homelessness and Penny is looking into
getting the draft onto the Consultation pages of the
web-site
( Consultation on SLDC website citizen space,
Facebook and Twitter)
We can get this information from Registered
Providers such as SLH, though it is the loss of an
assured shorthold tenancy in the private rented
sector that is the main cause of homelessness in
South Lakeland. That’s why the Strategy’s Action
Plan has an action to roll out an early warning
system where landlords (in the private rented and
social rented sector) will notify Housing Options if a
tenant is getting into trouble with their rent, i.e.
possession proceedings. We have a system set up
with SLH which seems to work well. Data from the
Court service used to break down the figures to
District level but they don’t anymore unfortunately.
It would be useful for the Strategic Homelessness
Group to monitor these types of figures as part of
the monitoring/implementation of the Strategy.
The Strategy and Action Plan would be monitored by
the Strategic Homelessness Group and Housing
Advisory Group on an annual basis.
It is ambitious but as the Action Plan is being
reviewed annually we can review the position and
resources required. It is recognised that we will be

Change Required to
the Strategy
None required.

Add to the action “8.
Review and monitor
the reasons for loss
of assured shorthold
tenancies in the
private rented
sector.”

None required.

None required.

Appendix 2 - Responses to Draft Homeless Strategy Review 2019
Respondent
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Diane Harrison
Intensive CCC
Carlisle Early Help
Manager (Youth
Homelessness and
Housing, Health &
Wellbeing)Early Help &
Targeted Youth
Support Children and
Families Services CCC

Comments

Appendix 1 –
Homelessness Strategy – Action Plan Draft
2019 - 2020
PRIORITY 1 – Homelessness Prevention
Conduct a review of the education programme
in schools and redesign this to ensure it
remains effective.
Using best practice from elsewhere develop an
education plan to target young people in
schools (Year 9-10) and further education
colleges. Deliver on a cyclical basis.
One element of the PCC project was the
development of homeless prevention sessions
for delivery in schools/colleges/youth groups.

SLDC Response
working in partnership with others to help deliver
these actions
Further information on the PHSE accredited lesson
plans/digitial badges which enable YP to work on pre
tenancy issues would be welcomed?

Change Required to
the Strategy

None required.

The CCC’s Youth Homeless and Housing Team
has developed 2 sessions around homeless
prevention and these have been piloted in a
range of settings (colleges, NCS,
schools). These lesson plans have been
assessed by the PSHE Association and have
been awarded their accreditation of a quality
resource. We will be publicising these sessions
to school and are keen to deliver in
partnership, where possible.
Input into the development of the care leavers
joint protocol
Page 2 of 7

Timescale inserted
into the draft.

Appendix 2 - Responses to Draft Homeless Strategy Review 2019
Respondent

Diane Harrison
Intensive CCC
Carlisle Early Help
Manager (Youth
Homelessness and
Housing, Health &
Wellbeing)Early Help &
Targeted Youth
Support Children and
Families Services CCC

Comments
Timescale? Dec 2019?
Monitor the implementation of the 16/17 year
old Protocol and Local Commitment for South
Lakeland. Intensive Early Help Manager (CS)
HOM
This other role no longer exists; this is my
updated job title. I monitor use of ETA on a
monthly basis; this asks about the use of B&B.

Change Required to
the Strategy

The Action Plan will be updated accordingly.

Update to the Action
Plan to reflect change
in job title.



Agreed. The Action Plan will be updated accordingly.

Update to the Action
Plan to suggested
wording.

This can be monitored by the Strategy Group on a
quarterly basis.

None required.



Strategy can be updated accordingly.

Update to the
Strategy Action Plan.

Agreed. The Action Plan will be updated accordingly.

Update to the Action
Plan.
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Review the Protocol and Local
Commitment to ensure that they are upto-date.
This is done in partnership so would suggest
change of working to read: As part of the
Protocol Implementation Group, engage in
timely reviews of the Protocol etc
Ensure that no 16-17 year olds are placed
in bed and breakfast and monitor on
quarterly basis
Can the strategy group ensure this?
PRIORITY 3 – Ensuring the right support is
available to those that need it. See earlier
comment in strategy re SP
Supporting People
Registered Providers
Support Providers
Should read: Relevant CCC Service Leads (SP is
inaccurate)
Page 3 of 7

SLDC Response

Appendix 2 - Responses to Draft Homeless Strategy Review 2019
Respondent
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Diane Harrison
Intensive CCC
Carlisle Early Help
Manager (Youth
Homelessness and
Housing, Health &
Wellbeing)Early Help &
Targeted Youth
Support Children and
Families Services CCC

Page 4 of 7

Comments

SLDC Response

Change Required to
the Strategy

Feed into the commissioning process for
Supporting People funded services to
represent the needs of South Lakeland.
Replace SP with: supported short term
accommodation services

Agreed. Strategy Action Plan to be updated.

Update the Strategy
Action Plan.

South Lakeland District Council
Homelessness Strategy 2019 – 2024
Achievements from the Previous Strategy
 A 16/17 year old Joint Protocol was
developed in partnership with a range of
agencies including the County Council; a
South Lakeland Local Commitment was
signed up to and is working well.
 Cumbria County Council commissioned a
Night stop service across Cumbria and in
South Lakeland.
2.2.2 Key Actions
Consider and implement options for pretenancy training where schemes do not
already exist
As part of our PCC project, we have developed
a range of on-line digital badges & a core
section of these focus on pre-tenancy
topics/skills. These will be ready to launch later
this month and are aimed at YP aged 14+. Let
me know if you would like further detail on
this?

Strategy can be updated with this information.

Update to the
Strategy.

Further information on the PHSE accredited lesson
plans/digitial badges which enable YP to work on pre
tenancy issues would be welcomed?

None required.

Appendix 2 - Responses to Draft Homeless Strategy Review 2019
Respondent
Diane Harrison
Intensive CCC
Carlisle Early Help
Manager (Youth
Homelessness and
Housing, Health &
Wellbeing)Early Help &
Targeted Youth
Support Children and
Families Services CCC
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Page 5 of 7

Comments
2.4
Ensuring the right support is available
to those who need it
SP doesn’t really exist anymore… so may be
better to talk about supported accommodation
for key groups (YP/DV etc).

SLDC Response
Agreed. Strategy can be changed accordingly.

Change Required to
the Strategy
Update with new
information.

Appendix 2 - Responses to Draft Homeless Strategy Review 2019
Respondent

Comments

SLDC Response
The Strategy can be updated accordingly.

Section Three – Implementing the Strategy
3.0
Funding and commissioning
The budget position for these services remains
unclear; we will continue to engage with the
County Council to influence the outcome of
these reviews.
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Suggest rewording to: Elements of the young
people’s supported accommodation services
have been re-commisioned for 1 year from 1st
April 2019 – 31st March 2020 to hive a
consistent end date to contracts county –wide.
The effect of this in South Lakeland has been no
change and the service will be provided for a
further year by Impact Housing through the
South Lakeland Foyer.

Page 6 of 7

Change Required to
the Strategy
Update to the
Strategy with this
information.

Appendix 2 - Responses to Draft Homeless Strategy Review 2019
Respondent
Derek Samuel, Home
Group

Comments
I’ve reviewed the draft strategy, and wanted to
feedback in relation to the Tackling Complex
Needs section (though it’s nothing that
requires any amendment to the strategy
necessarily).
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I note the Council’s commitment to explore the
establishment of step up/step down provision
in South Lakeland, for people who suffer with
mental illness, which we think is a very
encouraging inclusion. Please let me know if
you’d like some further information on our
step up/step down services and some specific
case studies from other areas where we have
introduced them successfully.
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SLDC Response
Yes this would be very useful in order to see how
such as service would work in South Lakeland.

Change Required to
the Strategy
None required.
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Appendix 3

South Lakeland District Council

Health, Social, Economic & Environmental Impact Guidance & Proforma
Project, policy or programme: draft South Lakeland District Council Homelessness Strategy
2019 - 2024
Health Impacts

Potential Impacts
Positive

No
impact

Negative

Not
sure

Comments

Recommendations

Increasing supply will
have a positive
impact on the built
environment providing
new housing that
meets M4(3)
standards in SLDC
Planning Authority
area.

Ensure new delivery
meets M4(3) and
M4(2) standards within
the SLDC Planning
Authority area.

New supply will be
energy efficient.

Ensure new housing
meets the required
standards.

Please tick the appropriate box

Environmental Conditions
Air quality

Y

Water quality and
pollution

Y

Built environment

Y

Natural environment
and biodiversity
Energy
consumption/efficiency

Y

Y

Noise

Y

Transport

Y

Recycling

Y

Food production

Y

Social and Economic Factors
Employment

Y

Income
Poverty

New supply benefits
employment due to
use of local
contractors.
Y

Y

Homelessness
prevention helps to
alleviate poverty and
new supply and
support will assist
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Project, policy or programme: draft South Lakeland District Council Homelessness Strategy
2019 - 2024
Health Impacts

Potential Impacts
Positive

No
impact

Negative

Not
sure

Comments

Recommendations

Please tick the appropriate box

households in
maintaining their
accommodation with
affordable rents.
Education, skills and
training

Y

Housing

Y

Crime

Y

Work environment

Increasing supply will
enable more
households in
housing need to
access
accommodation.
By providing suitable
support and
accommodation, this
can have a positive
impact on reducing
repeat offending.
Y

Factors that impact a person’s ability to improve their own health and wellbeing
Nutrition and diet

Y

Physical activity

Y

Alcohol

Y

Drugs

Y

Risk taking behaviour

Y

Smoking
Loneliness and
isolation

By providing support
and addressing
complex needs this
could have a positive
impact on alcohol
use.
By providing support
and addressing
complex needs this
could have a positive
impact on drug use.
By providing support
and addressing
complex needs this
could have a positive
impact on risk taking
behaviour.
Y

Y

By providing support
and addressing
complex needs this
could have a positive
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Project, policy or programme: draft South Lakeland District Council Homelessness Strategy
2019 - 2024
Health Impacts

Potential Impacts
Positive

No
impact

Negative

Not
sure

Comments

Please tick the appropriate box

impact on loneliness
and isolation.

Access to services, spaces or social opportunities that impact health
Communication
methods

Y

Access to support will
help to improve
communication for
vulnerable groups.

Active travel

Y

Access to leisure

Y

Access to culture

Y

Access to green
spaces

Y
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Recommendations
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Appendix 4

EIA
Title:
1.0

South Lakeland District Council Homelessness Strategy 2019 - 2024

The public sector equality duty (2011) covers the following eight protected
characteristics:
Age, disability, ethnicity, religion or belief, sex, sexual orientation,
gender reassignment, pregnancy and maternity.
The duty also covers marriage and civil partnership, but only relating to the
elimination of unlawful discrimination (see below, 2.0).

1.1

SLDC includes “rurality” and “socio-economic disadvantage” as
additional categories in its equality impact assessments. Although socioeconomic status and rurality are not recognised protected characteristics
under the Equality Act, people on low incomes or in rural isolation are highly
likely to be affected by services that are intended to support vulnerable
people.

2.0

The General Equality Duty.
SLDC, in the exercise of its functions, should:
a. Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and
other conduct prohibited by the Act.
b. Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a
protected characteristic and those who do not.
c. Foster good relations between people who share
a protected characteristic and those who
do not.
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Step 1
Summarise the subject and expected outcomes of this EIA.
The Homelessness Act 2002 places a duty on local authorities to carry out a
review of homelessness and to formulate a homelessness strategy that is informed
by the review findings.
South Lakeland District Council has carried out a Review of homelessness in
partnership with a multi-agency Strategic Homelessness Group and drafted a
Homelessness Strategy setting out how the priorities of homelessness prevention,
increasing the supply of settled accommodation, ensuring the right support is
available to those that need it and tackling complex needs, will be met
Who are your main stakeholders and list any engagement undertaken
(include surveys, feedback forms, complaints, statistics etc.).
Voluntary and Statutory Sector agencies such as Cumbria County Council – Adult Social
Care/Children’s Services, Public Health and NHS, Inspira, Manna House, SLDC Housing
Options Team, SLDC Housing Standards Team, Registered Providers who have an
interest in homelessness and service users.
Consultation took place with voluntary and statutory agencies in order to determine the
priorities for the Strategy and potential actions. Consultation was held with service users
through a survey. A workshop was held on 4 December 2018 to consider the priorities and
actions that need to be carried forward into the Homelessness Strategy Action Plan.
Further consultation will be taking place with Ward Members, Parish Councils and
voluntary and statutory agencies on the draft South Lakeland District Council
Homelessness Strategy 2019 – 2024.
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Step 2
Equality Action Plan
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In providing this service, what are the impacts
for the following people?
1. Age (young and old)
2. Black and Minority Ethnic
3. Disabled
4. Faith/Belief
5. Sexual Orientation
6. Gender
7. Gender reassignment
8. Pregnancy and maternity
9. Marriage and Civil Partnership
10. Socio-economic disadvantage (including
rural deprivation, ‘rurality’)

Positive
impacts

Negative
impacts

Mitigating actions (to
avoid negative impact):

Lead
Officer &
When

Age – young people and sexual orientation –
where they are placed in the private rented sector
may find it difficult to manage the tenancy if they
are vulnerable.

Y

Housing
Options
Manager

People in rural areas – may find difficulty in
accessing housing options services in Kendal and
Ulverston.

Y

Each case to be assessed and
referred to the Central Access
Point for appropriate support.
Children’s Services to be
involved with all 16 and 17 year
old homeless cases.
Housing Options Manager to
continue outreach services in
rural areas to meet any
identified need.
Increasing homelessness
prevention, supply and support.

Housing
Options
Manager

(See glossary below for definitions)

Socio-economic disadavantage

Y

Housing
Options
Manager

Complete
Y/N

In providing this service, what are the impacts
for the following people?
1. Age (young and old)
2. Black and Minority Ethnic
3. Disabled
4. Faith/Belief
5. Sexual Orientation
6. Gender
7. Gender reassignment
8. Pregnancy and maternity
9. Marriage and Civil Partnership
10. Socio-economic disadvantage (including
rural deprivation, ‘rurality’)

Positive
impacts

Negative
impacts

Mitigating actions (to
avoid negative impact):

Lead
Officer &
When

People in rural areas – social rents may be more
expensive in the future in rural areas due to
affordable rents and welfare reform.

Y

Housing
Options
Manager

BME – English not first language – households
need to receive adequate guidance to explain
housing options services.

Y

Gender – an offer of accommodation too near a
perpetrator of domestic violence.

Y

BME – an offer of accommodation too near a
perpetrator of race crime/harassment

Y

Housing Options staff will carry
out an affordability check to
determine that ingoing tenants
will be able to afford the rent and
avoid future homelessness.
Ensuring that translation
services are available in line
with race equality standards set
out within the Social Housing
Equality Framework.
The Housing Options Team will
ensure that any offer of
accommodation to end the
homelessness duty is suitable
and that domestic violence
victims are offered additional
support as required.
The Housing Options Team will
ensure that any offer of
accommodation to end the
homelessness duty is suitable
and offer additional support

(See glossary below for definitions)
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Housing
Options
Manager

Housing
Options
Manager

Housing
Options
Manager

Complete
Y/N

In providing this service, what are the impacts
for the following people?
1. Age (young and old)
2. Black and Minority Ethnic
3. Disabled
4. Faith/Belief
5. Sexual Orientation
6. Gender
7. Gender reassignment
8. Pregnancy and maternity
9. Marriage and Civil Partnership
10. Socio-economic disadvantage (including
rural deprivation, ‘rurality’)

Positive
impacts

Negative
impacts

Mitigating actions (to
avoid negative impact):

Lead
Officer &
When

(See glossary below for definitions)
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required.

All categories – monitoring to take place on an
annual basis to review the Homelessness Strategy
Action Plan on its affect on equality and repeat
homelessness
Sexual orientation – risks arise where young
lesbians, gay men, bisexual and transgender
people are rehoused too close to a perpetrator of
hate crime. Additionally, they may be at risk in
hostel situations if their sexual orientation is
known. Lesbians, gay men, bisexual and
transgender people may be less willing to disclose
their sexuality to housing options staff in cases
where they are fearful for the safety.

Y

Y

The Council will monitor the
implementation of the
Homelessness Strategy Action
Plan to ensure that any negative
impacts are minimised.
The Housing Options Team will
ensure that each case is
assessed and appropriate
accommodation is allocated
away from the perpetrator.
Housing Options and Hostel
staff to receive equality training
to ensure that the needs of
lesbians, gay men, bisexual and
transgender people are taken
into account.

Principal
Housing
Strategy
Officder
Housing
Options
Manager

Complete
Y/N

Step 3
Examples of good equality practice you have put in place (For example, all venues used
are accessible for people with mobility, hearing and sight impairments)
The draft South Lakeland District Council Homelessness Strategy sets out priorities that
will prevent homelessness, increase the supply of settled accommodation, ensure that
appropriate support is available and tackle complex needs. The Action Plan will be
monitored on an annual basis by the Housing Advisory Group and a multi-agency
Strategic Homelessness Group and any equality impacts will be reported to the Group.

The council has a list of equality contacts who can be contacted for consultation or to ask advice.
The list is on the intranet under Equality and Diversity. If you need any support when completing
this Equality Impact Analysis, please contact the Partnerships and Funding Officer.

Date:

18.12.18

EIA Author(s):

Julie Jackson

Assistant Director:

Ian Hassall

Document version number:

1

Date for Review:

17.12.19

EIA forwarded to Policy Officer

Y

Glossary
Age: This refers to a person having a particular age (for example, 32 year-olds) or being within an age group (for example, 18-30
year-olds).
Civil partnership: Legal recognition of a same-sex couple’s relationship. Civil partners must be treated the same as married couples
on a range of legal matters.
Disability: A person has a disability if they have a physical or mental impairment which has a substantial and long-term adverse
effect on their ability to carry out normal day-to-day activities. Includes: Physical/sensory disability, mental health or learning
disability.
Gender reassignment: A person has the protected characteristic of gender reassignment if the person is proposing to undergo, is
undergoing or has undergone a process (or part of a process) for the purpose of reassigning the person's sex by changing
physiological or other attributes of sex.
Maternity: The period after giving birth. It is linked to maternity leave in the employment context. In the non-work context, protection
against maternity discrimination is for 26 weeks after giving birth, including as a result of breastfeeding.
Race: It refers to a group of people defined by their colour, nationality (including citizenship), ethnic or national origins. Includes,
Asian, Black and White minority ethnic groups inc. Eastern Europeans, Irish people and Gypsy Travellers.
Religion or belief: “Religion” means any religion, including a reference to a lack of religion. “Belief” includes religious and
philosophical beliefs including lack of belief (for example, Atheism). The category includes Christianity, Islam, Judaism, Hinduism,
Buddhism, and non religious beliefs such as Humanism.
Sexual orientation: This is whether a person's sexual attraction is towards their own sex, the opposite sex or to both sexes.
Socio-economic disadvantage: This includes people on low incomes, as well as issues around rural and urban deprivation, such
as access to services and transport. Rurality should be specifically considered as South Lakeland is defined as ‘Rural-80’ – this
means we have at least 80 percent of our population in rural settlements and larger market towns.
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Item No.11
South Lakeland District Council
Cabinet - 5 June 2019
Council - 23 July 2019
South Cumbria Community Safety Partnership Plan
2019-20
Portfolio:

Cllr Suzie Pye – Health, Wellbeing and Financial Resilience Portfolio
Holder

Report from:

David Sykes - Director of Strategy, Innovation and Resources

Report Author:

Simon Blyth – Principal Partnerships and Communities Officer

Wards:

Not applicable

Forward Plan:

Budget and Policy Framework Decision

1.0

Expected Outcome
SLDC approves the new South Cumbria Community Safety Partnership (CSP) Plan
2019/20 and recognises and seeks to continue the effective collaboration in place
between South Lakeland District Council (SLDC), Barrow Borough Council, Cumbria
Police and partner agencies including Safer Cumbria.

2.0

Recommendation

2.1 It is recommended that:
2.1.1 Cabinet considers the South Cumbria Community Safety Partnership Plan
(2019/20) and recommends it to Council for approval.
2.1.2 Full Council approves the South Cumbria Community Safety
Partnership Plan (2019/20) for adoption.
3.0

Background and Proposals

3.1

The Community Safety Partnership Plan is part of the Council’s Policy Framework. The
attached South Cumbria Plan was approved at a meeting of South Cumbria CSP on 9
April 2019.

3.2

The CSP aims to reduce crime and enable local communities to remain safe and
reassured, without fear, or threat, of crime. It does this through identifying priorities
(related to crime figures and trends, and the Cumbria Police and Crime Plan) for its
annual Partnership Plan. Sub-groups are convened to develop projects and actions.

3.3

Specific actions under the priorities are then discussed and agreed with partners,
delivering projects designed to add value to current community safety initiatives and
activities. Funding from the Police and Crime Commissioner supports delivery of these
projects. Projects are monitored and reports on outcomes given to the CSP at the
conclusion of the projects. Six-monthly progress reports are provided for SLDC’s
Overview and Scrutiny Committee.

3.4

CSP’s are statutorily responsible for reducing crime and disorder, substance misuse
and re-offending in each local authority area. Each CSP is made up of 5 ‘responsible
authorities’, currently comprising:
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• police
• local authority
• fire and rescue service
• probation trust
• Clinical Commissioning Group.
3.5

There are 4 joint meetings per annum. The outgoing Chair was Councillor Brendan
Sweeney (Barrow Borough Council) who was appointed in October 2016. A new Chair
will be voted for and decided upon at the next meeting on 10 July. The vice chair is
Police Superintendent Matt Pearman.

3.7

SLDC provides the CSP coordinator who, along with the Chair, attends County wide
Safer Cumbria meetings. This ensures the CSP’s work links in with wider Cumbrian
projects and initiatives (for example the “Get Safe online” programme).

3.8

There has been increased coverage on serious and organised crime and counter
terrorism at recent meetings with the Police providing verbal updates of the situation
in South Cumbria, giving the opportunity for partners to be aware and work
collaboratively where applicable.

3.9

Appendix 2 highlights some of the work of the South Cumbria CSP in 2018/19.

4.0

The Partnership Plan for 2019/20 is in Appendix 1. The CSP has agreed 5 priorities:
Protecting vulnerable people, domestic abuse, substance abuse and drug supply,
violent crime, and anti-social behaviour. Key deliverables under each priority have
been agreed, to be completed throughout the year.

4.0

Consultation

4.1

The CSP Partnership Plan links to the consultation done as part of the Cumbria Police
and Crime Plan and uses information from the Crime and Community Safety Strategic
Assessment 2017/18. The Plan is also circulated and discussed among CSP
members. A report is provided to the SLDC Overview and Scrutiny Committee on the
CSP twice annually from 2018 – the last meeting was on 26 April 2019, see
background documents.

5.0

Alternative Options

5.1

CSPs have a statutory responsibility to produce a Partnership Plan.

6.0

Links to Council Priorities

6.1

This report links to the Council Plan priority of reducing disadvantage by ‘working with
partners to reduce domestic violence, alcohol related crime, substance misuse, child
sexual exploitation and antisocial behaviour’ and to the wider objective of ‘working
together to make South Lakeland the best place to live, work and explore’.

7.0

Implications

Financial, Resources and Procurement
7.1

SLDC act as accountable body for the partnership and hold and administer all funding
as directed by the CSP. The Police and Crime Commissioner allocated £20,000 to
each CSP area (i.e. north, south and west) with effect from 2017/18. In addition,
£15,000 is allocated to each CSP area towards the cost of managing the work of the
CSP. The PCC has also allocated £15,000 towards the maintenance of Barwatch
schemes across the county, with a direct benefit to Business Against Crime South
Lakeland Partnership.
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AMOUNT
PURPOSE
(per annum
to March
2020)
£15,000
Contribution to costs of CSP coordinator in administering the CSP and
delivering on projects.
£20,000
Funding for local projects that support
the Police and Crime Plan and the local
CSP action plan aimed at reducing
crime and anti-social behaviour and
supporting victims of crime and tackling
emerging issues.
£15,000
Contribution to Barwatch schemes
across Barrow and South Lakeland

ORGANISATION
receiving funds

SLDC

SLDC

Business Against Crime
South Lakeland
Partnership (BACSLP)

Human Resources
7.2

SLDC provides the coordination of the CSP and administrative support. This is funded
through the OPCC. No other specific SLDC issues have been identified.

Legal
7.3.1

This report relates to statutory responsibilities detailed in the Crime and Disorder Act
1998, the Police and Justice Act 2006 and the Policing and Crime Act 2009 (Section
108)

7.3.2

There remains a statutory requirement for CSPs to produce a Strategic Assessment,
currently undertaken by the Cumbria Intelligence Observatory and an annual
Partnership Plan.

Health, Social, Economic and Environmental
7.4

Have you completed a Health, Social, Economic and Environmental Impact
Assessment? Yes (attached at Appendix 3)

Equality and Diversity
7.7

Have you completed an Equality Impact Analysis? No

7.8

If you have not completed an Impact Assessment, please explain your reasons:
Equality implications are taken into account on project application forms.

Risk
Risk

Consequence

Controls required

The Plan is not representative of
CSP interests.

Partners will not support
the Plan and the credibility
of the CSP will be
damaged.

The Plan has been drawn
up with reference to the
Cumbria Police and Crime
Plan, the South Cumbria
Police Superintendent and
will be fully discussed and
agreed at the CSP
Executive meeting before
approval.
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Contact Officers
Simon Blyth, Specialist (Strategy), 01539 793262, email:

s.blyth@southlakeland.gov.uk
Appendices Attached to this Report
(delete if no appendices attached)
Appendix No.

Name of Appendix

1

South Cumbria CSP Partnership Plan 2018/19

2

South CSP projects

3

Health, Social, Economic and Environmental Impact Assessment

Background Documents Available
Name of Background
document

Where it is available

South CSP Review 2018-19 for
Overview and Scrutiny
26/4/2019

http://democracy.southlakeland.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.
aspx?CId=364&MId=4506&Ver=4

Tracking Information
Signed off by
Legal Services
Section 151 Officer
Monitoring Officer
SMT

Date sent
1/5/2019
1/5/2019
1/5/2019
1/5/2019

Circulated to
Assistant Director

Date sent
1/5/2019

Human Resources Manager

1/5/2019

Communications Team
Leader
Committee Chairman
Portfolio Holder
Ward Councillor(s)
Committee
Executive (Cabinet)
Council

N/A
N/A
1/5/2019
N/A
N/A
5/6/19
23/7/19
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Priority - Protecting vulnerable
people

Priority - Domestic abuse
Aims: Protect our communities against domestic abuse
through education and support.

Aims: To help safeguard people against being exploited
Key deliverables:
and abused and support those with mental health problems.
• Increase the reporting of domestic abuse.
Key deliverables:
• Identify and support vulnerable victims at risk of
• Support victims through joined up partner
crime or exploitation.
working.
• Improve the confidence of victims to report
• Encourage behaviour change of
hate crime and provide support for
perpetrators through effective schemes.
victims.
• Work with young males who have
• We will make victims of crime aware
witnessed domestic abuse to stop
South Cumbria is one of the safest places in the country. How do we make it even safer?
and encourage them to consider
them becoming offenders.
It is very clear that prevention is vital.
using free-to-use restorative justice
• We will never cure the drug problems just by tackling supply, we also need to reduce demand by
services.
helping people give up drugs.
• Our third sector partners, working with people with drink problems whilst they are in hospital and
supporting them when they come out, are reducing the demand on the blue light services
and A&E, and this will literally save lives.
• Diversionary activities for young people reduces anti-social behaviour.
• Locking our sheds and securing our doors and windows reduces burglary.
Agencies working together can achieve far more than by working in isolation. We now have Local Tactical
Hubs, in Kendal and Barrow. A wide range of agencies meet to discuss those difficult problems that
no one agency can solve on its own. Early results from this are very promising.
Working with organisations to support victims is a key aim of the partnership
The South Community Safety Partnership working together and with your
help, will make South Cumbria feel, and be, even safer.
Cllr Brendan Sweeney,
Chair, South Cumbria CSP
Aims: Raise awareness amongst young people and reduce
Aims: To work with the local focus hubs to reduce anti-social
the number of bad decisions made and by improving their
behaviour where it occurs.
decision making.
Key deliverables:
Priority - Violent crime
Key deliverables:
• Target vulnerable locations through multi agency
Aims: To reduce the number of people affected by alcohol
• ATiC project – Performances and workshops in
intervention.
related crime.
10 schools in South Cumbria.
• Increase public confidence in the ability of partners to
Key deliverables:
• Fewer young people being involved with drug supply.
deal with crime and anti-social behaviour.
• Work with licencees and partners to reduce alcohol
• Support retailers and education in relation to underage
• Support targeted diversionary activities to reduce the
related violence
drinking and proxy sales.
likelihood of young people being involved in ASB.
• Support victims of violence through partnership working

Partnership Plan

Keeping Cumbria a safe place to live, work and visit
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Priority - Substance abuse
and drug supply

Priority - Anti-social
behaviour

•

Work with partners to provide education of alcohol
misuse

The members of the partnership are a mixture of
statutory organisations such as local councils, Cumbria
Police, Fire and Probation service and relevant voluntary
and charity groups.

Keep yourself and others safe:
•

Protect yourself from Cyber-crime – top three tips:
1. Choose, use and protect your passwords carefully
2. Protect mobile devices with a pin and look after them
in public places

South Lakeland - Case Study:
The CSP aims to improve the lives of children and young people
through innovative projects. In 2018 the CSP funded a Theatre in
Education project with the aim to bring high quality, immersive
theatre and workshops to local schools on community safety issues
affecting Cumbrian young people.
The resulting production of ‘Ruby’ , and associated workshop, was
taken to nine schools, with 1,520 audience members in 2018. In
addition, two schools were amongst 135 audience members who
attended a special performance at the Brewery Arts Centre.

3. Always download software, operating systems and
app updates as these frequently contain security
improvements
For more information see www.getsafeonline.org
•

For more information see
www.cumbria.police.uk/report-it/hate-crime-reporting
•

Five schools and 290 pupils also experienced the performance and
Q&A via a live stream.
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If you are in an abusive relationship and would like
support or advice contact the following numbers:
- National Domestic Violence Helpline 24 hours a day,
seven days a week, on 0808 2000 247
- Men’s Advice Line is available Monday to Friday
9am-5pm, on 0808 801 0327.
•

Anti-social behaviour covers a wide range of
unacceptable activity that causes harm to an individual,
to their community or to their environment. If you are
experiencing problems with anti-social behaviour, or
have any concerns about it, or other community safety
issues, you should call the non-emergency number, 101.
For noise issues contact your local council. In an
emergency always call 999.

•

Follow your local council, the police or Cumbria
Community Messaging to stay up-to-date with local
issues and advice.

•

If you have been a victim of crime there are
organisations who offer free and confidential services to
help you move forward. See the website:
www.cumbriatogether.com for information on local
support available. You can also contact Victim Support
free of charge on
0808 1689 111.

The 2019 round of performances will centre around drug use and
County Lines activity and how young people can stay safe and make
the right choices.

Barrow - Case Study:
Egerton Court in Barrow (supported by South Cumbria CSP) is an
example of what can be achieved through partnership working. This
location was well known for criminality and anti-social behaviour but
work by the police also identified that many of the residents were
vulnerable people.
In early 2019 a multi-agency welfare hub opened in Egerton Court and
now residents can easily access support services and advice, making
the area a better place to live for all. Through targeted multi-agency
work the number of incidents has steadily reduced.

Know the signs of domestic abuse and that help
is available – call crime stoppers anytime to
anonymously report abuse on 0800 555 111.
For more information about domestic abuse see
www.crimestoppers-uk.org/ www.cumbria.police.uk

This fast-paced production was based on real life stories and focused
on the pressures facing young people. Its aim was to encourage
young people to share their experiences with each other to develop
resilience.
Feedback was extremely positive: “Really enjoyable to watch while
being moving and insightful. It will provide some great opportunities
for discussion” said a class teacher.
“The play was the most eye-opening, realistic story I have heard. This
has showed me how to help my friends and myself” said a pupil.

Report any hate crime – call 101, tell an officer or go
online.

For further information please email:
partnerships@southlakeland.gov.uk
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South Cumbria Community Safety Partnership
2018-19 End of Year Evaluation Report
Partnership
Priority (reference
section of PCP or
CSP Plan)
Alcohol and violent
crime
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Issues identified (e.g.
locations, age groups,
emerging issues)

Activities and Projects

Evaluation Outputs and Outcomes

Amount
(£)

See minutes attached
(13 March)

CADAS: For local substance misuse
and domestic abuse services to work
more closely to support victims and
rehabilitate perpetrators of domestic
abuse and sexual violence.

Subsequent to the CSP award project
partners Springfield did not get the
5k matched funds required. So
CADAS are working with the funds
from the CSP solely plus a small
match from Sir John Fisher to
support organisations like Women’s
Community Matters with some
outreach.
•
The original plan was to
invite domestic abuse support
practitioners to join a CADAS training
course early in 2019 (Feb)
o
We invited Barrow
colleagues onto our September
course and 2 came on board. • The
Feb course was put back to April and
this enabled us to work with the
Probation Service who hoped to put
approximately 5 colleagues on. •
We have had engagement
meetings with Victim
Support/Turning the Spotlight, The

£5000

The project will have three main
strands:
1.
Train domestic abuse
support staff and counsellors to use
the Cadas behavioural and attitudinal
change ethos and interventions in
their own work so that they can help
clients with multiple issues as
opposed to expect clients to get
separate specific support from
separate agencies. 6 multi agency
domestic abuse personnel to access
the award winning Cadas 14 week
course. Post course there would be
an expectation that trainees continue
to use Cadas quality assurance
processes including paperwork and

Other
Comments
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Partnership
Priority (reference
section of PCP or
CSP Plan)

Issues identified (e.g.
locations, age groups,
emerging issues)
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Activities and Projects

Evaluation Outputs and Outcomes

commitment to monthly clinical
supervision.
2.
A dedicated support group
established in both Barrow and
Kendal for domestic abuse victims
with problematic substance use codelivered in a multi-agency format by
Cadas and a domestic abuse or
sexual violence colleague. 3.
Targeted engagement of
services to encourage referrals and
remove barriers re 1:1 substance
recovery support from Cadas for
perpetrators of domestic abuse.

Probation Service, Women’s
Community Matters and Springfield
and whilst it is proving more difficult
getting people onto our course (the
main feedback being the extensive
time commitment) the enthusiasm
for improved links and training
between the services is strong and all
agencies are in favour of more
collaborative working.
The revised plan:
•
Depending on how many
external DA&SV colleagues CADAS
get on the course – we’ll know how
much of the funding we can invest in
other training courses.
•
CADAS will deliver some in
house drug and alcohol/addiction
and behavioural change training to
the agencies we have been liaising
with.
•
If funding allows, CADAS may
also co-deliver a DV victim support
group that already runs in Barrow.
Supporting perpetrators element:
Conversations with NPS have
focussed on training their Probation

Amount
(£)

Other
Comments
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Partnership
Priority (reference
section of PCP or
CSP Plan)

Issues identified (e.g.
locations, age groups,
emerging issues)

Activities and Projects

Evaluation Outputs and Outcomes

Amount
(£)

Worker Assistants to be more able to
address issues of addiction and
behavioural change as opposed to
create a referral pathway into
CADAS.
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Child Sexual
Exploitation

See minutes attached
(19 July)

Dropzone:
Detached work in and around Barrow
town centre. Currently there is a
large number of young people
congregating in the town centre.
These young people are extremely
vulnerable and at risk, especially of
CSE and being under the influence of
alcohol and illegal substances. These
young people have not yet engaged
in any intervention work and are very
reluctant to access centre based
youth delivery. The aim of the
project is to work with these young
people in their own environment and
enable them to access support
services, engage them in diversionary

We have met, supported and
signposted 63 young people and
continue to do so. Young people
have engaged with workers in
developing a service model from the
feedback they have given and also
utilising the feedback from previous
projects. Young people have been
able to engage in frontline services
which enabled bridges to be built
and perceptions changed. We have
been able to educate young people
on the importance of staying safe
and building their own resilience.
We have highlighted the importance
of good mental health and involved
young people in the consultation

£5000

Other
Comments
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Partnership
Priority (reference
section of PCP or
CSP Plan)

Issues identified (e.g.
locations, age groups,
emerging issues)
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Domestic Abuse

See minutes attached
(24 Jan)

Activities and Projects

Evaluation Outputs and Outcomes

activities and reduce the amount of
anti-social behavior. This will have a
positive impact on the local
community, business owners and the
police who are frequently being
called on to tackle the issues. We
want to offer a partnership approach
so there are a range of organisations
and services communicating and
working with these young people.
We have already received support
from the Police, Youth Offending, the
PRU and Ormsgill Youth Association.
We are hoping that this piece of work
will allow us and partner agencies to
develop a strategy for future long
term work, facilitating an all round
service to enable young people to
access support, information and
guidance from a range of statutory
and voluntary organisations.
Welcome to Cumbria booklet.
Aimed to give information about
numerous aspects of legal issues,
from what is required to drive a
vehicle in England and Wales, to
more pressing issues such as
domestic violence, arranged
marriage or similar political issues.

around re-designing the new CAMHS
service. We have involved partners
with specialities in CSE, Mental
Health and Alcohol, anti-social
behaviour and crime.

Following completion of this
document Carlisle City Council
copied the document into Arabic to
use for the refugee families settling
in Carlisle area. Document accessible
online. It has been issued to the
diversity unit and also hate crime
officers who have made use of the

Amount
(£)

£1188

Other
Comments
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Partnership
Priority (reference
section of PCP or
CSP Plan)

Mental Health

Issues identified (e.g.
locations, age groups,
emerging issues)

See minutes attached
(5th July and 16
October)
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Activities and Projects

Evaluation Outputs and Outcomes

The booklet will be available to all on
the Cumbria Police Website in
numerous languages.

document. All hate crime reporting
centres in Carlisle have been
signposted to the document via the
Cumbria Police website.
Many people have little or no
understanding of the diverse families
that are now very much a part of our
neighbourhoods, however, this guide
will provide an element of greater
understanding and insight that has
never been made available to them
previously. The use of this Guide can
enable a greater working
togetherness and create a safer,
more sustainable and cohesive
society as well.
A copy of this Guide be provided to
every member of the Community
Safety Partnerships to enable them
to share its contents with their staff
so that its content can be embedded
into their engagement and
communication strategies relating to
diverse communities.

Religion Belief and Culture in our
Community Guide: to increase
awareness of some of the cultures
which make up Cumbria.
•
To provide an opportunity
for a better understanding of
religion/belief within the diverse
communities of Cumbria.
•
To provide a general
knowledge of their culture and
historical background.
•
To give general information
on the customs of dress, diet, visits,
marriage, funerals, language, birth
and medical matters.
•
To introduce some of the
major festivals celebrated by the
various religions and beliefs.

In addition, AWAZ have made it clear
that they will help to disseminate
and publicize the Guide as well.

Amount
(£)

£600

Other
Comments
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Partnership
Priority (reference
section of PCP or
CSP Plan)

Issues identified (e.g.
locations, age groups,
emerging issues)

Activities and Projects

Evaluation Outputs and Outcomes

Amount
(£)

This Guide should be used as a
valued contribution to the ‘We Stand
Together’ message as a tool for
Crime Prevention.
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Egerton Court Wellbeing Hub:
Creating a welfare hub of statutory
and 3rd sector partners in Egerton
Court and installing CCTV. Addressing
issues of ASB, substance misuse etc.
The Hub will provide on-site support.

South Lakes
Business against

We have continued to hold monthly
meetings in all areas and still have a

Crime reports down from 84 to 28
(Nov to Jan 17/18 compared to
2018/19). In 6 weeks of opening 110
tenants engaged, partners worked
with 36, 10 tenants not known to
agencies previously and were
engaging with them for the first
time. Issues raised related to debt,
food, feeling isolated, alcohol / drug
dependency.

There have been over the areas 65
bans with 25 appeals, with 3 been

£10,000
£15,000

Other
Comments
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Partnership
Priority (reference
section of PCP or
CSP Plan)
Crime Partnership
(Barwatch Scheme)





alcohol and
violent
crime
domestic
abuse
child sexual
exploitation

Issues identified (e.g.
locations, age groups,
emerging issues)
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Activities and Projects

Evaluation Outputs and Outcomes

50/60 % attendance at all meetings,
incidents discussed from the
previous months and bans issued
according to the constitution of the
group.
We have invested in an online system
that will enable our members to
communicate faster. The sharing of
information to be more secure, this is
being phased in to all the
barwatch/pubwatch groups over the
south lakes.
We had a successful World Cup
campaign, which we launched with
Cumbria Police supporting their
Domestic Abuse campaign; incidents
in all areas were minimal.
Ask Angela was launched last year
and all premises in the
barwatch/pubwatch schemes
supported this, training was held at
the monthly meetings and posters
provided to all premises.
We have held two personal licence
courses over the past year giving a
discounted price to
barwatch/pubwatch members.
Autism training was recently held at
Castle Green to the Kendal barwatch

upheld. We have found that there
were more bans due to drugs this
year than violence.

Amount
(£)

Other
Comments
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Partnership
Priority (reference
section of PCP or
CSP Plan)

Issues identified (e.g.
locations, age groups,
emerging issues)

Activities and Projects

group this will be rolled out to the
other schemes over the next few
months.
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Attended a conference by the SIA
(security industry) which showed
how to spot modern day slavery and
child sexual exploitation this was
then discussed at the monthly
meetings and a short video shown.
National Pubwatch conference was
attended and monthly training
sessions have been held on Counter
Terrorism (video shown) and
information will be given on the
effects of Brexit and staffing and the
new immigration laws.
A new Pubwatch group has been
formed in Kirkby Lonsdale with all
the pubs signing up to this. Taxi
marshals are still used in the
Bowness area on the Bank Holiday
weekends. As there has been a
problem with forged notes in the last
year, all groups were given advice,
training and UV note checkers to
help combat the problem
Other Elements or Work Streams e.g. DHR, Hubs :

Evaluation Outputs and Outcomes

Amount
(£)

Other
Comments

Appendix 2 South Cumbria CSP 2018/19 report
Partnership
Issues identified (e.g.
Activities and Projects
Evaluation Outputs and Outcomes
Amount
Priority (reference locations, age groups,
(£)
section of PCP or
emerging issues)
CSP Plan)
DHR Review for Safer Cumbria Domestic/ Sexual Abuse Board:
South Lakeland and Barrow Local Focus Hubs: Standing items on both CSP and Hub agendas to ensure good communications in place.
South Cumbria CSP: Get Safe Online cyber sessions: see table below
Get Safe Online sessions
Location

Total Attendance to
date
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Barrow (September 2017
morning)

19

Barrow (September 2017
afternoon)

16

Kendal (November 2017
afternoon)

50

Kendal (November 2017 Evening)

12

Ulverston (January 2018 morning)

11

Ulverston (January 2018
afternoon)

7

Barrow (March 2018 morning)

21

Grange (March 2018 afternoon)

30

Windermere (June 2018)

10

Other
Comments
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Ambleside (June 2018)

18

Barrow (October 2018)

11

Barrow (October 2018)

26

Kendal (November2018 morning)

14

Kendal (November2018 evening)

7

Total attendees

252
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Appendix 3

South Lakeland District Council
Health, Social, Economic & Environmental Impact Guidance & Proforma
Project, policy or programme: Community Safety Partnership Review 2018/19
Health Impacts

Potential Impacts
Positive

No
impact

Negative

Not
sure

Comments

Please tick the appropriate box

Environmental Conditions
Air quality

x

Water quality and
pollution

x

Built environment

x

Natural environment
and biodiversity

x

Energy
consumption/efficiency

x

Noise

x

Transport

x

Recycling

x

Food production

x

Social and Economic Factors
Employment

x

Income

x

Poverty

x

Education, skills and
training

x

Housing

Applied Theatre in
Cumbria (ATiC)
Project will employ
local creative
professionals.
ATiC
CSP projects
including work with
DA victims and
perpetrators and
Egerton Court project.
CSP projects
including work with
DA victims and
perpetrators and
Egerton Court project.
x
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Recommendations

Appendix 3
Project, policy or programme: Community Safety Partnership Review 2018/19
Health Impacts

Potential Impacts
Positive

No
impact

Negative

Not
sure

Comments

Recommendations

Please tick the appropriate box

Crime

x

Work environment

x

Factors that impact a person’s ability to improve their own health and wellbeing
Nutrition and diet

x

Physical activity

x

Alcohol

x

See above

Drugs

x

See above

Risk taking behaviour

x

Smoking

x

Loneliness and
isolation

x

Access to services, spaces or social opportunities that impact health
Communication
methods

x

Active travel

x

Access to leisure

x

Access to culture
Access to green
spaces

x

ATiC Project
x
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Item No.12
South Lakeland District Council
Cabinet
Wednesday, 5 June 2019

Cabinet Appointments/Representations on
Outside Bodies 2019/20
Portfolio:

All

Report from:

David Sykes - Director Strategy, Innovation and Resources

Report Author:

Una Bell – Case Management Team Leader

Wards:

(All Wards)

Forward Plan:

Not Applicable

1.0

Expected Outcome

1.1

To enable Cabinet to consider appointments to/representation on Outside Bodies for
2019/20.

2.0

Recommendation

2.1

It is recommended that Cabinet considers the appointments to Outside Bodies
as listed in Appendix 1 for 2019/20, including the addition of the organisation
listed at paragraph 3.4.

3.0

Background and Proposals

3.1

There are a number of organisations which are independent from the Council, but
which have an impact on its service areas (‘Outside Bodies’). In order that the
Council can maintain effective partnerships with a number of these organisations,
representatives of the Council sit on the various committees and forums that are
responsible for them.

3.2

Following a review of the Council’s list of appointments, Cabinet has been confirmed
as having the responsibility to appoint representatives to a number of these Outside
Bodies (Minute No. EX/017 (2006/07) refers).

3.3

Cabinet is asked to consider making appointments of Council representatives to
serve on the organisations as listed at Appendix 1 to this report, which also provides
information on last year’s appointments made by Cabinet.

3.4

It is proposed to appoint to the George Moore Education Trust; a new outside body
for 2019/20. It has, for some years, been inactive and was removed from the Charity
Register in 2009. However, funds of around £40,000 remain held in its name.
Appointments are sought from those organisations that succeeded those that
originally appointed to the Trust. Its charitable purposes are to promote the improved
and extended education of children in public elementary schools of the former
counties of Cumberland, Westmorland and that part of Lancashire known as
Lonsdale North of the Sands by means of exhibitions and scholarships.
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4.0

Consultation

4.1

Not applicable.

5.0

Alternative Options

5.1

Not to make appointments, which could affect the Council’s ability to influence
partners on important strategic issues.

6.0

Links to Council Priorities

6.1

Appointments to Outside Bodies assist in the delivery of the Council Plan through
partnership working: “working across boundaries, with a range of other local
authorities, organisations and businesses.”

7.0

Implications

Financial, Resources and Procurement
7.1

Members appointed to serve as representatives on Outside Bodies are entitled to
claim for travel and subsistence as detailed within Schedule 2 of Part 6 of the
Council’s Constitution – Members’ Allowances Scheme. Provision for this has been
made within the Council’s Revenue Budget.

Human Resources
7.2

There are no staffing implications arising from this proposal.

Legal
7.3

There are no legal implications arising from this proposal.

Health, Social, Economic and Environmental
7.4

Have you completed a Health, Social, Economic and Environmental Impact
Assessment? No

7.5

If you have not completed an Impact Assessment, please explain your reasons:
There are no health, social, economic or environmental impacts arising as a result of
this report.

Equality and Diversity
7.6

Have you completed an Equality Impact Analysis? No

7.7

If you have not completed an Impact Assessment, please explain your reasons:
It is considered that the recommendations will have a neutral effect on equality and
diversity.

Risk
Risk

Consequence

Controls required

Not Applicable
Contact Officers
Una Bell, Case Management Team Leader, una.bell@southlakeland.gov.uk
Appendices Attached to this Report
Appendix No.

Name of Appendix

1

List of proposed appointments to Outside Bodies for 2019/20,
including details of representatives appointed for 2018/19.
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Background Documents Available
Name of Background document

Where it is available

EX/017 (2006/07)

http://tinyurl.com/kxqkgsa

Tracking Information
Signed off by
Legal Services
Section 151 Officer
Monitoring Officer
SMT

Date sent
20/5/2019
17/05/19
13/05/19
N/A

Circulated to
Assistant Director
Human Resources Manager
Communications Team
Leader
Committee Chairman
Portfolio Holder
Ward Councillor(s)
Committee
Executive (Cabinet)
Council

Date sent
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
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Appendix 1
Representative
(2018/19)

Proposed Representative
(2019/20) (to be appointed by Term of
Cabinet on 5 June 2019)
Appointment

Ian Mitchell

Suzie Pye

Annual

Helen Chaffey

Helen Chaffey

Annual

Bowness and Windermere Forward Board
Citizens' Advice Bureau Trustee Board

Graham Vincent
Phil Dixon

Dyan Jones
Suzie Pye

Annual
Annual

Community Safety Partnership
Council of Grizedale Arts
County Council Local Committee for South
Lakeland
County Council Local Committee for South
Lakeland
Cumbria Community Foundation
Cumbria Housing Group
Cumbria Joint Districts Board
Cumbria Leadership Board
Cumbria Pensions Forum
Cumbria Strategic Waste Partnership
Cumbria Strategic Waste Partnership
Cumbria Tourism
Duddon Estuary Partnership Consultative
Committee
Duddon Estuary Partnership Consultative
Committee
Furness Economic Development Forum

Phil Dixon
Robin Ashcroft

Suzie Pye
Robin Ashcroft

Annual
Annual

Giles Archibald

Giles Archibald

Annual

Jonathan Brook
Robin Ashcroft
Jonathan Brook
Giles Archibald
Giles Archibald
Giles Archibald
Dyan Jones
Graham Vincent
Graham Vincent

Jonathan Brook
Robin Ashcroft
Jonathan Brook
Giles Archibald
Giles Archibald
Giles Archibald
Eric Morrell
Dyan Jones
Robin Ashcroft

Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual

Tracy Coward

Tracy Coward

Annual

Gill Gardner
Graham Vincent

Gill Gardner
Robin Ashcroft

Annual
Annual

Gateway Group
George Moore Education Trust *NEW*
Kendal BID
Kendal Brewery Arts Centre
Kendal Futures Board
Lakes Line Rail User Group

Robin Ashcroft
Graham Vincent
Robin Ashcroft
Graham Vincent
Dyan Jones

Suzie Pye
Robin Ashcroft
Robin Ashcroft
Robin Ashcroft
Robin Ashcroft
Dyan Jones

Annual
Temporary
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual

Lancaster Canal Regeneration Partnership

Chris Hogg

Chris Hogg

Annual

Lancaster Canal Regeneration Partnership
Local Enterprise Partnership
Morecambe Bay Partnership
North West Housing Forum
Parking and Traffic Regulation Outside
London Joint Committee
Public Health Alliance
Reserve Forces and Cadets Association

Douglas Rathbone
Giles Archibald
Graham Vincent
Jonathan Brook

Douglas Rathbone
Giles Archibald
Robin Ashcroft
Jonathan Brook

Annual

Graham Vincent
Phil Dixon
Roger Bingham

Eric Morrell
Suzie Pye
Roger Bingham

Annual
Annual
Annual

Safer Cumbria
South Lakes Business against Crime
Partnership
South Lakes Housing
South Lakes Housing

Phil Dixon

Suzie Pye

Annual

Graham Vincent
Rupert Audland
John Holmes

Pete McSweeney
Rupert Audland
John Holmes

SPARSE Rural
SPARSE Rural
Ulverston BID

Peter Thornton
Jonathan Brook
Janette Jenkinson

Peter Thornton
Jonathan Brook
Janette Jenkinson

Annual
To the end of their term on SLDC
To the end of their term on SLDC
SPARSE is part of Rural Services
Network
Annual
Annual
Observer only
Annual

Organisation
Appleby Fair Multi-Agency Strategic Coordinating Group
Arnside/Silverdale Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty Executive Committee
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Notes

Observer only
Health and Wellbeing Portfolio
Holder
Observer only

Leader Appointment
Leader

Substitute

Culture and Leisure Portfolio
Holder
Trustee Role
Period of Office is two years

Observer only (to 2021)

Annual
Annual

Health and Wellbeing Portfolio
Holder
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